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ABSTRACT

The generaì problem addressed in this study uras to examine various

techniques for assigning differential prices to pork carcasses. 0f in-

terest was whether these techniques could serve to aid in the establ ish-

ment of grade-pricing efficiency in the slaughter hog market. The spe-

cific objectives were:

l. to describe the historical development of slaughter hog grading

practices in both Canada and the United States;

2. to compare the abi I ity of various grade-pricing mechanisms to

contribute to pricing efficiency;

to determine whether the pricing efficiency achieved by the Cana-

dian lndex 100 system might be improved;

to comment on the practical feasibility of attaining any such im-

provements.

The first objective was achieved through a thorough review of both

Canadian and U.S. I iterature reìevant to the field of hog grading and

differential pricing. The ìiterature indicated that the official, com-

puìsory system employed in Canada has tended to be more progressive in

comparison to the non-compuìsory grading practices in the U.S.

The second, th i rd, and fourth obj ect i ves of th i s study were ach i eved

by using econometric models to rêpresent various grade-pricing mecha-

nisms, and observing the degree of pricing efficiency achieved by these

Cutout data were obta i ned (f rom Agr i cu I ture

3.

4.

a I ternat i ve mechan i sms .
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Canada) for a stratified sampì e of 2\l pork carcasses. Carcass weight

and various measurements of backfat and muscle thickness also were re-

corded for each carcass. The value of each carcass was caìculated (ex-

pressed as an index of the mean carcass vaìue) for each of 36 sets of

monthly average Canadian wholesale pork price data (spanning 1980, '8.|,

and '82), modified to reflect packers' preferences for specific weight

ranges of individual whoìesale cuts. Pricing efficiency was measured by

examining how closely the value indices assigned by a particular grade-

pricing mechanism matched the actuaì calculated value indices for the

sample carcasses. Two measures of pricing efficiency were used. rrBiasu

measured whether a given grade-pricing mechanism tended to either over

or underestimate the actuaì response of carcass value to differences in

carcass weight, backfat, and muscle thickness. "Precision" measured the

probability that the index grade assigned to an individual carcass would

be within 2 index points of its actual value index. After determining

the bias and precision scores for the various grade-pricing mechanisms,

an attempt was made to identify the practicaì benefits and probable

costs that l^/ould be associated with the actual implementation of a given

mechanism. Specific reference was made to the probable benefits and

costs assoc i ated wi th i ncorporat i ng a g iven mechan i sm (other than the

existing mechanism) into the Canadian lndex IOO grading system.

After compar i ng the ab i I i ty of var i ous carcass measurements and

grade-pricing procedures to contribute to grade-pricing efficiency, it

was determined that the current practices empìoyed in the development

and maintenance of the lndex ì00 system provide a leveì of pricing effi-

ciency upon which only minor practical improvements couìd be made, given

-trt



current grading technology. lt was suggested, however, that the grade

index table be examined at least bi-yearìy, and possibly yearly, to en-

sure that trends in market preferences do not render the grade-price

signaì to be too biased. Aìso, the possibi I ity of seasonal ly adjusting

the lndex ì00 tabìe was examined. It was suggested that if seasonal ly

tai loring the average weight of pork carcasses to packers' preferences

could faci I itate an improvement in the physicaì efficiency of packers'

operations, a seasonal ly adjusting system might be justified. Other-

wise, seasonal adjustments to the system would be of I ittle value, and

may onìy serve to confuse packers and producers. ln addition, the re-

sults of this study indicated that the probability of accurateiy grading

carcasses within 2 index points of their actual value indices is limited

mostly by the fact that backfat thickness and carcass weight must be

used as proxies for commercial yield. Using different carcass measure-

ment sites, or al lowing the grade-pricing system to reflect instabi I i-

ties (over time, or over carcass type) in the actual relationship of

carcass vaìue to backfat and weight provide, at best, onìy mi nor im-

provements to grade-pricing precision. Truly accurate differential

pricing of individual carcasses requires a grading technoìogy that can

provide precise and accurate estimates of carcass yieìd.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCT I ON

I . I BACKGROUND

The hog/pork sectors of Canada and the U.S. are similar in many re-

spects. Production and processing technologies, as wel I as tastes and

preferences of consumers are much the same in both countries. These

simi larities, coupled with the absence of major trade barriers between

the two countr ies have resulted in a true r¡North Amer ican'r hog,/pork sec-

tor with both the Canadian and U.S. hog industries competing for the

North Amer i can consumersr meat dol I ar. lndicative of the close rela-

tionship between the two countries is the fact that the balance of trade

in hogs and pork has switched six times between l160 and l98l.l

ln spite of this cìose interaction within the North American hog/pork

sector, severaì major differences between the two countries exist, par-

ticularly in their respective marketing systems for slaughter hogs. For

example, the structure of the Canadian market differs from that in the

U.S. as a result of the existence of marketing boards or commissions.

Another major difference, and one which this study focuses on, I ies in
the function of grading.

I P. Weisberger, Canadars Competitive Position in the North American Hoq
lndustry, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Economic Re-
search Service, Washington, D.C. 20250, Staff Report No. AGE58ll2l6,
Dec., .l981, p. l.
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I .? GRAD I NG DEF I NED

llcCoy provides the following def inition of grading: "Grading is the

segregation of units of a commodity into lots, or groupings, which have

a relatively high degree of uniformity in specific attributes associated

with market preferences and vaìuation".t The remainder of this section

will build upon this definition in order to identify the overall objec-

tives of grading, and to isolate its economic objectives.

1.2.1 The 0biectives of a Gradinq System

Grading of a commodity can serve a wide range of functions, as iden-

tif ied by l,lehren.3 These include: the improvement of both physical and

pricing efficiency; the provision of a basis for product differentia-

tion, promotion, or new product development; and the improvement of mar-

ket information. For slaughter hogs, the primary objective of a grading

system can be identified as the improvement of marketing efficiency in

the s ì aughter hog market. I'larketing eff iciency is composed of both

physical and pricing efficiency.a

Physical efficiency refers to the performance

ties involved in the marketing of a product. I t

of

is

the physical activ¡-

aìso known as "oper-

J.H. lvlcCoy, Livestock and Heat Harketinq, second edition, (Westport,
Conneticut: Avi Publishing Co. lnc., 197Ð, p. 283.

G.L. ltlehren, "The Functions of Grades in an Af f ìuent, Standardized-
Quaì i ty Economy", Journal of Farm Economics, vol. \3, (196.l) , pp.
137t-t383.

See G.S. Shepherd, G.A. Futrell, and J.R. Strain, Harketing Farm Prod-
ucts, sixth edition, (Ames, lowa: lowa State Press, 1976), pp.
184-187.

lb id . , p. 185.
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ational'r, s or technicaì 6 efficiency. The transportation, ptocurement,

processing, and distribution of a commodity should be accompl ished with

the least cost per unit output (or alternativeìy, wíth the greatest out-

put per unit input) possible. Grading of slaughter hogs andlor pork

carcasses can serve to improve physical efficiency by faci I itating the

purchase of animals by description aìone (ie., "sight unseen"), and

eliminating wasted time and effort involved in I'haggling" over the qual-

ity of an animal. ln order for a grading system to contribute to physi-

cal efficiency in the manner stated abover grâdes must describe, with

reasonable accuracy and consistency, those physical attributes of the

animal normalìy associated with its perceived guality.

Pricing efficiency refers to the ability of price to serve as a mech-

anism for communicating consumersrpreferences to producers, in order

that producers may al locate their productive resources in accordance

with consumer preferences. Grading can contribute to the achievement of

pricing efficiency in the sìaughter hog market by providing an accurate,

unamb i guous I anguage for market part i c i pants to use when referr i ng to

hogs of different quaì ity. This is of particular importance in market

price reporting. By making market price reports more meaningful to al I

market participants, consumers' preferences can be more clearly trans-

mitted to the producer via the price system. Grading of slaughter hogs

also can improve pricing efficiency if used as an aid in establ ishing

price dífferentials refìecting the quality differences between hogs.

This requires that the grade standards shouìd provide meaningful de-

6 W.D. Purceì.|, Aqricultural l'larketinq Systems: Systems,-..'1Qoorg!_lq!g,
Cash, and Futures Prices, (Reston, Virginia: Reston Publ ishinq Co.,
lnc., 197Ð, p. 8.
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It also requiresscriptions as to the quality of individual

the establ i shment of a means to trans I ate

tween individual animals into corresponding

the grade differentials be-

price differentials.

1 .2.2 Economi c Purpose of Grad i nq

From an economic perspective, a grading system should aid in effect-

ing a high degree of pricing efficiency - it should faciì itate the com-

munication of consumersr preferences for different qualities of slaugh-

ter hogs to producers i n the form of qua I i ty-reì ated pr i ce

dif ferentiaìs. l^Jebster def ines 'rqualityt' both as "a distinguishing at-

tributerrand asrrdegree of excellencer'.? The former definition refers to
the physical characteristics of a commodity, whi le the latter definition
implies preference or vaìue. ln this thesis, the word rquaìity" wiìl be

used only the sense of being synonymous withrtvaluer,; particularly, eco-

nomic value. Thus, â distinction is made between l'lcCoy's definition of

grading (where the concern is to sort a commodity according to those

physical attributes associated with vaìue), and what is referred to in

this thesis as'rgrade-pricing't (where the concern is to sort a commodity

according to economic vaìue, and subsequently estabì ish the payment of

differentiaì prices reflective of the value differentials between

grades). ln a market economy, 
-an" 

value of a commodity is measured in

terms of "wi I I i ngness to pay'r for that commodi ty. consequently, from an

economic perspective, a grade-pricing system for sìaughter hogs shouìd

reflect the packersr relative wi ì ì ingness to pay for an individual ani-

mal, in comparison to other animals.

.:ir.:

ìi:
l:r,:'

rj
rr

? H.B. wooì l, ed. in chief , The l,lerriam-webster Dictionary, (l'larkham,
ontar io: S imon and Schuster of Canada, Ltd. , lgjtri , 1.-ll7 .
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1.3 cRADE-PR lc ING SYSTET{S F0R SLAUGHTER HOGS AND/0R PORK CARCASSES -
CANADA VS. U. S.

Differences in the development of grade-pricing systems in Canada and

the U.S. can be found in the grade-pricing pol icies (i.e., the rrcourse

or method of action selected to guide and determine present and future

decisions")B followed, and the grade-pricing mechanisms (i.e., "process

or technique for achieving a result")' currently employed or proposed in

the two countr i es.

1.3.1 Grade-Pricins Pol icies

Since 1932, Canada has employed a policy of grading all hogs accord-

ing to officiaì ' compulsory grade standards. The initial intent of com-

pulsory grade standards h,as to encourage a uniform slaughter hog popula-

tion, with the hope of making Canadian hogs more desireabìe to

pork-importing countries. The Canadian slaughter hog population has in

fact achieved a high degree of uniformity in terms of backfat thickness

and weight, and this has led the Canadian sector to claim a

quaìity for its pork - greater leanness.ro

Because a single, compulsory grade-pricing system is

throughout Canada, individuaì packers (though they may differ

size, or in the type of pork products they produce), are not

tai ìor the system to suit their unique individuaì preferences

casses of different physical type. Rather, the abi I ity of

packers to influence the design of the system exists only for

super r or

emp ì oyed

in plant

able to

for car-

Canad i an

packers

8 lbid., p. 537.

e lb id . , p. l+34.

1 o P. l^le i sberger, op. cit., p. 17.
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collectiveìy (through the Canadian I'leat Council).

ln the U.S., official grades have been establ ished by the USDA, but

they are not compuìsory. ln fact, they are seldom used by U.S. meat

packers. I nstead, packers are aì lowed to deveìop and implement thei r

own grade standards, which they can match to their own individual pref-

erences for pork carcasses. Such a program may, in theory, facilitate a

higher degree of pricing efficiency from the perspective of individual

packers. However, by allowing individual packers to estabìish their own

grade-pricing systems, there is no guarantee that the resulting systems

wi I ì encourage the establ ishment of a uniform slaughter hog population.

A second pol icy question exists wi th regards to the roìe of grade

standards in establ ishing grade-price differentials. ln Canada, and in

some U.S. packing pìants, the grade standards are used to sort hogs ac-

cording to guality (i.e., value) and aìso to assign the price differen-

tiaìs associated with the different grades. ln such cases, a grade-

pricing system is establ ished, with price differentials being

administered directly by the system. Alternatively, the grade standards

may be used soìely for the purpose of describing the physical attributes

of an animal, and allowing the market supply and demand for each indi-

vidual grade to determine the price differentiaìs between grades. ln

such cases, a grading system is estabìished, leaving the process of es-

tabl ishing differential pricing in the hands of the market. The focus

of this thesis is on grade-pricing systems, where price differentials

are assigned to animals according to their grade.

The grade-pricing policies adopted in a hog/pork sector are deter-

mined by the objectives of that sector (e.g., the establ ishment of a
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un i form hog popu I at i on for export purposes) and/or i ts ph i ì osophy to-

wards government reguì ation and "free enterpr i se". I t i s not the objec-

tive of this thesis to comment on the objectives and/or phiìosophies of

the Canadian and U.S. hog/pork sectors. Rather, the focus of this the-

sis is on the '¡processes or techniques'r by which pork carcasses are

priced according to their quality differences.

1.3.2 Grade-Pricing l'lechanisms

Both in Canada and the U.S., carcass measurements of backfat and

weight are used (and measurements of muscle depth have been proposed)

for the definition of grade standards (i.e., these measurements are used

to indicate carcass qual ity). This requires some knowledge as to the

relationship of carcass qual i ty to the chosen carcass measurements.

Various mechanisms have been used or proposed for the purpose of pre-

dicting the qual ity differentials between carcasses, and establ ishing

payment in accordance with these qual ity differentials. The basic areas

in which these mechanisms differ are in i) the carcass measurements used

to indicate carcass qual ity, and i i) the procedure used in estimating

the relationship of quality to the chosen carcass measurements. These

d i fferences are more ful ì y descr i bed i n Chapter 4.

1.3.3 The Problem

The diversity exhibited in existing and proposed grade-pricing mecha-

nisms in North America indicates a lack of concensus as to which carcass

measurements best reflect carcass qual ity, and as to the most appropri-

ate procedure by which to estimate the relationship of quaì i ty to the

chosen carcass measurements.

r:ì¡!'l
ltì::..::ll



l. Describe the deveìopment of slaughter hog grading practices in

both canada and the u.s. This exercise wi ì I provide an under-

standing of the reasons behind existing and proposed qual ity-
pricing systems.

2.

3.

4.

Compare the ab i I i ty of var i ous

tribute to pricing efficiency,

determining whether the pricing

d i an I ndex 1 00 system cou I d be

i ts mechan i sm.

I f a mechan i sm change to the

ical ly to have potential to

f iciency standpoint, comment

grade-pr i c i ng mechan i sms to con-

wi th the subsequent object ive of,

eff i c i ency ach i eved by the Cana-

improved through modification of

lndex ì00 system can be shown empir-

improve the system from a pricing ef-

on its practicaì feasibility.

r.5 JUSTtFtCATI0N

ln this study, the contribution to pricing accuracy by various car-

cass measurements and various model I ing procedures wi ì I be compared by

applying alternative pricing mechanisms to the same set of data. This

data consists of i) a stratified sample of Canadian sìaughter hog car-

casses, chosen to achieve a uniform distribution across carcass weight

and backfat cel ls, rr and i i) Canadian prices for wholesaìe pork cuts,

modified to reflect the preferences of the wholesale market for specific

weight ranges for the individuaì pork cutsl2 (monthìy average prices for

January, 1979 to December, l98l). lt is hoped this comparative analysis

II

ìì
j;
ri,:
tìl:

,tii
:..ìì

,::,

ì,.::

The carcass cutout

ïhe whol esal e pr i ce

data is described more ful ly in Appendix B.

data is described more ful ly in Appendix C.
L2
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will cìarify the role of past and current research in the area of hog

grad i ng and pr i c i ng. Subsequent I y, whether the accuracy of the I ndex

100 system can be improved through a modification of its mechanism will

be determi ned. It is hoped this will provide information useful in

guiding future research in this field in Canada.

1 .6 THES I S OUTL I NE

The historical development of hog grading and pricing in North Ameri-

ca is presented in Appendix A. The information within this appendix is

cons i dered usefu I rrbackground" i nformat i on to the area of hog grad i ng

and pricing, but it is not essential to the comparative analysis at

hand. Those readers already fami I iar with Canadian and U.S. grading and

pricing practices for hogs may find it expedient to omit Appendix A.

Chapter 2 of this thesis presents a review of the ìiterature relevant to

the question of qual i ty-pricing mechanisms for hogs and/or pork carcass-

es. ln Chapter J, a framework for examining the relationship between

value and price within the context of pricing efficiency is developed.

A description of the procedure employed in comparing alternative mecha-

nisms is presented in the fourth chapter, followed in Chapter ! by the

resul ts of the ana I ys i s, wi th accompany i ng i nterpretat i on of these re-

suìts. The final chapter presents a summary of this study and its con-

clusions, foì lowed by recommendations suggesting means by which the

pricing efficiency achieved by the lndex .l00 system might be improved.
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Chapter I I

REV I EW OF RELEVANT L I TERATURE

The I iterature reviewed in this chapter cites several recent studies

where the focus is on the examination of various carcass measurementsl

ability to reflect carcass composition. ln addition, a number of stud-

ies which have dealt specificalìy with the pricing of hogs in accordance

with their value are cited.

2.1 RECENT STUD I ES ADDRESS ING CHO I CE OF CARCASS T,IEASUREI.IENTS

ln 196l+, a study by Fredeen åt ar. found a regression incorporating a

summed measure of shoulder and loin fat thickness explained 5l percent

of carcass yield of ham, loin, picnic, and butt.r3 similar results were

obtained in a study by Fredeen and Bowman in l968.rn ln .l96g, the lndex

100 grading/settlement system was introduced in Canada. I t incorporated

the above fat measurement together with carcass weight to indicate car-

cass va ì ue.

ln .l981, Fortin et al., in a comparison of various backfat measure-

ments as yieìd predictors, found a singìe measurement over the lumbar

region resulted in accuracy of lean prediction comparable to that ob-
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l3 H.T. Fredeen, R.T. Berg, J.p. Bowland,
of Yield and Vaìue of Hog Carcassesrr,
ence, vol. \\, (t964), pp. 33\-3\6,

and H. Doornenbal, rrPrediction
Cenadian Journal of Animaì Sci-

r4 H.T. Fredeen and G.H. Bowman, rtBackfat Thickness and Carcass Weight
as Predictors of the Yield of Hams and Loins of Pig Carcassesrt, Cana-
dian Journal of Animal Scíence, vol. 48, (ì968), pp. 117-lZg.
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tained by us¡ng two fat measurement sites.rs 0ther Canadian studies have

examined the use of various electronic devices for measuring backfat and

muscl ing. Fredeen and Weissró examined the use of ultrasound, electron-

ic probe, and ruler measurements of backfat thickness on various carcass

sites. They found "the reìative adequacy of a single 'best' fat meas-

urement vs. a combination of measurements depended both on the (measure-

ment) technique employed and the yield variable of interestrr.r? They

also noted that the use of discrete fat classes for the purpose of rank-

ing carcasses results in poorer yield prediction than that afforded by

the fat measurements themselves.rs |1ost recently, Agriculture Canada, in

conjunction with the University of Guelph, examined the use of electron-

ic measurements of fat and muscle thickness on various ìumbar and thora-

cic sites for the prediction of yield. They found that a single meas-

urement of fat thickness at the 3-4th last rib was able to account for

I+0 percent of the variation in commercial yield. By adding an accompa-

nying measurement of muscle depth, this figure was increased to !2 per-

cent. I e

a:t::.'

lìl:r.'.:.

::ìtl,,l
iltì:.,f

i':':1.:'

l:.. i
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rs A. Fortin, A.H. llartin, D.V/.
rrEvaluation of Dif f erent Ruler
of Commercial and Lean Yield of

Sim, H.T. Fredeen, and G.H. Weiss,
and Ultrasonic l'leasurements as lndices

Hog Carcasses for Commerc i a I Grad i ng
Purposes", Canad i an Journa I of Animaì Science, vol. 61, (198.l), pp.
8g¡-go¡ .

r6 H.T. Fredeen and
Lean Content of
vot. 6t, (198t),

r? lbid., p. 329.

18 lbid., p. 331.

We i ss, 'rCompar i son of
Carcassesrr, Canad i an

Techn i ques
Journa I of

for Eva ì uat i ng
Animal Science

G.¡4.
Hog
pp. 319-333.

1e A. Fortin, Research Scientist,
Animal Research Centre, 0ttawa,
I 983.

Research Branch,
Ontar io, personal

Agr i cul ture Canada
I etter , l'larch J0,
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Research by U.S. animal scientists also has addressed the prediction

of lean yield. Studies by Cross et al. (197Ð,20 Smith and Carpenter

(1g7Ð,21 Cross, et al. (197Ð,22 Fahey, et al. (1971),23 and Edwards

et al. (.l981),2a have indicated the ability of a singìe measurement of

fat depth over the longissimus muscle to aid in the prediction of lean

yield and pork carcass composi tion. A more recent U.S. study, however,

focused on the use of last rib fat thickness for value prediction. A

task force establ ished by the National Pork Producers Counci I (NPPC) ex-

amined the question of estabìishing payment for hogs in relation to val-

ue by regressing the calcuìated net value of indíviduaì carcasses versus

their carcass measurements. A I'Lean Guiderr index table was developed to

serve as a voluntary guideline to buyers and sellers of live hogs and

carcasses. This guide uses carcass or I ive weight and backfat thickness

at the last rib, coupled with a subjective evaluation of muscì ing to

suggest appropriate price differentials between animals.2s

H.R. Cross, G. C. Smi th, and Z. L. Carpenter, rrPork Carcass Cutabi I i ty
Equat ions lncorporat ing Some New I nd ices of l,lusc I ing and Fatnessrr,
Journaì of Animal Science, vol. 37, (ì973), pp. \23-\29.

G.C. Smith and Z.L. Carpenter, "Evaluation of Factors Associated With
the Composition of Pork Carcasses'r, Journaì of Animaì Science, vol.
36, (197 Ð , ÞÞ. L+%-\99 .

20

2t

z2 H.R. Cross, G.C. Smith, Z.L. Carpenter,
sh ip of Carcass Scores and l'leasurements
Cut Yieìds in Barrow and Gi lt Carcasses"
voì.41, (197Ð, pp. l3l8-1326.

and A.W. Kotula, "Relation-
to F ive Endpoi nts for Lean

, Journal of Animal Science,

23 T.J. Fahey, D.l'1. Schaeffer, R.G. Kauffman, R.J. Epley, P.F. Gould,
J.R. Romans, G.C. Smith, and D.G. Topel, rrA Comparison of Practical
l'lethods to Estimate Pork Carcass Composition", Journal of Animal Sci-
g9?, vol . 44, (lgll) , pp. 8- I 7 .

24 R.L. Edwards, G.C. Smith, H.R. Cross, and Z.L. Carpenter, t'Estimating
Lean in Pork Carcasses Differring in Backfat Thicknessrr, Journal of
Animaì Science, vol . 52, (.l981), pp. 319-333.

rl:
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2.2 REVTEW 0F STUDItS EXA|IINING PRTCTNG ANp oUALTTY

ln 1953, Engelman et al. compared the abi I ity of various t ive and

carcass-based pricing systems to improve on the pricing accuracy

achieved by pricing based on I ive weight alone.26 Carcass-based pricing

was found to be superior to pricing based on live weight.

Using correlation anaìysis, Wi ley et aì. examined the importance of

various "".c"t. characteristics in explaining the variation in cut-out

value of individual hogs.2? They found that carcass weight plus backfat

accounted for as much variation as did carcass weight plus the percent-

age yield of lean cuts. Gaarder (1962) used mul tiple regression analy-

sis to construct an equation for estimating the yieìd of the four ìean

cuts (as a percentage of carcass weight) using average backfat thickness

and carcass weight.28 ln addition, he suggested such an equation could

be used in determíning differential prices according to grade and

we i ght.

Fredeen et al., (.l964) used multiple regression analysis to explore

the reìationships between various carcass measurements to yield and val-

ue of hog carcasses.2e Canadian A, B, and C grade standards were found

Nationaì Pork Producers Council, P.0. Box .l0383, 
Des l'loines, lowa,

50306, "The Pork Value Approach", pamphìet, undated.

G. Engelman, A.A. Dowell, and R.E. 0lson, Relative Accuracy of Pric-
ing Butcher Hoqs on Foot and by Carcass Weight and Grade, llinnesota
Agricultural Experiment Station Technicaì Bul ìetin 208, June, 1953,

J.R. Wi ìey, D. Paarlberg, and R.C. Jones, 0biective Carcass Factors
Related to Slauqhter Hoq Values, Purdue Univ. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul.
567, Dec., .|951.

R.0. Gaarder, "Reìationships Between Physical Characteristics and
Value of Live Hogs and Hog Carcasses'r, (unpubt ished Ph.D. disserta-
tion, lowa State University of Science and Technology, 1962) .

H.T. Fredeen, R.T. Berg, J.P. Bowìand, and H. Doornenbaì, "Prediction

25

26

27

28

29



to contr i bute onì y as much to pred i ct i on

Also in 1964, Rosendale used multiple

equat i ons for pred i ct i ng carcass va ì ue. 3 0

methods should include sex, wêight, loin

and percentage yield of ham and loin.

of Yield and Vaìue of Hog

@, vol. 44, (1964) .

t4

of carcass vaìue as did sex.

regression methods to deveìop

He suggested hog evaìuation

eye area, backfat th i ckness,

Rawls (lggg) formulated a theoreticaì approach by which to determine

the appropriate size for grade-price differentiaìs between hogs of vary-

ing physical characteristics.3r His approach centered on the derivation

of the derived demand of packers for slaughter hogs, and concluded that

price differentials between hogs should, for the derived demand of pack-

ers to be communicated perfectly to producers, be equaì to the corre-

sponding differentials in net value between hogs.

Pearson et al. exami ned the reìationships between selected charac-

teristics and carcass vaìue using simple correlation coefficients.32 lt

was noted that

rrobjective carcass pricing systems could be developed which
wouìd only require carcass weight and a single backfat meas-
urement. Although the equations may need to be adjusted from
time to time to account for changes in whoìesaìe cut prices,
adoption should result in more rapid response to changes in
market demands which may not be accurately reflected by cur-

a:

Carcassesrr, Canadian Journal of Animal Sci-

30 V.itl . Rosendale, rrRelationships Between Carcass Traits and the Value
of Live Hogs and Hog Carcasses, (t'1.S. thesis, Univ. of lllinois,
t964).

E.L. Rawls,rrA Theoretical and Procedural Approach to Estimating the
Differential Values of Pork Carcasses and Live Hogs," (unpubl i shed
Ph.D. dissertation, Virginia Poìytechnic lnstitute, ì969).

A.l'1 . Pearson, l'1 .L. Hayenga, R.G. Heifner, L.J. Bratzler, and R.A.
Harkel, I'lnfluence of Various Traits Upon Live and Carcass Value for
Hogs", Journal of Animal Science, vol. 3.l, (1970), pp. 318t22.

3t

I
j
iì

32
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rent Pricing sYStems". 33

ln 1971, Hayenga found that backfat thickness (last ìumbar region) ,

loin eye area (tenth rib), carcass weight, plus carcass length explained

69 percent of carcass value variation.34 The performance of various

pricing systems were compared by observing the standard deviation of the

est i mated va l ue about the actua I va I ue.

Other studies have contributed to the deveìopment of hog pricing mod-

eìs by introducing econometric models intended to better reflect the re-

lationship between carcass characteristics and value. lkerd and Cramer

(ì970) developed a "two-steprr regression procedure employi ng both

cross-sectional data (measurements of selected physical characteristics

for a cutout sample of hogs) and time series data (prices of different

weights of wholesale cuts over time).35 Their model produced superior

estimates of individual carcass value when compared to a value determi-

nation method commonly used by u.S. packers. The importance of changing

wholesale prices over time on the changes in wholesale values of pork

carcasses was supported in a later study by Couvill ion in 1971.",

lbid., p. 321.

l'1.1. Hayenga, "Hog Pricing and Evaluation l,lethods - Their Accuracy
and Equity", American Journal of Agricuìtural Economics, vol. 53,(ì97r), pp. 507-5o9.

35 J.E. lkerd and C.L. Cramer, ¡'A Practical Computer I'lethod for Pricing
I Economics,Pork Carcasses and Hogs'r, American Journal of Agricultura

vol. !2, (1970), pp. 2\2-2\6.

W.C. Couvi ì ì ion, Sr., "Pricing Efficiency, Physi
and Wholesaìe Values of Sìaughter Hogsrr, (unpubl i
tion, Univ. of Tennessee, l97l).

l
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cal Characteristics,
shed Ph.D. disserta-
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A brief look at grading/pricing systems for commodities other than

pork reveals a great deal of simiìarity in terms of methods and proce-

dures for determining characteristics of the product responsible for (or

indicative of) the value of the product, and the means for determining

appropriate premiums or discounts correspondent with those characteris-

tics. Wool grade-pricing r^/as examined by Simmons (ì980), who developed

cross-sectional equations with price paid for wool as the dependent

variable, and the attributes of the commodity specified as the indepen-

dent variables.s? Similarly, an early study by l.laugh (lgZg) empìoyed

I inear regression to identify the qual ity factors important in the pric-

i ng of asparagus, tomatoes, and cucumbers.3 I

Studies in Austral ia concerning pig carcass pricing models also have

regressed carcass va I ues as a funct i on of var i ous carcass character i s-

tics. One study indicated that the measurements included in the Austra-

I ian Nationaì Pig Carcass Èleasurement and lnformation Service (incìuding

carcass weight, backfat depth, and sex), if incorporated into a pricing

system, couìd lead to more accurate discrimination between carcasses.3e

A method for associating qual ity attributes with price differentials

other than that of regression analysis also has been suggested. Hartin

(.|974) discussed the use of I inear programming, with emphasis on the

concept of dual ity, as an alternative to I inear regression modeìs for

37 P. Simmons, I'Determinants of Grade Prices for Woolrr, Review of l,lar-
ketinq and Aqricultural Economics, vol.48, No. l, (.|980), pp. 37-\6.

38 Waugh, F.V., I'Quality as a Determinant of Vegetable Pricesrr, (Colum-
bia University, New York, .|929).

G.R. Griff ith and L.R. Giles, "Pig Carcass Pricing l,lodeìs: A Prel imi-
Econom i cs,nary lnvestigationrr, Review of l'larketing and Agricultural

:;rr':'l

ì ìtt ì:i., ìì:,:

39

vol. \5, No. l+, (1977), pp. l\6-157.
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Chapter I I I

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR CO¡iIPARING GRADE-PRICING SYSTEI4S

3.1 I NTRODUCT I ON

As noted in Chapter I, the focus of this thesis is on mechanisms for

determining appropriate grade-price differentiaìs for pork carcasses.

It is assumed that an appropriate set of grade-price differentials is

one which reflects, b/ithout distortion, the corresponding differentials

ín the preferences of packers for different physicaì types of carcasses.

By communicating packersrpreferences to producers via the medium of

price, grade-pricing mechanisms contribute to the establishment of pric-

i ng eff i c i ency wi th i n the hog/pork market.

The major objective of this thesis is the comparative analysis of the

abi I ity of alternative grade-pricing mechanisms to contribute to pricing

efficiency. This chapter wi I ì identify what is required of a mechanism

in this regard, and thereby establish a framework by which the perform-

ance of alternative mechanisms can be evaluated empiricalìy.

3.2 VALUE OF I ND I V I DUAL HOGS

The value of a hog to a packer is determined by the revenue received

through the saìe of the various pork products obtained from the animaì,

less the costs incurred in transforming the live animal into a wholesaìe

-ready form. The grade, or quality of an animal thus can be defined in

terms of its net value.

- ì8 -
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" ).1 Gross Value

The gross vaìue (as well as the gross value per unit weight) is de-

termined by two factors: l) t¡re percentage yields of each pork product

obtained from the animal, and 2) the price received for each of the pork

products. Pred i ct i on of gross va ì ue therefore requ i res an understand i ng

of the factors determi ni ng carcass cutabi Ì i ty, and the pr ices received

for the var i ous whol esa I e products .

Percentage yields may be determined on either a carcass or I ive

weight basis. The latter provides a poorer indication of cutabi ì ity,

since it is affected by the weight of the stomach contents (referred to

as "f¡ l l"). ln this study, references to percentage yieìd wi ì l always

refer to the percentage yield of carcass weight.

lf records of individual product yieìds could be kept for each car-

cass passing through a packing plant, the gross value of each animal

could be calculated easi ly. However, the coì lection of complete cutout

data for every hog, given current technology, is an impractical method

for packers to determine value. The feasible aìternative is to predict

the value of animaìs based on one or two quick measurements on the car-

cass. As outl ined in Chapter 2, numerous studies have dealt with the

pred i ct i on of pork carcass compos i t i on. These have suggested var i ous

measurements for prediction purposes, including alternative measures of

subcutaneous fat th i ckness, var i ous measures of musc I i ng, and carcass

weight. Since such measures have been shown to be indicative of carcass

composition, they also have been used to aid in predicting carcass val-

ug.ar

4r For example,
i ng t'lethods ,

see 11. L .
t'tich igan

Hayenga, An Evaluation of Hog Pricinq and Grad-
,:l:::i.i:ll

, :t : I :.:':. :::;:ai¡

State Universi ty, Agricuì turaì Economi cs Report
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ln conjunction with composition, the prices received for the various

wholesale pork products contribute to the determination of the gross

value of individual animals. Certain products (such as ìoins) consis-

tently receive a higher price than other products (such as shoulders).

ln addition, intermediate and ì ight weights of individual wholesale cuts

generaì ìy receive a higher price in comparison to heavier cuts.a2 Since

the weight of a carcass is positively related to the size of cuts ob-

tained,o" this suggests carcass weight also may be useful in predicting

gross va I ue.

The effect of wholesale prices on gross value is compl icated further

by thé fact that the price differences between different wholesale cuts,

and between different weights of the same cuts, vary over time. For ex-

ample, loins generalìy fetch a higher price than hams, but in the few

weeks prior to both Easter and Christmas, this price difference tends to

decrease, and may even invert.44

4Z

No . 192, l'lay , 1971 ,

This is clearly the case in the U.S. wholesale pork market, as evi-
denced by price quotations in The Nationaì Provisioner Dai ìy Harket
and News Service (Chicago, l l l inois) "Yel low Sheet¡r. Weight-related
pricing of wholesale cuts is less prominent in canada, but since the
two markets are closely I inked by mutuaì trade, it is assumed that
canadian packers vaìue more highly those wholesale cuts fal I ing in
the weight ranges preferred by the American market.

H.T. Fredeen and G.H. Bowman found the correlation coefficient be-
tween trimmed weights of ham and ìoin to carcass weight to be 0.87
and 0.84, respectively, in "Backfat Thickness and Carcass þJeight as
Predictors of the Yield of Hams and Loins of Pig carcassestr, canadian
Journal of Animal Science, vol. 48, (1968), p. llg.

Based on observat i ons of whoì esal e pork pr i ce quotat i ons from the
'rYellow Sheet'r, op. cit., Jan., 1980 to Dec., .l982.

{3

44
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By defining the gross value of a slaughter hog to a packer as being

determined by the percentage yieìds of its various parts, together with

the wholesale prices received for these parts, a number of simpl ifying
omissions are made with regards to other factors which f,ây, in actuaì

practice' affect carcass vaìue. For example, approximately 3L percent

(ì55 mi I I . kgs.) n' of the pork products produced by Canad i an packers

are classified as'rprocessed meats' (e.g., sausages and prepared lunch-

eon meats). The price received for such meats can be relatively high,

though a large proportion of this price is due to the value added

through the processing function. sínce processing technigues vary be_

tween firms, and ¡t is difficult to distinguish the value of the meat

from the value of the processing services, the inclusion of processed

meat products in determining the gross value of a carcass is impracti_
cal. For this reason, the analysis in this study does not include the

value or costs associated with the production of processsed meat prod-

ucts' Rather' carcass valuation is based on the assumption that al I

carcasses are 'rprocessed'r only to the extent of producing fresh primal

cuts for the wholesale pork market.

Another simpl ifying omission is made in regards to the palatability
of the meat obtained from a carcass. A smal I percentage of carcasses

wi I I produce meat exhibi ti ng extreme psE (pa'le, soft, exudative) or DFD

(dart<, firm, dry) characteristics. Such carcasses generaìly are consid-
ered unsuitable for the production of fresh wholesale cuts. Since this
study defines the gross value of a carcass in terms of the value of its
fresh wholesaìe products, it is assumed that all carcasses incìuded in

4s From data in Agriculture Canada, Food Systems Branch, ,'The CanadianPork Systemrr, 1976, Chart 5, p. 66.

..ta

-3---
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the analysis are acceptable for the production of fresh primal cuts.

An additional assumption is made in regards to small differences in

the texture, marbìing, or coìor of the meat which may exist between car-

casses. These factors are not considered in the pricing of either re-

tail or whoìesale pork. Therefore, it is assumed that consumers distin-

guish pork quality on the basis of i) which part of the animal the pork

meat comes from (i.e., certain retai I pork cuts are valued more highìy

than others), and i i) the size of the particular retai I pork cut. Other

characteristics, such as texture, marbling, etc., are assumed not to af-

fect consumers' definition of pork quality.

lf quantitative measures of qual ity factors such as texture, mar-

bling¡ etc., couìd be deveìoped, and if consumers and packers were to

include these factors in distinguishing pork gual ity, a grade-pricing

system then would be required to determine the economic vaìue of these

characteristics in a pork carcass. Under this more discriminating defi-

ni tion of carcass gual i ty, the househoìd production function framework

(which facilitates the valuation of a good according to the value of its

individual characteristics) may be required for the estimation of qual i-

ty-price differentials for pork carcasses.

3.2.2 Costs
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The functions performed

ready form i nc I ude assemb I

trimming. lt is assumed

animal, and that the sum

processing for each hog.

in transforming a I ive animaì into wholesale-

ing, ki I I ing, dressing, chi I ì ing, cutt¡ng, and

that these functions are al I performed on each

of these costs constitutes the total cost of

Furthermore, it is assumed that the total cost
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is the same for each animaì in a given time period, regardìess of its

physical characteristics. The nature of the assembling, kilìing, dress-

ing, and chilling operations are such that the cost per-head of perform-

ing these operations is obviousìy constant across carcasses. With re-

gards to cutting, each carcass is assumed to be broken (cut) to produce

the same five primal cuts (ham, loin, bel ìy, butt, and picnic) , and

since cutting is now a highly mechanized operation employing power

knives and saws, it is reasonabìe to assume that cutting costs are also

unaffected by physical characteristics such as carcass size or fat cov-

er. Aìso, though carcasses differ in fat cover, it is assumed that this

does not result in differential trimming costs per head. Whi le fatter

animals require that a greater amount of fat be removed, the difference

in time required to remove a thin layer of fat as opposed to a heavy

ìayer is assumed to be negl igible. Finaìly, since it is assumed that

total per-head processing costs are constant over al I carcasses, when

costs are expressed per unit weight of carcass, ¡t follows that heavíer

carcassses are assumed to have a lower per-unit cost in comparison to

ì i ghter carcasses.

3.3 PR I CE DETERI'lI NAT I ON FOR SLAUGHTER HOGS

Pricing efficiency requires that packers' preferences for slaughter

hogs be commun i cated wi thout d i stort i on to producers through the med i um

of pr i ce.
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3.3.ì The Base Price

The interaction of the derived demand for pork with the primary sup-

ply of slaughter hogs establ ishes their market price level, referred to

here as the "base'r price. Tomek and Robinson describe the concepts of

primary and derived demand as follows:

The ultimate consumer is the one who determines the shape and

positionofthedemandfunction.Forthîsreason'consumer
demand reìationships are often referred to as'primary de-

mand,.... The term 'derived demand' is used to denote demand

schedulesforinputswhichareusedtoproducethefinalprod-
ucts . t'a 6

simil arly, ,'primary suppìy'r ref ers to the supply schedules of raw prod-

uct inputs (in this case, I ive slaughter hogs) whiìe ¡rderived supply'l

refers to suppìy schedules for products which have had utility of time'

space, oF form added to a raw product input. For the hog/pork sector'

consumers determine the primary demand for retai I pork cuts' This pri-

mary demand may be affected by things such as income ìevels' tastes'

pr i ces of subst i tute products, heal th fads, PoPul at i on changes, rel i g-

ious practices, et cetera. Retai lers derive their demand for pork based

on the retaiì value of pork and the costs incurred in pork retailing.

Whoìesalers (the whoìesal ing function is often performed by the packers

themselves) likewise derive their demand for pork from the demand of re-

tai lers, less wholesal ing costs. Packers then observe the wholesale de-

mand for pork, and taking account of their processing costs, determine

the i r der i ved demand for s I aughter hogs '

46 W.G. Tomek and K.L. Robinson,
edi tion, (London, England: Cornel

Aor i cul tural Product !¡þes, second
I Univers i tY Press' l9öl) ' P. 4 I .

ilìr,,
l.lr I
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ln ìike manner, the primary supply of slaughter hogs is determined by

producers. Theirrrsupply price'r is based on both their real and oppor-

tunity costs of production. Packers'suppìy price of pork then is de-

termined by the addition of processing costs to the price paid for

slaughter hogs. l,lhoìesalers and retailers then add their respective

costs to eventuaì ly determi ne the supply pr i ce of retai ì pork faced by

consumer s .

For a given point in time, in a given market, the base price is com-

mon to aìl slaughter hogs. lt reflects the average value of a slaughter

hog, given the existing derived demand and primary supply conditions in

the market. Over time, this base price will change in response to any

changes in the overall demand for pork and/or supply of hogs.

3.3.2 The Quality Price

since hogs are not a manufactured, homogeneous commodity, the physi-

cal traits of individual animals are expected to differ. Certain traits
(such as superior ìean yield) result in an animal being of above average

value to the packer, while other traits (such as excess fat cover) lead

to a below average value. Price premiums and/or discounts refìecting

these value differences constitute thetrquaIity prices" (or 'tgrade pric-

es") paid for each hog. For pricing efficiency with respect to quality

to be achieved, the qual ity prices paid for different carcass types

should refìect packersr preferences for each carcass type. These pref-

erences are based on the net values of individual carcasses compared to

that of an average carcass. Therefore, if it is assumed that the pur-

pose of a grade-pricing system is to improve the communication of pack-
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ersr preferences to producers through appropriate prices, the perform-

ance of the system can be assessed by analyzing the relationship between

the net value and the price paid for individual hogs. Such an analysis

requires that the appropriate relationship between value and price first

be identified.

3,\ PRrCE rN RELATT0N T0 VALUE

ln .l969, Rawls determined the relationship required between value and

price in order for packersrpreferences to be communicated accurately to

producers.a? This was achieved by deriving the packerst input demand

function for slaughter hogs. The derivation uses thettnet value of the

raw product approach", where the net value of the raw product input,

slaughter hogs' is calculated by subtracting processing costs (which are

defined to include an allowance for a normal rate of return for the pro-

cessor) from the gross revenue per hog. ln this approach, it is assumed

that hogs are a necessary input which cannot undergo substitution. Aì I

other i nputs, oñ the other hand, are a I I owed free subst i tut i on. The

derivation begins with the premise that packers face a g¡ven price for

each grade of hog. lt is assumed that packers know the net value that

can be obtained from each grade-type of hog. The guantity of raw prod-

uct input use (i.e., the quantity of hogs demanded) which will maximize

the firmrs profits in the ìong run then is determined. Since price is
assumed as given, this in effect derives the long run price-quantity

a? Rawl's derivation is not repeated here. For the complete derivation
and presentation of the theoretical concìusions the reader is direct-
ed to E.L. Rawls,r¡A Theoretical and Proceduraì Approach to Estimat-
ing the Differential Values of Pork Carcasses and Live Hogs,t' (unpub-
I ished Ph.D. dissertation, Virginia Polytechnic lnstitute, 1969), pp.
27 -58 .

1ì:
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The rel at i onsh i p between the

net

tab I

value and the I ong run equ i I i br i um pr i ce for each grade i s thus es-

This relationship is described by Rawls as foìlows:

The prices Pl and P2 for hogs of Grades I and 2 are determined
by the interaction of supply and demand in the marketplace.
lf at a given point in time and space the price of Grade ì
(pl) equals the price of Grade 2 (P2), the processor should
continue to purchase and process each grade unti I NVI (net
value of Grade l) = Pl = NV2 (net value of Grade 2) = P2. lf
Grade I has a greater yieìd of the higher value parts than
Grade 2 and/or can be processed for a lower marginaì cost than
Grade 2 causing NVì > NV2, then if the market is in equilibri-
ur, Pl should exceed P2 by the same amount. ln equi I ibrium,
the difference in the net value for the two grades should be
equal to the difference in their prices. lf the (differences
in) net values do not egual the difference(s) in prices, the
firm is not maximizing its profits, and price differences are
not reflecting the true differences in the value of the two
grades to the processor.4 I

These theoretical concìusions were developed by Rawls to show the re-

ìationship required between the actual prices paid, and the net values

of, different grades of hogs for the achievement of overal I pricing ef-

market. These same conclusions can be ap-ficiency in the sìaughter hog

to both the base price and the qual ity price components of total

that the impl icationsprice. lt will be shown in the foìlowing section

ar i s i ng from the appl i cat i on of these theoreticaì conclusions differ de-

price is being examined.upon wh i ch component of

Base Price in Relation to Average Vaìue

Pricing efficiency in the slaughter hog market requires that, for any

iÌ)l
l:1,
:l.r
..ì ì

ì,
.¡i'

equa I

time period, i) the base price paid for slaughter hogs should

the average net value of all grades of hogs to the packer, and ii)

the qua I i ty pr i ce pa i d for each

pp. 56-57.

individuaì hog should equal the differ-
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ence of the net value of that animal from the average net value of all

hogs .

The impl ications of requiring pricing efficiency with respect to the

base price extend beyond the domain of a qual ity-pricing system. Since

the theoretical conclusions of Section l.l+ are based on a definition of

net value which includes an allowance for "normalil profits in the deter-

mination of processing costs, these conclusions impìy that for pricing

efficiency with repect to the base price to be achieved, packers cannot

earn excess profits in their overall processing operations. The consis-

tent presence of excess margins would imply that a lack of competition

allows packers to overcharge their customers, underpay their input sup-

pl iers, oF both. That is, a lack of competition may al low packers to

exercise monopoly (or col lusive ol igopoly) power. Such a situation can-

not be altered by the use of a grade-pricing system as such. The ques-

tion of pricing efficiency in regards to the base price requires an

analysis of the structure, conduct, and subsequent performance of the

packing industry. The intent of this study does not include an examina-

tion of the degree of competition among packers. For this reason, the

analysis does not incìude an examination of the base price in relation

to the average value of hogs (and consequentìy, total price in relatìon

to total net value is not a concern of this study). Rather, this study

ìimits the role of a grade-pricing system to that of identifying the

differences in vaìue between animaìs, and establ ishing qual ity prices

for slaughter hogs corresponding to these vaìue differentiaìs.
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3.\ .2 Oual itv-Prices in Relation to Differential Values

ln reference to gual ity prices, the theoretical conclusions state

that the difference between the price paid for an individuaì hog and the

average price of al I sìaughter hogs should be equaì to the difference

between the net value of that animal and the average net value of aìl

slaughter hogs. Since it has been defined that quality is determined by

net value' the required condition for pricing efficiency with regards to

quality is that price differentials must be equated to their correspond-

ing net value differentials.

3.5 AN Et4ptRtCAL r'lEASURE F0R CARCASS 0UALtTy

The ability to predict net value differentials between animals is a

cruciaì aspect of the performance of a grade-pricing system. Hore spe-

cifical ly' this is a function of the mechanism component of grade-pric-

ing systems, since the mechanism has been defined to be concerned with

the prediction of quality,*' and quaìity has been defined as being de-

termi ned by net va I ue. To ach i eve the establ i shment of grade-pr i ces re-

flective of net value differentials, a mechanism must be abìe to sort

hogs according to their net value differentials. This requires that it
recognize those factors which contribute to the differential vaìues of

animaìs at a given point in time, as well as those factors which can

cause the structure of differentiaì values between physical types of

hogs to change over time.

itji
.::::,

:::,
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ae See Chapter l, Section 1.3.2
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For a given point in time, it has been shown that the differential

values between animaìs are determined by their composition, size, and

the prices received for wholesale pork products. For a given point in

time, then, a grade-pricing mechanism only need identify the absolute

net value differentials between animals. The definition of grades in

this case is straightforward; grades must simpìy reflect the absolute

net vaìue differences between animals.

When grades are def i ned to make them mean i ngfu I across t i me per i ods,

their definition becomes more compì icated. For a given sample of hogs,

the net value differentials wi I I change over time as changes occur in

the relative structure of wholesale prices and processing costs. As a

result' the absoìute size of the net value differentials between any tr¡ro

animal types is likely to change over time. However, such changes do

not always imply an accompanying change in packers' preferences for in-

dividual grades of hogs. For example, if prices for aìl wholesale pork

products and processing costs al I increase proportionately, due to in-

fìation, the absolute net value per kg. differential between two car-

casses will be affected (see Figure 3.1). However, nothing has occurred

to make one carcass more "desireable¡r than the other. The desireabiìity

of one carcass in reìation to another is measured in terms of the number

of carcasses of type rrArr a packer would be willing to g-ive up in order

to obtain one carcass of typerrB'r. ln Figure J.ì, we see that while the

absolute difference in net value increased, the relative net vaìue of

Carcass A to Carcass B remained unchanged. This example illustrates

that the preferences of packers for hog carcasses are best measured by

re I at i ve, rather than absoì ute measures of the i r net va I ue per un i t

weight.

iìll:
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Assume there are two grades of carcasses, 'rA'r and "8", each yieìding 2

whoìesaIe pork products, "ìrr and rr2¡r. AIso assume the absence of
wei ght-based pr i ce di fferential s.

Time period I

Pl = sz/kS. P2 = s1/kg. Proc. Costs = SIO/head

Carcass
Z Yield of Product
? Yield of Product
Carcass l.le i ght
l,leight of Product I

l,le i ght of Product 2

Totaì Value
Totaì Vaìue,/Carcass
Proportionaì Value

I

2

We i ght
ofAtoB

A

5o
50

t00
5o
5o

$i5o
si.50

1.50/ 1.40 =

s0. i0
$i.to

1 .4o/1 .33 =
I .40-ì .33 =

B

40
6o

ì50
60
90
Szlo
Sl.¡+o

I .07

So.o7
$r.¡¡

I .05
0 .07

Process i ng Cost/Carcass We i ght
Net Va l uelCarcass lle i ght
Proportionaì Net Value of A to B

Absolute Net Value Diff. of A to

Time period 2

Pl = S4lkS. P2 = Sz/kg. costs = s2olneau

S3oo $4zo
$3.00 Sz.8o
3.oo/2.80 = l.o7

So.2o $0. r 3
Sz.8o 52.çl

2.80/2.67 = t.o5
2 .80-2 .67 = o .13

Proc.

Total Val ue
Tota I Va I ue,/Carcass We i ght
Proport i ona I Va I ue of A to B

Process i ng Cost/Carcass We i ght
Net Va I uelCarcass We i ght
Proportional Net Vaìue of A to B

Absolute Net Vaìue Diff. of A to B
i:Ì1,

:1,

:;

Effect of a Proportionate Change in Wholesale Pork Prices and Processing
Costs on Net Value Differentials

Figure J.i: Quaìity f'leasured as Proportional Values
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Thus, to examine how weì I a grade-pricing mechanism can predict

qual ity differentials between animals for more than one time period re-

quires that quaì ity be defined in terms of the relative preferences of

packers for hogs of different physical makeup. These can be expressed

by measuring the net value (per unit weight) differentials between

grades in terms of percentage differentials. For any given point in

time, these percentage differentials can conveniently be expressed by

comparing the value of each individuaì grade with that of a chosen

rrstandardl grade. ln th¡s study, the standard grade is chosen (arbî-

trari ìy) to be that grade which returns an average net value to the

packer. The qual ity of an individual carcass thus is measured by ex-

pressing its net value as an index of the average net value of alì car-

casses - i.e., a "value index¡r is calculated.so

The performance of a grade-pricing mechanism can, therefore, be em-

piricalìy evaluated by comparing the value indices predicted by the

mechanísm with the actual calculated value indices between different

phys i ca I types of hogs .

ln the regressions described in Chapter 5, value indices for individ-
ual carcasses ì¡Jere expressed as the difference in the value index of
an individual carcass from the average value index of .l00; ê.g., a
carcass whose net value indexed at 105 percent of the average net
value over all carcasses would receive anr¡value index" of 5.
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" ^ 
sutll'lARY).-

ln chapter I the quality, and thus the grade of a slaughter hog was

defined as being determined by the value of that animal to the packer.

l'iore specif icaìly, it was shown that it is the net vaìue (tne Aifference

between gross value and processing costs) which is of interest. The

gross value of an animal was shown to be determined by percentage yield

characteristics, the size of the primal cuts obtained, the prices for

individual pork products, and the prices for specific weight ranges for

individual cuts. lt was assumed (for simplicity) that PSE and DFD syn-

dromes are of no relevance in determining the net value of animaìs. lt

also was assumed that all carcasses are soìd to the wholesale pork mar-

ket in the form of fresh primal cuts. The total cost per animal incur-

red in processing a live animal into wholesale-ready form was assumed to

be unaffected by the physicaì characteristics of the animal.

The price of slaughter hogs was shown to be determined by the inter-

action of the derived demand of packers and the primary supply from the

farm level. The price for an individual animal was conceived to be com-

posed of a base price and a quality price component. lt was determined

that a grade-pricing system can concern itself onìy with the establ ish-

ment of appropriate quaìity prices. Applying the conclusions of a theo-

retical framework deveìoped by Rawìs in l!69 for the prediction of value

differentials in hogs, the required condition for pricing efficiency

with respect to quality u/as identified. lt was shown that for any given

point in time, the quaì ity price for an individual animal should be

equaì to the difference of its net value from the mean net value. Aì-

ternative gr:ade-pricing poì icies thus can be examined in reference to

their effect on the market's abi I ity to achieve this condition. Lastly,
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Chapter I V

pR0cEDURE F0R Cot'lpAR I NG QUAL tTy-pR I C I Nc t4ECHAN I Sr4S

This chapter describes the data and procedure empìoyed in comparíng

the pricing performance of aìternative quality-pricing mechanisms for

pork carcasses. The objective of this comparative analysis is, as stat-

ed in Chapter ì' to evaluate the abil ity of various mechanisms to con-

tribute to pricing efficiency. From this, a subsequent objective, that

of determining whether the pricing efficiency of the lndex 100 system

could be improved through modification of its qual i ty-pricing mechanism,

wilì be addressed.

4.I THE RAI.J DATA

To faci I itate the empirical tests required for the above objectives,

data was obtained from a cutout test performed on a stratified sample of

2\J pork carcasses. A description of the cutout sample is contained in

Appendix B. The "quality" (i.e., the value index) of each of the above

carcasses was determined for each of 36 monthìy time periods (spanning

from January, .l980 to December, .l982, inclusive). È1onthìy average

whoìesaìe pork prices were used in calculating the values of these car-

casses. These prices are more ful ly described in the fol ìowing para-

graphs, t^rhere the method and underlying assumptions employed in calcu-

ìating the net value differentials for the sample carcasses are

presented.

;j:ì r
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CALCULATI NG NET VALUE D I FFERENT I ALS FOR THE SAI4PLE CARCASSES

. I Gross Va ì ue

Approximately 52 percent of the weight of an average market hog is

composed of primal cuts (see Figure 4.1), which are the main determ¡-

nants of the gross value of an animal. By-products also contribute to

the total gross value. Figure 4.1 illustrates that approximately 33

percent of an average market hog's weight is by-products (ttr¡s figure

includes fats used in rendering ìard). lt has been estimated that by-

products add from / to l2 percent to the total value of a slaughter hog

(when boning by-products are included).5r

ln this study, cutout data and prices \^,ere available for onìy a lim-

ited number of carcass by-products. Yields of sideribs, tenderloin,

backr ibs, backfat, jowl , tr im, tai I , and hocks were observed for each

sample carcass,s2 and were included in the carcass value calculations.

Excluded from the vaìuation process were carcass by-products such as ri-
blets, feet, head, tongue, kidneys, rind, neck bones, fin bones, and

scraps. Slaughter by-products (such as blood, hai r, heart, lungs, I iv-

êF, and spìeen) also were excìuded. These excluded products are low in

value (S/lg.¡ in comparison to the primal cuts, and it is reasonable to

expect' therefore, that their contribution to the percentage differen-

R. Kennedy and I'1 . Churches, Canadars Agriculturaì Systems, Dept. of
Agriculturaì Economics, ÈlcGi I ì university, ste. Anne de Bel levue,
Quebec, 1981, p. 13.25.

sideribs, tenderloin, backribs, jowl, and tai I weights were directly
observed for each carcass. Yields of the other by-products and mis-
cellaneous cuts were obtained as follows: backfat was equaì to rough
weight of loin and butt minus commercial- trimmed weight of loin and
butt (}<ianey fat also was included in the backfat category); weight
of hocks was determined by subtracting commercial-trimmed picnic from
rough picnic; trim was defined as the difference between commercial-
trimmed and rough weight belly, ìess the weight of the sideribs.

51
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BY.PRODUCTS

EDIBLE INEDIBLE
LIVER HAIR
HEART B LOOD
FAT LUNGS

SPLEENS, ETC.

14.49',.
'i
lz.s"'"

CARCASS
74.6 ks

MISCELLANEOUS CUTS AND BY.PRODUCTS

SHRINK &
ANIMAL WASTE

10.9 ks
LOINS

COOLING SHRINK
CUTTING AND
RENDERING SHRINK
TOTAL SHRINK

Source: Food Pr¡ces Review Board

@ [?otî

.to/
.z /o

<|.-.+

ES

1.9

9.3

l12ksl

l.ìri

ìi':rj
HEAD, HOCKS, FEET,
TRIMM¡NGS, ETc | 7.4 ks 

I

10
kg

.8
kg E LLI

ARE

Figure 4.ì: Approximate Disposition of a llarket Hog
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tials in net value between hogs would be minimal. This expectation is

gíven further support when one considers that most of these excluded

products are unl ikely to differ greatly between animals in terms of

their percentage yields.

The greatest part of carcass vaìue is, of course, derived from the

primaì cuts (ham, loin, bel ly, and the shoulder, which is composed of

the picnic and the butt). ln this study, values of primal cuts were de-

termined for each of the sample carcasses. For each time period ob-

served, the commercial-trimmed weight of each cut was multipì ied by an

appropriate price. Primal cut prices were obtained from price sheets of

the Ronald A. chisolm co. Ltd., as were the prices used in valuing the

by-products and mi sceì I aneous cuts. s 3 The pr imal cut pr i ces then were

modified to reflect the intrinsic values associated with specific weight

ranges within a given cut. Weight-based premiums and discounts were de-

veloped from the weight- range-specific price quotations for u.s. pork,

as quoted in the National Provisioner "Yel low Sheetstr. Prices used in

valuing primal cuts thus were dependent on both the type of cut, and its
weight. Appendix c describes, by way of an exampìe, the procedure em-

pìoyed in developing the weight-range-specific premiums and discounts

applied in this study.

The gross value per ì00 kg. for each carcass was determined for each

time period by summing the products of the percentage carcass yields of

the carcass components by their respective prices.

GVit = P:t Y¡i

s3 Price quotes for
tent.

pork tr were for tr ngs of l! percent lean con-
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where:

GVít = gross va I ue

P;1 = pr ice (5 per

ll+ll
Lt

per 100 kg . of carcass rr i rr i n

100 kg.) for carcass component

time period nt",

rrjrr in time period

Yji =

This

Append i x

percentage yieìd of carcass component rrj'r from carcass I'i,'.

formula for calculating gross value is more ful ly described

c.

tn

\ .2.2 Process i no Costs

Total processing costs per animal, as described in Chapter J, were

assumed to be constant across carcasses.5a Processing costs per unit of

carcass weight were therefore believed to decrease with increasing

weight. Also, it was assumed that processing costs are not ì ikely to
change over short periods of time, sìnce they depend upon factors such

as wages and other input costs, and processing technology. These are

expected to be fairìy stabìe within a year, and so it was decided that

yearìy average processing cost data would be adequate for identifying

changes in processing costs over time. Estimates of average processing

costs per hog for an average-sized Canadian plant were provided by the

Canada l4eat Counciì. These estimates were: S7.50 (1980), S8.50 (t98t),

and 59.50 (ì982) .

For each carcass, processing costs per .l00 kg. carcass weight were

subtracted from gross vaìue per lo0 kg. to obtain the net vaìue per loo

kg. carcass weight for each carcass in each time period.

s4 No time and motion studies were found where processing time require-
ments u,ere related to carcass physical characteristics, and there-
fore, the vaì idity of this assumption could not be evaluated by re-
ferr i ng to previ ous empi r i caì stud i es.

.l..:

.....,:
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NVit=GTt-C¡t

where:

NVîb = net value per ì00 kg. of carcass I'i'r in time period "t",
GVit = gross value per ì00 kg. of carcass I'irr in time period I'trr,

C¡¿ = processing costs per .l00 kg. of carcass ili,' in time period rrtrr

\.2.3 Net Value Percentage Differentials

ln Chapter J, it was defined that the quaìity of a carcass could be

quantified by its "vaìue indexr', i.e., ,'the difference (percent) in the

net value of carcass rrirr from the mean net value over al I carcassesr'.

I f we denote th i s measure by Y , then

Yir = ((ttv,. - ñ\t)/ñt ) ìoo

where:

ÑVa = mean net value per lO0 kg. over all carcasses in time period

ll tll .

Subsequent tests of the pricîng efficiency achieved by various quali-

ty- pricing mechanisms were based on their ability to reaìistically mod-

el the reìationship of value i ndices to carcass measurements such as

backfat and weight, and their abiì ity to predict value indices for any

carcass in any time period.
illr. .' . '

l ì.lr r' : . :ììi
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\.3 pRocEDURE F0R Cot,lpAR tNG ALTERNAT tVE f4ECHAN tSt4S

An objective of this thesis is to compare aìternative grade-pricing

mechanisms in terms of grade-pricing performance. As described in Chap-

ter l, Section 1.3, grade-pricing mechanisms are the processes or tech-

niques for achieving grade-pricing efficiency. ln Chapter 3, it was

concluded that grade-pricing efficiency is achieved when a grade-pricing

mechanism assigns to pork carcasses value indices exactly equal I ing

theír actual vaìue indices. ln Chapter 2, a review of the relevant lit-

erature reveaìed that existing and proposed grade-pricing mechanisms in

Canada and the U.S. differ with respect to i) the carcass measurements

used to indicate carcass quaì ity, and ¡ i) the procedure used in deter-

mining the index discounts or premiums associated wi th the chosen car-

cass measurements. ln this section, procedures are presented which wi I I

faci I itate the comparison of alternative sets of carcass measurements

and alternative grade-pricing procedures to determine their effect on

the abiìity of a grade-pricing mechanism to assign appropriate value in-

dices to pork carcasses.

4 .3. I A I ternat i ve Sets of Carcass Heasurements

Six alternative sets of carcass measurements will be examined. The

scope of the measurements is limited to those contained within the cut-

out data suppl ied by Agricuìture Canada. Since the measurement of car-

cass weight is required to determine totaì payment for a carcass, t¡Jarm

carcass weight is incìuded in each of the six combinations. The six

combi nations are descr ibed below (wi th the understandi ng that carcass

weight is incìuded in each).

iì

.':.l
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The sum of maximum fat thickness at the shoulder and loin (meas-

ured in inches using a ruìer). This was the measurement used in

the I ndex I 00 sys tem pr i or to I'lar ch , 1982 .

A single measurement of maximum loin fat thickness (measured in

inches using a ruler). This measurement currentìy is used in the

lndex ì00 grade-index table.

A single fat measurement at the last rib, 70 mi I I imeters (mm.)

off the dorsal midl ine (measured in mm. using an electronic

probe). The NPPC Pork Vaìue Task Force used a last rib fat meas-

urement in constructing their'rPork Vaìue Guiderrgrade-index ta-

ble.

4. A single fat measurement at the J-4th

off the dorsal midl ine (measured in

probe) . A recent Agricuìture Canada

ment provided superior predictions of

last rib fat thickness.ss

last rib interface, 70 mm.

mm. using an electronic

study showed this measure-

lean yieìd in comparison to

5. The last rib fat measurement described above, plus an accompany-

ing measurement of muscìe depth at the last rib (measured in mm.

us i ng an el ectron i c probe) .

A. Fortin, S.D.l'1 . Jones, and C.R. Haworth,rrTest of Electronic probes
for Grading Hog Carcassesr', a report prepared for a Canadìan Steering
Committee on Electronic Hog Grading,Oct. 22,1982.

This study aìso examined probe sites at the 4-5th and !-6th last
ribs, using the same eìectronic probe. When the same probe was used
on the last rib,3-4th, 4-5th, and 5-6th last rib sites, the 3-4thrib site was sl ightìy superior in predicting commercial yield. For
this reason, of the J-4th,4-5th, and 5-6th rib sites, only the 3-4th
rib site was examined in the current study.
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6. The 3-4th last rib fat measurement described above, pìus an ac-

company i ng measurement of musc I e depth at the 3-4th I ast r i b

(measured in mm. using an electronic probe).

Hereafter, these combinations are referred to as "trialsrrl through 6,

respectivelY.

A recent study by Agriculture Canada animal scientistss6 showed 3-l+th

last rib fat and muscìe thickness produced slightìy higher R-square val-

ues in comparison to ìast rib fat and muscle thickness, when carcass

yield was the dependent variable. Simi larìy, last rib fat and muscle

thickness produced higher R-square values in comparison to j-4th last

rib fat thickness alone, \,Íhich produced higher R-square values in com-

parison to last rib fat thickness alone. ln a previous study,s? a sin-

St" (ultrasonic) fat measurement at the last rib was found to produce

higher R-sguare values in comparison to a sum measurement of fat thick-

ness at the loin and shouìder, which in turn produced a higher R-square

than did a singìe fat thickness measurement at the loin (with carcass

yieìd as the dependent variable).

From the above results, the six combinations of carcass measurements

can be ranked according to their abiìity to predict carcass yìeìd. ln

descending order, the ranking is: trial 6, trial 5, triaì 4, trial 3,

trial l, and triaì 2.
ìi,itr

! rl:

:Ì :

Il,
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tbid.

A. Fortin, A.H. Hartin, D.W. Sim, H.T. Fredeen, and G.t'l .

'rEvaluation of Different Ruìer and Ultrasonic Heasurements as
of Commerciaì and Lean Yield of Hog Carcasses for Commercial
Purposes", Canadian Journal of Animal Science, voì , 61, Dec.,
p. 898.

We i ss,
lndices
Grad i ng
(l98l),
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It is plausible that a similar ranking would occur when the dependent

variable is carcass qual ity as measured by carcass value indices. How-

ever' the relationship of carcass dol lar value to carcass yield is de-

pendent upon wholesale prices for pork cuts, making direct extrapolation

from the carcass yield-carcass measurements relationship to the carcass

val ue-carcass measurements rel at i onsh i p somewhat tenuous.

Using carcass value index as the dependent variable, the six combina-

tíons of carcass measurements examined in this study wiìl be ranked ac-

cording to their ability to explain the variation of the dependent vari-
able (based on R-square values, and the standard errors of the estimated

coefficients for these variables). ln additionr practicaì measures of

the degree to which the aìternative combinations contribute to grade-

pricing efficiency wi I I be developed by observing how cìosely assigned

va I ue i nd i ces based on each of the s i x sets of carcass measurements

match actual value indices.

Therefore, two hypotheses regarding the choice of carcass measure-

ments in a grade-pricing mechanism will be addressed. These are:

l. Ranking carcass measurements according to their ability to ex-

plain carcass value wi I I produce the same resuìt as ranking car-

cass measurements according to their ability to explain carcass

yield.

The choice of carcass measurements used in

n i sm has no s i gn i f i cant effect on grade-pr

grade-pricing mecha-

ng efficiency.

ì:,:::

rt:,:
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l+.3.2 Alternative Grade-Pricing Procedures

From the review of the relevant literature presented in Chapter 2,

and the historical background information presented in Appendix A, three

general principles appì ied in the deveìopment of grade-pricing proce-

dures can be identified. These three principles are described below,

followed by a brief description of how these principles have been ap-

pl ied in the development of grade-pricing mechanisms for pork carcasses

i n North Amer i ca.

I . The adj ustment of the grade- i ndex prem i ums and d i scounts assoc i -

ated with the chosen carcass measurements in response to short

term (seasonaì) fluctuations in the actual relationship of car-

cass value to carcass measurements.

The adjustment of the premiums and discounts in response to

underlying trend in the actual relationship of carcass value

carcass measurements.

Adjusting the pattern of the grade-index premiums or discounts

associated with incremental differences in carcass measurements,

depending upon the carcass breight range, and/or the carcass back-

fat th i ckness range.

Principle I -- A number of studies have recognized that seasonal

fìuctuations in the wholesale prices paid for pork cuts can result in

seasonaì f luctuations in the relationship of carcass val.ue to carcass

measurements. ln a recent u.s. study, the NPPC noted the possible de-

sireabi I ity of adjust¡ng the grade-price premiums and discounts associ-

ated with carcass weight in response to seasonal fluctuations in the

2.

3.

an

to

llli;i
1 it:

r,ì.
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weight-based discounts for whoresare pork cuts.sB Earr ier, rkerd and

cramer had proposed a system by which appropriate seasonaì adjustments
to the premiums and discounts are determined based on current whoìesale
pork prices' se rhese and other studies have indicated that seasonaì ad-
justments to a grade-pr i c i ng system for pork carcasses may improve
grade-pricing efficiency. This hypothesis will be addressed in this
sect i on as fol I ows:

I ' Adjustment of the grade- i ndex premi ums and d i scounts associ ated
with the chosen carcass measurements in response to short term
f I uctuat i ons i n the carcass va I ue-carcass measurements rel at i on-
ship has no significant effect on grade-pricing efficiency.

Principre 2 -- Appendix A describes how grade-pricing standards for
pork carcasses in both canada and the u.s. continuaìry have been updated
in response to trends in consumer preferences (which are reflected in
wholesale pork prices) and in the physical tra¡ts of the hog popuration.
However, these revisions have not occurred regu.,arry. For exampre, the
canadian rndex roo grade-index tabre was revised in January, 1g7g, but
then remained unchanged until f,iarch, ì9g2; a period in excess of two
years.

It is uncrear as to how often a grade-pricing system shourd be ad_
justed in response to trends in the reìationship of carcass vaìue to
carcass measurements, i f va ì ue i nd i ces ass i gned by the system are to

tì
.i,:1

:
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ìlll
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Pork Vaìue Task Force Report - Technical Appendix, undated, pFimaryauthors ll. Hayenga (lowa State University),'n.-ftautfman and B. Gris_daìe (University of t/isconsin), pp. l¡_16..

J ' E. lkerd and c. L. cramer, 'rA pract ica r computer l,rethod f or pr ic ingPork Carcasses and Hogsrr, 
,voI. !2, t970, pp. 2h2-2\6-.-
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closely reflect the actuaì vaìue indices of carcasses. ln light of this

uncertainty, the fol lowing hypothesis wi I I be addressed:

2. Adjustment of the grade-price premiums and discounts associated

with carcass measurements in response to underlying trends over

time in the carcass vaìue-carcass measurements relationship has

no significant effect on grade-pricing efficiency.

Principìe 3 -- The relationship of carcass value to carcass measurements

also has been recognized as being unstable when observed over subsamples

of specïfic carcass types. For example, in the lndex loo tabìe of grade

indices, the pattern of the discounts associated with incrementaì in-

creases in backfat varies according to carcass weight range (see Figure

l+.2b). Alternatively, the NPPC's Pork Value Guide grade-index table

maintains a constant index-discount for increasing backfat for aìl car-

cass weight ranges (see Figure \.za). How much, if anything, does the

NPPC guide give up in terms of grade-pricing efficiency by not applying

the principle foìlowed in the lndex .l00 system? ln response to this
question, the foì lowing hypothesis wi I I be addressed:

3. Grade-pricing efficiency is not affected significantly by adjust-

i ng the grade i ndex premi ums or d i scounts assoc i ated wi th i ncre-

menta ì d i fferences i n carcass measurements, depend i ng upon car-

cass backfat or carcass weight range.

An evaluation of the merit of applying the above principles to the

development of grade-pricing mechanisms for pork carcasses wi I ì be con-

ducted in two stages. ln the first stage, the sample data acquired for
this study will be used to examine the structure of the reìationship of

iii'
I,i iÌ.' t:

ìi
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A) NPPC Pork Value Guide

Last rib fat thickness (inches)

B) Index 100

Loin Fat Thiekness (inches)

Figure lr.2: Backfat Discounts -- NPPC Guide vs. lndex 100

ii:.
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carcass value to carcass measurements.60 That is, conclusions will be

drawn (based on the sampìe data) as to whether the relationship of car-

cass vaìue to carcass measurements exhibits seasonal fluctuation or an

underlying trend in the response of carcass value to backfat and weight,

or an instability in the response of carcass value to backfat and weight

when observed over subsampl es of spec i f i c carcass types. The three

prínciples described above wi I I be examined in I ight of these conclu-

sions. Those principìes conforming to the actual structure of the reìa-

tionship of carcass value to carcass measurements then wi I I be included

in the second stage evaluation.

The second stage evaluation will measure the effect of the applica-

tion of the three principìes on grade-pricing efficiency. This wi I ì be

accompl ished in the foì lowing manner. Using the raw data (consisting of

cutout data for a stratified sampìe of 2\J carcasses, and 36 sets of

monthly average wholesale pork prices spanning the period January, ì980,

to December, 1982) value indices will be calculated for each of the sam-

pìe carcasses for each of the sample months. Procedures then wi I I be

developed in which value indices are assigned to the sample carcasses,

foì ìowing each of the three grade-pricing principles. Comparing the

vaìue indices assigned by these procedures to the sample carcasses to

the actual caìculated value indices for the sample carcasses wi I I pro-

vide a measure of the grade-pricing efficiency attained by these proce-

dures. S im i I ar 'l y, procedures w i I ì be deveìoped in which the three

ai

tll.

:l

I

60 The carcass measurements
the sum of maximum loin
urement was chosen for
trari ly, mainly because
sector.

used in these tests rdere carcass weight and
and shoul der fat. Th i s part i cul ar fat meas-
this portion of the analysis somewhat arbi-
of its fami I iarity to the Canadian hog/pork
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grade-pricing procedures are not applied. The grade-pricing performance

of these procedures also wilì be measured. Then, by comparing the per-

formance of procedures which do not appìy a given principle to the per-

formance of procedures wh i ch do appl y the pr i nc i pì e, one can gauge

whether the application of the principle improves grade-pricing perform-

ance, and if so, to what extent.

\ .3.3 l,leasures ol Grade-Pr i c i nq Perf ormance

As descr i bed above, the grade-pr i c i ng performance obta i ned by the

various procedures tested wi I I be evaluated by comparing value indices

assigned by a given grade-pricing procedure to the actual calculated

value indices. The two measures of pricing performance used are i)

bias, and i ¡) precision. These measures,6r and an interpretation of

their meaning, follow.

\.3.3.1 Grade-Pricing Bias

Bias in the assigned value indices wi I I be evaluated by regressing

actual carcass value indices versus assigned indices. ln the absence of

bias, the estimated intercept of such a regression will equaì zero, and

the estimated coefficient wi I ì equal one. An exampìe of bias is pre-

sented in Figur-e 4.3. From the example, one can see that bias measures

whether the index premiums and discounts associated with varying values

in the chosen carcass measurements accurately reflect the actual effect

of i ncrementa ì changes i n the carcass measurements on carcass va I ue.

Thus, a measure is provided as to how closely the grade-price signal

i,i..

;.i

6r similar measures were used by J.E. lkerd and c.L. cramer, op. cit.
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generated by a given grade-pricing mechanism reflects the actual

relatíonship of carcass value to these measurements.

ln the case of positive b¡as (as illustrated in Figure 4.3), value

indices for carcasses of below-average value will be expected to be un-

derestimated, whiìe value indices for carcasses of above-average quality

will be expected to be overestimated. Under such circumstances produc-

ers who consistently del iver hogs of above-average qual ity wi I ì tend to

receive grade-price premiums ìarger than what is justified by the extra

value real ized from these hogs by packers. Conversely, below-average

quality hogs will tend to receive grade-price discounts larger than what

is justified by the lesser value reaì ized from these hogs by packers.

The opposite situation would exist in the case of negative bias.

\.3.3.2 Grade-Pricing Precision

Grade-pricing precision refers to the variation of predicted around

actual value indicesi i.e., the degree of confidence one has that the

value index predicted for an individual carcass is within a certain

range of its true value index. lt was measured by calculating the stan-

dard deviation of the residuaì I'actual carcass value Ìndex minus pre-

dicted indexrr. Knowing the standard deviation of this residual vaìue,

one can calcuìate the overal ì probabi ì ity that predicted value indices

for individual carcasses wi 1 I be within a given range of their actual

vaìue indices.62 For each precision score calculated, accompanying fig-

62 Note that precision refers to the overaìl probabil ity that predicted
value indices wi I I be within a given range of actuaì vaìue indices.
lf zero bias exists, then all grades of carcasses are equally likely
to be assigned value indices within a given range of their true value
indices. But if bias exists, then the probabiìity that a carcass
wi I I be assigned a value index within a given range of ¡ts actual

i
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A¡

P¡

= Actual carcass value index (difference from mean) for carcass rritr

= Predicted (assigned) carcass value index (difference from mean) for
carcass rr itl

For any given time period,
Any of the pricing models

ã-= O

will produce values of Pi such that F= 0

To test for bias, regress A; on P; , obtaining, for example,

-î¡ =o+o.8Pr te
Bias is indicated since 0.8 # l.O. To'indicate what this means, assume
that carcass va I ue i nd i ces are a funct i on of backfat th i ckness (ex-
pressed as differences from the mean) alone, and that the relationship
is as fol lows:

,li:

.lì

..i:

ìl:Back fa t
A

P

-4 -3 -2 -t o
\3210

5.00 3.75 z.5o | .25 0

121+4
-r -2 -3 -4

-1 .25 -2.50 -3.75 -5.00

lf we judge the qual ity of carcasses of varying backfat thickness on the
basis of predicted value indices, we would overestimate the impact
of backfat on carcass gual ity. The size of the premiums and
discounts would be too ìarge. This will be referred to as positive
bias. Alternativeìy, negative bias wi ì I refer to the underestimation
of the impact of carcass traits on carcass qual ity (i.e., the size

::=:::=!:ï::l:=:::=:::::::::=:::=::l=iillll============================

Figure 4.1: Example of Bias in Qual ity-Pricing Accuracy
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ures were calculated to indicate i) the probability of predicting within

two index points of actual qual ity, and ì i) the range ( t ',n" index

points of the actual value index) within which 8o percent of the pre-

dicted value indices for individual carcasses would be expected to fall.

\.3.\ Drawinq lnferences About Alternative Grade-Pricinq Hechanisms

The objective of the comparative analysis is to determine the influ-

ence of the choice of carcass measurements and the choice of grade-pric-

ing procedure on the ability of a grade-pricing mechanism to assign cor-

rect value indices to carcasses. 0n an a priori basis, it is unclear

whether the choice of grade-pricing procedure wi I I affect the grade-

pricing performance achieved by the alternative sets of carcass measure-

ments. Likewise, it is uncìear whether the choice of carcass measure-

ments wi I I affect the grade-pr i c i ng performance scores of the

alternative grade- pr¡cing procedures. Therefore, in order to draw val-

id inferences with respect to the relative grade-pricing performance of

the al ternat i ve carcass measurements and grade-pr i c i ng procedures, i )

the grade-pricing performance of any given grade-pricing procedure wi I I

be evaluated for different combinations of carcass measurements, and ii)
the effect of the choice of carcass measurements on grade-pricing per-

formance will be evaluated for different grade-pricing procedures.

This procedure wilì be more fuìly explained by working through an ex-

ample. ln Chapter 5, Section 5.1.2.ì, the following hypothesis (in an

abbreviated form) is addressed:

J tìi

t,,
,ìr

¡

vaìue index decreases as actual value
age (io0) index.

indices deviate from the aver-
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l. using a seasonally adjusting grade-prícing procedure has no sig-

nificant effect on i) grade-pricing bias, i) grade-pricing preci-

sion, or iii) the practical achievement of grade-pricing effi-
ciency in the slaughter hog market.

This general hypothesis actually contains three separate hypotheses,

each of which will be addressed separateìy, below.

Hypothesis 1 -- Grade-Pricinq Bias

Since grade-pricing bias is evident when the'rbias scoreil obtained by

a procedure does not equal one, the hypothesis can be stated as:

l. The bias score obtained by a procedure which does not adjust

seasonally will be equal to the bias score for a procedure which

does adjust seasonal ìy.

Two grade-pricing procedures, one which accounts for seasonal ity, and

one which does not, will be used to predict (i.e., assign) value indi-

ces for each of the sample carcasses. These assigned value indices wiìl
be compared to the ca I cu ì ated va ì ue i nd i ces for these carcasses, us i ng

therrbiasrrmeasure of grade-pricing efficiency. This wiìl be repeated

for tweìve months of price data (i.e., for tweìve sets of assigned and

calcuìated value indices) For each month, the bias score obtained for

the procedure which does not account for seasonaì ity wi I I be tested to

determine whether it differs significantìy from the bias score for the

procedure which does account for'seasonality. Normally, in choosing a

level of signif icance, a level of either lo, 5, or 'l percent is chosen.

This limits the probability of making a Type ì error. However, as the

probability of making a Type i error is decreased, the probability of

making a Type 2 error increases. For the above hypothesis, Type i and

Type 2 error are as fol lows:

lt;,
ìì
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Type I error: Deciding that not accounting for seasonality has an

effect on grade-pricing bias when actual ly it doesn't;

Type 2 error: Deciding that not accounting for seasonality has no ef-

fect on grade-pricing bias when actually it does.

ln this case, there is a desire to avoid committing both rype I and

Type 2 error.63 Because of the strong desire to limit the probabiì ity of

committing Type 2 errorr ä significance ìevel of 20 percent is chosen.6a

ln comparison to the the traditionally chosen significance ìevel of 5

percent, this increases the probabi ì ity of making a Type I error, but

decreases the probab i I i ty of mak i ng a Type 2 error. Al I subsequent

tests performed in this study for the purpose of detecting the presence

of significant grade-pricing bias use 20 percent as the critical level

of significance.

Hvpothesis 2 -- Grade-pricinq precision

ln comparing a seasonal ly adjust¡ng grade-pricing procedure to one

which does not adjust seasonal ly, the hypothesi s wi th respect to grade-

pricing precision is:

l. The precision score obtained by a procedure which does not adjust

seasonally will not be inferior to (i.e., larger than) the preci-

sion score obtained by a procedure which does adjust seasonaì ìy.

That is, it is assumed that the hoglpork industry is averse to hav¡ngrrless than the best possible" grade-pricing performance, in addition
to being averse to making a change to a grade-pricing system that
produces no improvement in grade-pricing performance.

Two-tailed t-tests wilì be used to test for significant differences
in bias scores.

ì'ì,r

ì,
i
ì
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The carcass value indices assigned by two grade-pricing procedures

(one which accounts for seasonality and one which doesn't) to the sample

carcasses wi l.l be compared to calculated value indices for these car-

casses. How closely assigned value indices match actual value indices

are to be measured in terms of grade-pricing precision scores. As with

the test for bias, there is a concern to avoid committing either Type ì

error or Type 2 error. Because of the strong desire to limit Type 2 er-

ror, the 20 percent leveì of significance is chosen as the critical lev-

el of significance for all subsequent tests regarding the significance

of improvements in grade-pricing precision.6s

Val idation of Conclusions Reached for Hypotheses I and 2

As stated at the beginning of this section, ¡t is unclear whether in

testing alteinative grade-pricing procedures, the results obtained wi ì I

i n some way be dependent upon the carcass measurements used i n these

procedures. Simi larly, in comparing the grade-pricing performance of

alternative sets of carcass measurements, it is uncìear whether the re-

suìts wi I I be affected by the grade-pricing procedure in which the al-

ternative measurements are appì ied. ln response to this problem, each

grade-pricing procedure wilì be tested using each of the six alternative

sets of carcass measurements. Simi I arly, each set of carcass measure-

ments wiìl be tested using three different grade-pricing procedures; one

which adjusts over time, one which adjusts over carcass types and time,

6s since this test involves the comparison of two variances, âD F-test
is used. Because in an F-statistic the numerator always consists of
the larger of the two variance measures being compared, and the de-
nominator is the smaìler measure, in using the F-test to compare pre-
cision scores the test measures whether the numerator is significant-
I y I arger than the denomi nator. Therefore, a one-ta i I ed test i s
used.

;lì,

:ll
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and one which does not adjust over carcass type or time. Thus, each

test of a given grade-pricing procedure wi I I be conducted six times

(once for each set of carcass measurements), and each test of a given

set of carcass measurements will be conducted three times (using three

different grade-pricing procedures). lf the results for a given test

are consistent across the various trials, this wi I I indicate the val idi-

ty of these test resuìts.

Hvpothesis 3 -- Practical Achievement of Grade-Pricinq Efficiencv

comparing a seasonaì ìy adjustíng grade-pricing system to one which

does not adjust seasonaìly, the question of uìtimate concern is whether

or not the practícal appl ication of a seasonaì ly adjusting system is

worth pursu i ng. Thus, the hypothes i s of i nterest i s:

l. The appl ication of a seasonaì ìy adjusting grade-pricing system

would not produce a significant improvement in the practical

achievement of grade-pricing eff iciency.

To address this guestion, statisticaì tests of significance are not

used. Rather, the probabìe benefits and costs asociated with the estab-

I ishment of a seasonal ly adjusting system wi I I be identified, and

weighed against each other in a descriptive analysis.

Ì,

ì
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Chapter V

RESULTS AND I NTERPRETAT I ON

The results of the analysis of alternative grade-pricing procedures

first are presented. These include the results of tests on the sample

data to determine the behavior of the relationship of carcass value to

backfat thickness and carcass weight as observed over time and as ob-

served over subsamples of specific carcass types. Subsequentìy, follow-

ing the procedure outl ined in chapter 4, various grade-pricing proce-

dures are examined to determine the¡r effect on grade-pricing

efficiency. The effect of the choice of carcass measurements on grade-

pricing performance then is examined.

I CHO I CE OF GRADE-PR I C I NG PROCEDURE

l.l The Reìationship of Carcass Vaìue to Carcass l'leasurements

I .I .l Behavior Over Time

Thirty six sets of actuaì carcass value indices were calculated for

the sample carcasses, using the thi rty sîx sets of monthly average

wholesaìe pork prices. Ordinary Least Squares regressions of the depen-

dent variabìe, "value index", on the independent variablesrrbackfattl

(tne sum measurement of fat thickness at the shoulder and the loin

measured in inches by a ruler) and I'warm carcass weight" (t s.).6 then

5.

5.

5.

ir:

r.l

i'
I

ì:

66 The independent variables were
form, as was the dependent var
va I ue of carcass I'i 'r i n t ime
carcasses i n t ime per iod rrtrr .

expressed in difference from the mean
iable, the percentage difference in the
per i od rr trr f rom the mean va I ue of a I I
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were performed. Each of the thirty six sets of value indices were re-

gressed on the backfat and weight measurements for the sample carcasses.

Thus, a time series of thirty six estimated regression coefficients for

backfat and weight was produced.

Two non-parametric tests, one for trend (initially suggested by

l'lann,) 6z and one for cycl ical movements (initially suggested by waìl is

and I'loore)tt were appìied to the above series of coeff icients.6e 0n the

basis of these tests, it was concìuded that the response of carcass val-

ue indices to backfat th¡ckness exhibited a positive trend over the ob-

served time span, but that periodic movement was absent. On the other

hand, the response of value indices to carcass weight exhibited signifi-
cant periodicity, but no significant trend.?o

A visual inspection of Figures !.1 and 5.2, showing pìots of the es-

timated backfat (F igure 5. l) and weight (F igure 5.2) coefficients versus

time, reveal s patterns concurr i ng wi th the above resul ts. The pos i tive

trend in the backfat coefficients indicates that (for the carcass sample

studied here) comparing 1980 to 1982, a deviation in the backfat thick-

H.B. l'lann, rrNon-Parametric Tests Against Trends,rt Econometrica, vol.
13, (t945), p. 2\6.

l'J.4. I.jallis and G.H. |4oore, "A signif icance Test for Time series
Analysis,¡' tJournal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 30,(lgl+l), p. 4ol.

61

68

l,.

i
I

I

6e rhese tests are presented in G. Tintner, Econometrics, (New york:
John l,liley and Sons, lnc., 1952), pp. 211-215 (trend test) and pp.
23\-238 (test for cycl ical movements), and are described in Appendix
D.t.

70 This analysis and the subsequent anaìysis in this study assumes that
the estimation of the qual ity-carcass measurements relationship is
not adverseìy affected by violations of the assumptions of ordinary
least squares regression. Appendix E presents tests which revealed
that neither multicol I inearity nor heteroscedasticity were present in
th i s rel at i onsh i p to any ser i ous degree.

E ,.t"'-
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ness of an individuaì carcass from the average backfat thickness has had

a less severe impact upon carcass value indices. This may refìect an

observed trend in whoìesaìe pork prices; for the 16 month time span un-

der study, the price difference between hams (tne largest lean cut in a

carcass) and beìlies has exhibited a decreasing trend (see Figure 5.Ð.
Since the percentage carcass yieìd of bel ly is positively reìated to

backfat thickness," a relative increase in the value of bellies in com-

parison to other cuts would result in a smaller'tpenaltytt being associ-

ated wi th i ncreas i ng backfat th i ckness.

An expìanation for the observed cycl ical movements in the weight

coefficients can be found in the seasonal patterns in consumer demand

for various pork cuts. ln particular, the price difference between

light and heavy hams folìows a distinct seasonaì pattern (see Figure

5.4). comparing Figures !.4 and 5.2, the troughs in the estimated

weight coefficients directìy coincide with the peaks in the price dis-

count for heavy hams. For example, during the Easter and Christmas sea-

sons' when whole hams are likely to be in high demand, the price differ-
ence between I ight and heavy hams increases dramatical ly. During these

same seasons, the estimated weight coefficients take on their greatest

negative vaìues. Aìso, it should be noted that while the seasonal fluc-

tuations in the magnitude of the weight coefficients may, in theory, F€-

fìect seasonal changes in the average weight of the slaughter hog popu-

ìation, this is unl ikely since canadian hogs general ly are raised in

confinement, resulting in relativeìy constant management practices

?r See A.H. Hartin, H.T. Fredeen, G.l,t. Weiss, A. Fortin, and D. Sim,
"Yields of Trimmed Pork Product in Relation to Weight and Backfat
Thickness of the Carcass,rr Canadian Journal of Animal Science. voì.
6ì, (198t), p. 306.
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year.12 Hence, the physicaì traits of the pork carcass

expected to be stable throughout the year.

L i vestock and
the Canad i an
This illus-
population,

5.1 .1 .2 Behav i or Over D i fferent Carcass Types

Classifying the sampìe carcasses according to carcass weight, the

sample was divided into two subsamples; carcasses with warm carcass

weight less than 72 kg., and those weighing in excess of 77 kS. Value

indices were calculated for the carcasses within each subsample using

wholesale pork prices averaged over f982. For each of the two subsam-

ples, an ordinary least squares regression of value indices on backfat

and carcass r^re i ght was perf ormed. A test suggested by Chow? 3 then was

used to determine whether the estimated regression coefficients differed

between the two subsamples.

The same procedure was applied to a second set of two carcass subsam-

ples, where carcasses were classified according to backfat thickness;

carcasses with backfat (summed measure of maximum shoulder and ìoin fat)

of less than 2.1 inches, and those with backfat in excess of 3.2 inches.

It was conclùded (! percent significance level) from the Chow tests

(presented in Appendix D.2), that the relationship of carcass value to

backfat and weight was unstable when compared between I ight and heavy

weight carcasses. The major cause of this instabiìity is believed to be

?2 A perusal of 1980, 1981, and 1982 data in the Canadian
f'leat Trade Report ind icated the grade d istr ibut ion of
sìaughter hog population to be unaffected by season.
trates the constancy of the physicaì traits of the hog
regardless of the time of year.

?3 G.C. Chow, rrTests of Equal ity Between Sets of Coefficients in Two
LinearRegressions,,'@jg'Vol.28,(]960),PP.591-6o5.
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packersr general preference for small and medium sized pork cuts.?4 ln-

dividuaì cuts that are considered too ìarge to be desireabìe for sale in
whole form in the wholesale market general ìy are subjected to substan-

tiaì trimming, or are used in the production of processed meat products.

Once a carcass is consideredtrtoo large", additional increases in size

are less detrimental (and may be desireable) to the net vaìue (per kg.)

of a carcass. ln addition, pFice discounts associated with increasing

backfat thickness would be expected to be smalìer for heavier carcasses.

l f whol esa ì e cuts obta i ned from heavy carcasses undergo substant i a l

trimming in order to decrease their size, or are directed for use in

processed products, there wi ì ì be less concern over whether an excess

fat cover i s present on these cuts.

Compar i ng the est imated coeff i c i ents obta i ned for the ì ean and fat
carcass subsamples, no significant difference in the relationship of

carcass value to carcass measurements was exhibited between these two

subsamples. l'Jhile a previous U.S. study had found the coef f icients for
various lean-prediction formulas to vary between lean, medium, and fat
carcasses,'u a similar result was not necessarily expected for the qual-

ity-predicting formula examined here. The canadian slaughter hog popu-

lation is more homogeneous (in terms of both weight and fat) in compari-

son to that in the U.S., making extrapolations from studies of U.S.

carcasses to Canadian carcasses somewhat tenuous. The negative results

7 4 I n the carcass valuation process, wholesale pork cuts of non-optimal
weight were discounted according to the procedure outl ined in Appen-dix B.

?s R.L. Edwards, G.C. Smith, H.R. Cross, and Z.L. Carpenter,
Lean in Pork carcasses Differing in Backfat Th¡ckness,"
Animal Science, vol. F2, (t98.l), pp. 703-709.

"Estimating
Journa I of
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here obtained for the Chow test for lean and fat carcass subsamples

therefore were not seen as being in conflict with a priori expectations,

and were accepted as reflecting the true characteristics of the Canadian

slaughter hog popuìation.

5.1 .2 Compar i son of Grade-Pr i c i nq Procedures

From the analysis in the preceeding section, it was concluded that

the reìationship of carcass vaìue to carcass measurements of backfat and

weight exhibited (for the sampìe data) i) short term (i.e., seasonal)

instabi I ity' especial ly in the estimated coefficients for carcass

weight, apparently resuìting from seasonal fiuctuations in the weight-

based wholesale price discounts associated with heavy wholesale pork

cuts; i¡) long term (trend) instabiìity, especialìy in the estimated

coefficients for backfat, apparently resulting from a decreasing trend

in the price difference between wholesaìe "ìean cutsrr (particularìy ham)

and bel ly, and i i i) instabi I ity over carcass weight ranges.

Therefore, it was decided that the fol ìowing principles merit exami-

nation to determine if their appl ication in a grade-pricing mechanism

for pork carcasses can improve grade-pricing performance.

l. The adjustment of the grade-index premiums and discounts associ-

ated with the chosen carcass measurements in response to seasonal

2.

fìuctuations in whoìesale pork prices;

The adjustment of the premiums and discounts in

derlying trends in wholesale pork prices;

Adjusting the pattern of the grade-index discount

incremental differences in carcass measurements,

carcass weight range.

response to un-

assoc i ated wi th

depend i ng upon

3.
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5.1 .2.1 Adj ust i ng for Seasona ì F I uctuat i on

The hypothesis addressed in this section of the analysis is:

Ho: Adjustment of the grade-index premiums and discounts associated

with the chosen carcass measurements in response to short term (season-

al) fluctuations in the carcass value-carcass measurements relationship

has no significant effect on i) grade-pricing bias, i i) grade-pricíng

precision, or i i i) the practical achievement of grade-pricing efficiency

in the slaughter hog market.

Two procedures were deveìoped by which value indices urere assigned to

the sample carcasses. The indices assigned to the sample carcasses by

these two procedures hrere compared to the actual value indices of these

carcasses as calculated for each month in .1980.

Procedure la -- No Adiustment for Seasonal Fluctuation

ln procedure ìa, a set of actual vaìue indices for the sampìe car-

casses f irst I^/as calculated using wholesale pork prices averaged for
.l980. These indices then were regressed on the chosen carcass measure-

ments. The resulting estimated regression thus reflected the average

structure of the carcass value-carcass measurements relationship for

1980. A set of assigned value indices was generated using this estimat-

ed relationship. These indices then were compared to the actuaì indices

for each individual month to determine the extent to which the carcass

value-carcass measurements reìationship deviates, in individual months,

from the average relationship for the year.

The above procedure was applied six times; once for each of the six

combinations of carcass measurements (as were alì the grade-pricing pro-

cedures tested in this study). lts resulting grade-pricing performance,

measured in terms of bias and precision, is described below.
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Effect on Grade-Pricing Bias -- As was described in chapter 4, bias

was determined by regressing actual on assigned indices, then noting

whether the estimated intercept differred significantly from zero, and

whether the estimated response coefficient differred significantìy from

one. For all of the tests performed in this study, a regression of ac-

tuaì on predicted value indices produced estimated intercepts with t-
statistics essentialìy equal to zero, so that the probability of the in-

tercept being equal to zero was, in every case, equal to ì.oooo. The

estimated response coefficients were, however, always significant at the

0.01 percent ìevel. Therefore, bias was evaluated on the basis of the

value of the estimated response coefficient aìone.

Procedure ìa indicated that short term (i.e., monthly) fìuctuations

in wholesale pork prices occasional ly can be of sufficient magnitude as

to render the grade-price signal generated by a yearly average estimate

of the carcass value-carcass measurements reìationship to be signifi-
cantly (20 percent leveì) biased. From Table 5.ì, for aìl six combina-

tions of carcass measurements (i.e., the six trials) appl ied in proce-

dure la, the greatest positive bias, occurring in August, tended to be

approximately 0.90. The greatest negative bias, occurring in l,lay, tend-

ed to be approximately ì. ì0. Translating these "bias scores,' into prac-

tical terms' a posi tive bias of 0.lO means that carcasses wi th actual

vaìue indices within 4 index points of loo would be expected to be

graded accurately (assuming that predicted value indices are rounded to

the nearest one index point).?6 Carcasses with actual vaìue indices

?6 That is, if all.l04 were graded
0. l0 ex i sted,
casses (rounded

carcasses with an actual index vaìue of (for example)
using a grade-prîcing system where a positive bias of

the mean of the predicted value indices for these car-
to the nearest I index point) wouìd be expected to
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within 4 to 13 (-4 to -13) index points of ì00 would be expected ro be

graded one index point too high (low). A negative bias of I.ìo means

that carcasses with actual vaìue indices within ! index points of IOO

wouìd be expected to be graded accurately. Carcasses with actual value

indices within 5 to ì6 (-5 to -]6) index points of lO0 would be expecred

to be graded one index point too ìow (nign).

Grade-Pricing Precision -- Recaì ì from Chapter 4 that grade-pricing

precision is measured by the standard deviation of the residualttactual

value index less assigned value indexr'. rrPrecision scores" were calcu-

lated for procedure ìa for each month of the l98o price data. The high-

est (worst) and lowest (best) of these precision scores are presented in

Figure 5.2.' ? Over all six trials, the best precision scores were ob-

tained for Juìy. Using procedure ìa, the probabi I ity of an individual

carcass being assigned a value index fal I ing within 2 index points of

its actual (caìculated) vaìue index for this month hras approximately 4l

percent. Put another way, producers would have 80 percent confidence

that an individuaì carcass would be assigned a value index within ap-

proximately 4.8 index points of its actual value index (see Table 5.2).
Ïhe corresponding figures for the month with the lowest precision scores

(December) were 4/ percent and 4.0 index points.

Procedure ìb -- Adiustment for Seasonal Fluctuation

ln procedure lb, an ordinary least squares regression of carcass val-
ue (i.e., calculated carcass value indices) on the chosen carcass meas-

urements was performed for each separate month. Each estimated regres-

equa I I 04.

17 Precision scores were
to ì imit the voìume of

not presented for al I twelve months,
numer i ca I resu I ts presented .

i n order



Month

January

February

March

Apri 1

May

June

July

Augus t

September

October

November

December

Mean

TABLE 5.1

Procedure Ia Bias Scores -- l9B0 Data

Trial 1

0.969

0.986

L.023

1.087

I.r24*

I .095

0.972

0.900

0.926

0.958

0.9s 1

1 .008

I .000

TríaL 2

0.970

0.982

I .034

1 .098

t.L44x

I .078

0.952

0.889

0.923

0.954

0.955

1.021

1 .000

Estimated

Trial 3

o.969

0.989

1.019

I.077

1 .106

I .089

0.978

0.9 14

0.937

0.962

0.957

I .004

1 .000

*Indicates values of estimated coefficients
índices) significantly different from I ar

Coefficient
Trial 4

0.971

0.989

1 .028

I .089

, I.127*

I .088

0.967

0. 89g*

0.929

0.956

0.953

I .004

1 .000

Trial 5

0.973

0.993

1.019

r.074

1.097

1 .091

0.984

0 .91s

0 .938

0.964

0. 956

0.996

1 .000

value indices

Trial 6

0.973

0.993

r.026

1.086

1.117*

L.092

0.975

0.902*

0.929

0.958

0.951

0 .999

1.000

on actual(from the regression of assigned carcass
the 20 percent leve1 of significance. \,¡

ts

l
¡

I¡
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Lowest Std. Dev. Res. (Dec.)

8O1¿ C.T. (index points)
P(î = Yt2 index points)

Highest Std. Dev. Res. (July)
802 C.I. (index points)
P(î = Y+2 index points)

TABLE 5.2

Procedures la and lb Precision Scores -- 1980 Data

Procedure lb

Lowest Std. Dev. Res. (¡ec.)
802 C.I. (index points)
P(i = Yt2 index points)

HighesË Std. Dev. Res. (.luty)

80"/" C.I. (index poinÈs)

P(î = Yt2 index poinÈs)

Trial I

3.244

14. 15

46%

3.796
14.86

407.

TríaL 2

F-Ratio*

3.270

14. l9
467"

3.871

!4.96

397.

December

July

Trial 3

*Critical F value for the0.20 level

3.224

!4.I3
477"

3.728

!4.77
417.

3.134

t4.01

497.

Trial 4

3.691

!4.73

417.

3.252

!4.16
467"

3.807

!4.87
407"

3.120

t4.00
487.

Trial 5

I
I

.012

.037

3.704

!4.74

417"

3.114

!3.99
487"

3.62r
!4.64

427.

3 .066

13.93

48z.

3 .606

!4.62
427"

1S

Trial 6

I .011

I .034

1.11.

3. 100

!3.97
487"

3.637

!4.66
427"

3.072

t3 .93

487"

3.637

!4.66

427"

I
I

.013

.039

3.O44

13 .90

49i4

3.534

!4.53
437(

I
I

.013

.037

3.051

13.91

492

3 .569

!4.57
437"

I .015

1.041

I

I
.014

.038
{
f..)
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sion then was used to generate a set of assigned vaìue indices for the

sample carcasses. ln this way, the assigned value index for any given

carcass was adjusted for each month in l98O to reflect seasonal fluctua-

tions in the structure of the relationship of carcass value to the car-

cass measurements resuìting from seasonaì fluctuations in wholesale pork

prices.

Grade-Pricing Bias -- Since procedure lb produced assigned value in-

dices which were adjusted monthly, this procedure did not exhibit any

bias resulting from seasonal instabi I ity in the relationship of carcass

val ue to carcass measurements. Therefore, when va I ue i nd i ces ass i gned

using this procedure were regressed on actual calculated value indices,

the estimated coefficient always equal led ì.0. An observation worth

noting is that, using procedure lb, bias was not exhibited for any of

the six different trials. This result indicated that bias is caused

onìy when a grade-pricing mechanism does not adjust to instabi I ity in

the carcass value-carcass measurements reìationship over time; it is not

affected by the choice of carcass measurements used to indicate carcass

va I ue.

Grade-Pricing Precision -- Since grade-pricing procedure lb produced

no seasonaì grade-pricing bias, one might expect that the value indices

it assigns to carcasses wouìd exhibit greater precision than those as-

signed by procedure la. Tabìe !.2 presented the precision scores ob-

tained by procedures la and ìb for December (in which the best precision

scores were obtained) and July (in which the worst precision scores were

obtained) data. For al I six trials, for each of the twelve months of
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precision scores obtained by procedure lb consistently

were superior to those of procedure la. However, the magnitude of the

improvement in grade-pricing precision for the seasonaì ly-adjusting pro-

cedure was very smal l. Table 5.2 indicates that the probabi I ity of a

value index assigned by procedure lb being within 2 index po¡nts of the

actual value index for a given carcass tended to be onìy about ì percent

higher than that for procedure la. ln Table i.2, an F-test comparison

of corresponding precision scores obtained by procedures la and ìb indi-

cated that the improvements in grade-pricing precision offerred by the

seasonal ly-adjusting procedure brere not statistical ly significant at the

20 percent level.

I nterpretat i on

It was determined that applying the principle of accounting for sea-

sonal fluctuations in wholesale pork prices as opposed to not applying

this principle did not produce any statistical ly significant (20 percent

ìevel) improvement in grade-pricíng precision. That is, the uncertainty

accompanying the grade-price signal was not reduced significantly. By

adjusting the price signal monthly, grade-pricing bias was, of course,

el iminated. That is, adjusting the grade-pricing system to monthìy

fluctuations in whoìesale pork prices ensures that the grade-price sig-

naì is rrcorrect¡rin relation to packersrpreferences for carcasses of

different physicaì type, for any given month.

t'0nly the precision scores
in Table !.2 in order to
sented.

for December and July of ll80 were incìuded
I imit the voìume of numerical results pre-
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Having determined the consequence of not applying the principìe of

accounting for seasonaì fluctuations to be the presence of statistical ly
significant grade-pricing bias for certain months, the folowing question

now is addressed. What are the practical impì ications of seasonal

grade-pricing bias? As long as a grade-pricing system is abìe to re-

flect without bias the general preferences of packers for hogs of dif-
ferent physicaì type, producers wi I I continue to receive a grade-price

signal which is, in general, correct. That is, producers will be en-

couraged to market hogs whose physical characteristics general ìy are in

I ine with what packers want.

ln terms of the equity of the grade-pricing system, the presence of

seasonal bias is not ìikely to be of concern to packers or producers in

aggregate. ln Section 5. l. ì. l, i t was noted that the grade distribution

of the canadian slaughter hog population appears to be unaffected by

season. Regardless of the bias present for an individual season, âS

ìong as the 100 index grade continues to accurately identify pork car-

casses of average value, the total dollar effects of bias for a given

month wilì be equal but opposite for carcasses of above and below aver-

age qual ity. For positive seasonal bias, the total dol ìar amount paid

out in overly-large grade-price premiums will be balanced by the total

dollar amount not paid out due to overìy-large grade-price discounts.

Thus, (assumi ng a normal grade d i str ibution about the mean, lO0 i ndex)

under positive bias, producers of above average qual i ty hogs benefit at

the expense of packers, while packers benefit to an offsetting amount at

the expense of producers of hogs of below average qual ity. Simi I arly,

under condi tions of negative bias, producers of below average qual ity
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hogs benefit at the expense of packers, while packers benefit to an off-
setting degree at the expense of producers of hogs of above average

qual i ty. As long as the occurrences of posi tive and negative seasonal

bias balance out over the year (i.e., ¡f the grade-pricing mechanism is

unbiased, on average, for the year), then on balance, there is no aggre-

gate gain or loss over the course of the year.

One possible benefit to be gained from the appìication of a seasonal-

ìy adjusting grade-pricing mechanism is in packers' technical efficien-
cy. lf a seasonaìly adjusting system were established, and if, as a re-

suìt of its application, producers tended to deìiver more heavy hogs in

the summer?e and fewer heavy carcasses prior to Christmas,so packers may

be able to reduce their overall cutting, trimming, and processing costs.

Whiìe this argument seems pìausible, further research is required to de-

termine whether such gains actually could be achieved.

Based on the above discussion, a definite acceptance or rejection of

the hypothesis that a seasonal ly adjusting system would not affect the

practical achievement of grade-pricing efficiency cannot be made. use

of a non-seasonally adjusting system does not appear to produce any ma-

jor detrimental effects. Over the span of a year, êguity between pro-

ducers and packers is maintained, and the grade-price signal generalìy

reflects packers preferences for different grades of hogs. However, the

1e Figure !.2 iìlustrated that excess weight is less detrimental to car-
cass value in Juìy, August, and september. This is probabìy because
consumers demand fewer roasts and whole hams during this period, and
more processed meats.

80 Figure !.2 illustrated that excess weight is most detrimental to car-
cass value prior to the Christmas-New Year season. This is probabìy
because consumers demand more whole hams and roasts during this peri-
od, and fewer processed meats.
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anuse of a seasonal ly adjusting system may be abìe

increase in packersr technical efficiency.

to faciìitate

5.1.2.2 Adjusting for Underlying Trends Over Time

The hypothesis addressed in this section is:

Ho: Adjustment of the grade-index premiums and discounts associated

with the chosen carcass measurements in response to underìying trends

over time in the carcass value-carcass measurements relationship has no

significant effect on i) grade-prícing bias, i i) grade-pricing preci-

sion, or i i i) the practical achievement of grade-pricing efficiency in
the slaughter hog market.

Two procedures were deve I oped by wh i ch va ì ue i nd i ces r^rere ass i gned to

the sampl e carcasses. The i nd i ces ass i gned by these procedures then

were compared to the actuaì value indices of the sampìe carcasses as

calculated using the data for each month in l98l and .l982.

Procedure 2a -- No Adiustment for Trend

ln procedure 2a, an estimated regression refìecting the average

structure of the carcass value-carcass measurements relationship for

ì980 was used to generate a set of assigned value indices for the sample

carcasses. These indices then were compared to the actual indices for

these carcasses, âs calculated for each monthly price data set for l98l

and 1982. ln this way, an indication was obtained of the abil ity of the

carcass value-carcass measurements reìationship for l98O to reflect the

average reìationship for ì98ì and ì982, and of the combined effects of

seasona I i ty and trend on grade-pr i c i ng performance.
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Grade-Pricing Bias -- Tabìe 5.3 indicates that the value indices as-

signed according to the average ll80 carcass value-carcass measurements

relationship tended to be significantìy (20 percent ìevel) biased for 4

out of l2 months when compared to actual value indices for l98l.Br The

greatest positive bias, occurring in August, tended to be approximateìy

0.86. The greatest negative bias, occurring in ltlarch, tended to be ap-

proximately I.01. The average of the ìz bias scores for l!81 was (ror

all six trials) approximately o.!4, indicating that the assigned ',aver-

age ll80 carcass value indices¡r tended to overestimate the response of

carcass value to carcass measurements for the l98l data. The magnitude

of this overestimation can be measured in practical terms; a positive

bias of 0.14 means that carcasses with actual value indices of lO8 or

higher (92 or lower) would be expected to be assigned a value index I

index point higher (ìower) than their actuaì vaìue index.

For the .l982 data, Table 5.3 indicates that the ìl8o value indices

tended to be significantly (20 percent level) biased for ! out of lz

months. The average of the 12 bias scores for l!82 was (for al I six

trials) approximately 0.85, indicating a further tendency for the aver-

age il80 relationship to overestimate the response of carcass value to

carcass measurements. ln practical terms, a positive bias of 0.8! means

that only those carcasses with actual indices within 2 index points of

ì00 would be expected to be graded accurateìy. Carcasses with actuaì

indices within I to 8 (-3 to -8) index points of .l00 wouìd be expected

to be graded I index point roo high (low) Carcasses with actuaì indi-

tt 0nly the maximum negative and maximum posi tive bias scores for the
years l98l and l!82 were included in Table !.J in order to limit the
voìume of numericaì results presented.



19Bl Max. Neg. Bias (Marctr)

Max. Pos. Bias (Aug.)

Avg. Bias Measure

/lnias Measures #1 (80% level)
1982 Max Neg. Bias

Max. Pos. Bias (Aug.)

Avg. Bias Measure

i/sias Measures f1 (80% leve1)

TABLE 5.3

Procedure 2a Bias Scores -- 19Bl and l9B2 Data

Trial I

1 .019

0.855

0.94r
4

0.746

0.847

9

Estimated Coefficient
Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4

1 .009

0.850

0.942

2

0.739

0.849

9

1 .0lB

0.877

0.949

4

0.770

0.861

9

1.010

0.868

0.946

4

0. 758

0.858

9

Trial 5

r,022
0.872

0.945

4

0.768

0.856

10

Trial 6

I .014

0.867

0.943

4

0.754

0.853

9

!
\o

,.1 /



ces b/ithin 9 to 14 (-g to -r4) index points of ro0 wouìd be expected

be graded 2 index points too high (low).

From the above anarysis, it is indicated that trends over time ín the
carcass vaìue-carcass measurements relationship can produce statisticaì-
ly significant bias in grade-pricing, if these trends are not accounted

for in the grade-pricing system.

Procedure 2b was exactìy simi.lar to procedure rb in the previous sec_

tion, with assigned va,lue indices for a given month being generated by

an estimated regression of carcass value indices (as caìculated for that
month) on the chosen carcass measurements. Thus, in procedure 2a, sepa-
rate regressions were estimated for each month in lggl and lgg2. This
assured that the assigned value index for any given carcass was adjusted
to reflect any trend, as welì as any seasonaì ity in the carcass vaìue-
carcass measurements relationship. As a resuìt, when value indices as_

signed using this procedure were regressed on actual calculated value
indices, the estimated coefficient always equaì led l.O (i.e., there was

no grade-pricing bias) .

Grade-Pricing Precision -- Procedure 2b produced assigned value indi-
ces which were unbiased, while the indices assigned by procedure 2a were
biased for individuaì months in l9gì and ì!g2 due to the effects of sea_

sonal ity and trend in the carcass value-carcass measurements relation-
ship. As a resurt, one might expect the value indices assigned by pro-
cedure 2b to exhibit greater precision than those of procedure 2a. rn

Table !'4 precision scores are presented for procedures 2a and 2b for
l98l and 1982. comparing precision scores for a given month and trial,

8o

to
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procedure 2b consistentìy produced superior (i.e., smaìler) precision

scores. However, the magnitude of the difference in precision scores

between the two procedures was smaì'l. The probability of a value index

assigned by procedure 2b being within 2 index points of the actual in-

dex for an individual carcass tended to be about ì percent higher than

that for procedure 2a. As shown in Table 5.4, an F-test comparing cor-

responding precision scores obtained by the two procedures indicated

none of the pa i rs of prec is ion scores r^rere s ign if icant ly d if f erent at

the 20 percent level. Thus, the use of a grade-pricing procedure which

accounted for the instability in the carcass value-carcass measurements

relationship over time did not produce statistical ly significant im-

provement in grade-pricing precision

While aPplying the principle of accounting for the underlying trend

over time in the carcass value-carcass measurements relationship did not

produce any statistical ly significant improvement in grade-pricing pre-

cision, it did, of course, ensure that the grade-price signal was accu-

rate for the year in generaì (i.e., yearìy grade-pricing bias was eìimi-
nated).

I nterpretat i on

Comparing the index premiums and discounts assigned by the estimated

carcass value-carcass measurements relationship for l98O to the caìcu-

lated carcass values using l98l and l!82 price data, increasing positive

yearly bias was evident. The practicaì implications of such bias are as

fol ìows.

ln regards to the grade-price signal being communicated to producers,

a greater emphasis is put on the production of higher quality (particu-
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Procedure 2a

Lor"rest SÈd. Dev. Res. (Nov. )
BOf C.I. (index points)
P(î = Y+2 index points)
Highest Std. Dev. Res. (March)
SOT. C.I. (index points)
P(Î = Y+2 index points)

TABLE 5.4

Procedures 2a and 2b Precision Scores -- 1981 and 1982 Data

Procedure 2b

Lor¿est Std. Dev. Res. (nec. )
80% C.I. (index points)
P(Y = Y+2 index points)
Highest Std. Dev. Res. (March)
8O7: C.I. (index points)
P(Î = Y+2 index points)

Trial I

1982
Procedure 2a

3,r37
!4.02

481l
3 .488
!4.47

437.

Lowest Std. Dev. Res. (l¡ov. )
80"4 C.T. ( index points )
P(î = Y+2 index points)
Highest SËd. Dev. Res. (Jan.)
807" C.T. (index points)
P(9 = Y+2 index points)

Trial2 | Trial3

3.I57
!4.04

47"/.
3 .55s
14 .55

43%

áftuzr
t3.98

487"
3.470
!4.44

44%

3.024
!3.87

49z^
3.377
!4.32

457.

3.129
t4 .01

487"
3.538
!4.53

437"

3.074
!3.94

497.

3.308
!4.24

45%

Trial 4

3.014
13.86

49%
3 .383
!4.33

457"

3.004
13.85

50:l
3 .359
14.30

457"

3 .099
!3.97

487"
3 .339
!4.28

45"Á

Trial- 5

2.980
13.82

507.
3.284
!4.20

467"

2.982
13.82

50:l
3.367
14.31

4s7"

2.966
13.80

507.
3.195
!4.09

47"/"

Trial 6

2.982
t3 .82

501l
3.316
!4.25

4s%

fTqxì
!3.77

50%
3.265
t4. 18

467"

2.950
t3 .78

507"
3. 186
t4.08

47%

2.946
!3.77

50%
3.299
!4.22

46%

2.9Ls
!3.73

5r%
3.143
!4.02

48:l

2,9r4
!3.73

sr%
3.156
!4.04

477"

@
t\)
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1982

Procedure 2b

Lowest Std. Dev. Res. (Oec.)
80% C.T. (index points
P(Î = Yt2 index points)
Highest Std. Dev. Res. (Jan.
80."/" C.1. (index poinrs)
P(Y = Yt2 index points)

TABLE 5.4 (Continued)

Procedures 2a and 2b precision scores -- lggl and 1982 Data

F-ratio
1981 - Lowest Std. Dev. Resid.

Highest Sd. Dev. Resid.
L982 - Lowest Std. Dev. Resid.

Highest Std. Dev. Resid

Trial I

*Critical F value

2.979
r3.8 I

507"
3.276
!4.20

462

Trial 2

2.999
t3. 84

50z.
3. 309
!4,24

457"

for the 0.20 Level is l. ll.

I .019
1.010

I .065
1.o20

Trial 3

2.877
13.68

517"

3. 165
14 .05

471(

I .0tB
I .010

I .068
I .018

rrlal 4

2.861
!3.66

527"
3. ls6
!4.04

477"

I .013
1 .011

1.063
I .019

Trial 5

2.841
!3.64

527"
3.109
t3 .98

48:l

I.022
I .010

1.063
I .019

Trial 6

2.832
13.63

52%
3.r22
14 .00

48z

r.024
1.012

I .053
L.022

t.o25
1.010

I .059
I .023

@
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larly leaner) carcasses than is warranted by the actuaì response of car-

cass value to differences in carcass measurements (particularìy backfat)

between carcasses.

ln regards to the equity of the grade-pricing systen, the presence of

increasing posítive yearly bias impl ies that carcasses of above average

quaìity wiìl tend to receive premiums in excess of what is warranted by

their actual value differentials, whi le below average qual ity carcasses

will tend to receive price discounts which are ìarger than warranted.

As a consequence, producers of high qual ity pork carcasses wi ì I benefit

at the expense of packers, while packers will benefit at the expense of

producers of I ower qua I i ty caréasses .

ln Section 5.1.3.2 it was indicated that the observed decreasing

trend in the response of carcass value indices to backfat th¡ckness may

be due, ât least in part, to a decreasing trend in the wholesale price

difference between hams (tne largest lean cut in a carcass) and belìies
(whose percentage carcass yieìd is positiveìy related to backfat thick-

ness). lf we assume that a change in the relative structure of whoìe-

saìe pork prices is the onìy trend which occurs, (so that the grade dis-

tribution of pork carcasses remains normal about the mean index, tOO)

then neither packers nor producers as a whole wouìd be affected by the

presence of positive yearly bias -- i.e., neither packers nor producers

would benefit at the expense of the other. (nlthough producers of high

quality carcasses wouìd benefit at the expense of producers of low qual-

ity carcasses). However, in the case of the Canadian slaughter hog in-

dustry, the average phys i ca I tra i ts of the canad i an s I aughter hog popu-

lation also have been changing. Figure !.! reveaìs that a higher
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percentage of the slaughter hog population graded at an index of 105 or

higher in 1980 and ì98.l, as compared to 1979. Figure !.6 indicates rhat

a lower percentage of the slaughter hog population graded at an index of

between 85 to 95 in l!80 and 1981. Thus, during this period, it appears

the 100 index grade no longer identified carcasses of average value.

Rather, a 100 index carcass would be expected to be of sl ightìy lower

than average value. At the same time, the grade-price differentiaìs be-

ing assigned by the 1979 lndex t00 rabte (in effect from January of 1g7g

to ltarch of ì982) were I ikely increasingly positiveìy biased over .¡980,

.l98.l, and early l!82. Since more carcasses received above average grade

indices, and the premiums and discounts of the 1979 lndex 100 Tabìe were

likeìy positively biased for 1l8O and .l98.l, then the totaì dollar amount

of grade-price overpayment for carcasses indexing above IOO presumeably

exceeded the total dol ìar amount of grade-price underpayment for car-

casses indexing beìow .l00. However, this does not mean that producers

as a whole benefitted at the expense of packers. Since packers deter-

mine their base price bids for pork carcasses according to the average

net value real ized from their operations for al I carcasses, they cannot

unwittingly, through the fault of the grade-pricing system, be put in a

position where they end up paying more for carcasses, on average, than

the average net value reaì ized from these carcasses wouìd dictate. lf,
for exampìe, a trend occurs in the hog population such that the lndex
.l00 grade identifies a carcass of less than average net value, packers

wi I I simply adjust their base price bids accordingly downward. The

likely result of the maintenance of the same lndex IOO grade index table

from 1979 to early 1982, therefore, bras that producers of hogs of above
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average qual ity benefitted from grade-price premiums which increasingly

became ìarger than warranted, whi ìe producers of below average qual ity
hogs received grade-price discounts which also became increasingìy larg-
er than warranted.

Based on the above discussion, the hypothesis that the adjustment of
a grade-pricing system in response to underìying trends over time in the

carcass value-carcass measurements relationship has no effect on the

practical achievement of pricing efficiency, can be rejected. The prac-

tice of not adjusting a grade-pricing system yearly would (as indicated

for the sample data) result in a tendency to assign grade-price premiums

and discounts which are larger than warranted, magnifying packers pref-
erences for higher quaì ity (particularly leaner) carcasses. l.lhi le this
distorts the communication of packers' preferences to producers, the ef-
fects of such positive bias on the average physical characteristics of
the slaughter hog population may be seen as being desireable. An over-
emphasis on carcass quality may be essential to expanding export markets

for canadian hogs and pork. l./ith regards to the equitable treatment of
al ì market participantsr posi tive bias wi I I tend to make producers of
h i gher qua I i ty hogs better off, and producers of 'l ower qua r i ty hogs

worse off, than they would be under a grade-pricing system that was ad_

justed yearly. Hog producers may find this condition objectionable.

5.1.2.3 Adjusting Premiums

The hypothesis addressed ¡

Ho: Adjusti ng the pattern

assoc i ated wi th i ncrementa I d

and Discounts Over Carcass lleight Ranges

n this section is:

of the grade-pr i ce prem i ums and d i scounts

i fferences i n carcass measurements between
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carcasses of different weight ranges has no significant effect on i)

grade-pricing precision, or ¡ i) the practical achievement of grade-pric-

ing efficiency in the sìaughter hog market.

Two grade-pricing procedures were developed for the purpose of i I lus-

trat i ng the effect on grade-pr i c i ng performance when the grade i ndex

premiums and discounts associated with the chosen carcass measurements

are adjusted according to the weight range of the carcasses being grad-

ed. Both procedures accounted for the seasonality and trend in the car-

cass vaìue-carcass measurements relationship by assigning value indices

for a given month according to an estimate of the carcass value-carcass

measurements reationship for that specific month. Therefore, neither

procedure exhibited any grade-pricing bias. The difference between the

two procedures was that whi le procedure la used one regression (using

the entire carcass sample) for each month, procedure

mated regressionss2 for each month (one for each

weight ranges of carcasses).

3b

of

used three esti-

three d i fferent

Compar i son of Procedures 3a and ?b

I t has been demonstrated in sections 5,1.2.1 and !.1.2.2 that grade-

pricing bias results when a grade-pricing system does not adjust for

changes in the carcass value-carcass measurements relationship which oc-

cur over time. Within the sections mentioned above, it also has been

demonstrated that grade-pricing bias is el iminated for a given time

period if the grade-pricing system is adjusted to reflect the carcass

For each month' a regression of carcass value on the chosen carcass
measurements was performed for i) a subsampìe of carcasses weighing
less than 72.4 kg., i i) a subsample of carcasses weighing between
J2.l+ and-8t.5 tg., and iii) a subsample of carcasses weighing in ex-
cess of 8t.5 tg.

a2
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value-carcass measurements relationship for that time period.

Grade-pricing bias therefore is not affected by whether or not the

grade-pricing system is adjusted over carcass weight rangesr oF by the

choice of carcass measurements used in the system.

Grade-Pricing Precision -- Table 5.! presents the precision scores

obtained by procedures Ja and Jb when they were applied to the lggo

data.83 comparing precision scores for a given month and triaì, Table

f.! shows procedure Jb consistently produced precision scores superior

to those of procedure Ja. Further anaìysis of Table 5.5 indicates that,

across the l2 months and 6 trials, the improvement in grade- pricing

precision obtained by using procedure lb in comparison to Ja tended to

be statistical ly significant at the 20 percent leveì.

However, whi le a statistical ly significant improvement is indicated,

the magnitude of the improvement, in terms of market participantst con-

fidence in the ability of the system to assign correct value indices to

individual carcasses, is small. The probability of a value index as-

signed by procedure 3b being withín 2 index points of the actuaì index

for a carcass tended to be about 2 or J percent h i gher than that for
procedure la.

I nterpretat i on

The practical impl ications of grade-pricing precision do not include

the abi I ity of a grade-pricing system to effect change in the physical

characteristics of the slaughter hog popuìation. For example, a grade-

pricing system which assigns index premiums for hogs with large ears,

8s Results were presented for 2 of the l2 months (i.e.,
ìowest precision scores obtained for the year) onìy,
i t the vo ì ume of numer i ca I resu I ts presented .

the highest and
in order to ì im-



Procerlrrre 3a

Lowest Std. Dev. Resid.

B0% C.T. (index points)
P(f = Y+2 index points)

Highest Std. Dev. Resid.

807" C.I. (index points)
P(Î = Y+2 index points)

TABLE 5.5

Procedures 3a and 3b Precisíon Scores -- 1980 Data

Procedure 3b

Trial I

Lowest Std. Dev. Resid.

80% C.L (index points)
p(1 = Y+2 index points)

Highest SÈd. Dev. Resid.

80% C.I. (index points)
P(î = Yt2 index points)

3.224

!4.L3
47%

Tríal 2

3.728

t4.77
4r%

3.252

!4.16

467.

3.807

!4.87
40%

F - Ratio

Lowest Std. Dev. Resid.

Highest Std. Dev. Resid.

Trial 3

3. 108

t3.98

487"

3.544

!4.54
437"

*Critical F value for the 0.20 1evel

3.114

!3.99
487"

3.62L

!4.64

42%

Trial 4

3. 136

!4.02
487"

3 .630

!4.65
427"

3.100

!3.97
4BZ

3.637

!4.66
, 427.

Trial 5

L.076

1.107

2.924

!3.74

sL%

3 .336

!4.27
4s%

'ta:):.tit1

3.044

13.90

49%

3.534

14 .53

43%

Trial 6

I .075

I .100

1S

2.809

13.60

52%

1.11.

3 .051

t3 .91

497"

3.s69

!4.57
43%

3.340

!4.28

4s%

1.134

1.178

2.840

x3.64

527.

3.228

t4.13
467"

I
I

174

186

2 .851

13 .65

527"

3.236

!4.L4

46%

1.

1.

r49

199

I
I

.145

.2t6 r.o
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smaì I ears I ikely would exhibi t very low

grade-pricing precision if the value indices assigned by this system

were compared to the actual value indices for these hogs. However,

there is little doubt that farmers wouìd respond to this system by pro-

ducing more hogs with large ears, and fewer hogs with small ears. Nei-

ther does grade-pricing precision affect the overaìl ability of the sys-

tem to ensure equi ty for aì I market participants; greater or lesser

grade-pricing precision does not increase packers' welfare at the ex-

pense of producers'welfare, or více versa. Rather, the practical im-

plications of grade-pricing precision lie in whether market participants

bel ieve the grade-pricing system is serving a meaningfuì purpose in

terms of encouraging the production of hogs of the physical type truìy

des i red by packers.

For the sample data, the adjustment of a grade-pricing system accord-

ing to the weight range of carcasses being graded tended to provide a

statisticaì ìy significant (20 percent level) improvement in grade-príc-

ing precision. However, the practical benefits of this improvement, in

terms of market participantsrconfidence that the actual value index of

a carcass wilì be correctly identified by the value index that it is as-

signed by the grade-pricing system, seem small. The probability that

the value index assigned to an individual carcass wouìd be within 2 in-

dex points of its actual vaìue index tended to be between 40 to !0 per-

cent (see Table 5.5). For the sample data, for grade-pricing procedure

3b, (which adjusted for carcass u,eight range), the above probabi I ity
ranged from I to 4 percent higher than that for the precision score for

the corresponding trial in procedure la (which did not adjust for car-
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cass breight range) (see Table 5.Ð. Therefore, it appears that the im-

provement in grade-pricing precision gained by empìoying a grade-pricing

procedure which adjusts over carcass weight ranges, whi ìe statistical ly
significant, is insignificant in a practical sense. That is, it appears

there would be only a smal ì improvement in market participants, confi-

dence in the abiìity of the grade-pricing system to correctly identify

the net va I ue potent í a I of carcasses . s a

5.2 CH0 t CE 0F CARCASS t'IEASUREnENTS

The six alternative combinations of carcass measurementsss (described

in Chapter 4) were examined with two objectives in mind. The first was

to rank the sets of carcass measurements with respect to their abi I ity
to reflect carcass vaìue. 0f interest was whether a rank ordering of

these carcass measurementsr abi I ity to reflect carcass yield would be

the same as a rank ordering of their ability to reflect carcass value.

The second objective was to measure the differences in grade-pricing

performance one could expect to result from the use of different sets of

carcass measurements for the grade-prícing of pork carcasses. 0f inter-
est was whether the choice of carcass measurements used in a grade-pric-

The val Ìdity of this concìusion may be affected by the carcass sample
used in this study; a stratified sample, chosen to include repesenta-
tion in extreme backfat and weight categories. This I ikely resulted
in overall poorer precision scores than would be expected in a prac-
tical carcass grading situation, where the distribution of physical
types of carcasses wouìd be expected to be closer to a random normal
distribution.

It is not practical to obtain fat or muscle thickness measurements 7cm. off the carcass midl ine using a ruler. The last rib and 3-4th
I ast r i b measurements therefore were obta i ned us i ng an el ectron i c
probe, ãs they most probably wouìd be in actual grading practice.
The shoulder and loin fat and muscle measurements were obtained using
a ruler, the technique currently used in the lndex IOO system.
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ing mechanism would have a statistical ly significant

pricing efficiency, and whether this effect would be

nificance to the slaughter hog industry.

9t+

effect on grade-

of practical sig-

5.2.1 Rank ins the Carcass l,leasurements

Here, the hypothesis of interest was:

Ho: Ranking carcass measurements according to their abiìity to ex-

plain carcass vaìue will produce the same result as ranking carcass

measurements according to their ability to explain carcass yieìd.

Vaìue indices \^,ere calculated for the sample carcasses using average

wholesale pork prices for .l980. Six regressions then were estimated us-

ing these value indices as the dependent variable; one regression for
each of the six sets of carcass measurements. ln all six regressions,

aìl estimated coefficients had their expected signs (positive for muscle

thickness, and negative for carcass weight and backfat thickness) . The

estimated intercept was, in aì ì six regressions, equaì to zero (.oool

level).86 The estimated coefficients for carcass weight ranged from

-0.07 to -0.1ì, indicating that carcass value index tends to decrease at

a rate of about one index point for every ten kilogram increase in car-

cass weight. This compares reasonably with the index discounts associ-

ated with overly-large carcasses, ãS reflected in the lndex IOO grade-

index table. The magnitude of the estimated coefficients for fat
thickness also were reasonabìe in comparison to the lndex l0O tabìe dis-
counts associated with increasing backfat (though the lndex IOO backfat

8 6 Because the dependent and
difference from the mean
was, in all cases, zero.

i ndependent var i abl es aì ì were expressed i nform, the expected value of the intercept
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discounts tended to be more severe). The lndex ì00 Table associates a

discount of roughly 15 (0.6) index points for a one inch (mi I I imeter)

increase in backfat thickness, while the coefficients in Table 5.6 sug-

gest approximately a l0 (O.S) index point discount for every additionaì

inch (mi I ì imeter) of backfat. Therefore, the estimated coefficients ob-

tained for the various carcass measurements al I compared reasonably with

theoret i ca ì expectat i ons.

None of the six trials exhibited signs of serious muìticol I inearity,

or significant (ì0 percent level) heteroscedasticity, as is evidenced by

the resul ts of tests presented i n Append i x E. These resul ts i nd i cated

that none of the carcass measurements used here as independent variabìes

produced any of the common problems encountered in regression analysis.

Given that there was basically nothing to choose between the six tri-
aìs in terms of the I'theoreticaì" and tteconometricil properties of the

estimated regressions, the trials were ranked on the basis of therrsta-

tistical'r properties of the estimated regressions. That is, ranking u/as

determined on the basis of R-square, with the condition that every es-

timated coefficient in a given regression be significant at the lO per-

cent ìevel or better

The six estimated regressions are presented in Table 5.6. Aì I esti-
mated coefficients were significant at the ì0 percent ìevel or higher,

so the six combinations of carcass measurements were ranked on the basis

of R-square a I one. Based on the R-square va I ues presented i n Tab I e

5.6, the trials can be ranked, in descending order, as follows:

I . \^rarm carcass ì.reight, last r ib f at and muscle th ickness (tr ial 5) ;

larì:
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2. warm carcass weight, 3-4th last rib fat and muscle thickness

(trial 6);

3. r^/arm carcass weight, 3-4th last rib fat thickness (triaì l+);

4. warm carcass weight, ìast rib fat thickness (trial 3);

5. warm carcass \â/eight, sum of loin and shoulder fat thickness

(trial l);

6. warm carcass weight, loin fat thickness (trial 2).

Note, from Table 5.6, that the difference in R-square between trials

! and 6 was very small, indicating virtuaìly no difference in the abili-

ty of the last rib fat and muscle thickness measurements to expìain var-

iations in carcass value, as compared to the J-4th last rib measurement

site. A similar observation is true in comparing the last rib and 3-4th

last rib sites when muscle thickness measurements are excluded. Based

on these observations, a more valid ranking of the s¡x trials would be,

beginning with the best abi I ity to explain carcass value:

I and

3 and

E

6.

2.

l+.

trial ! or trial 6;

trial À or trial 3;

trial l;

trial 2.

The above ranking is essentiaììy similar to the ranking of these same

carcass measurements on the basis of their ability to explain carcass

yield. 0n the basis of this simple comparison, justification is provid-

ed for the currently common practice of examining the suitability of al-

ternative carcass measurements as standards for carcass qual ity, based

on their ability to predict physicaì measures of carcass yield. When

quaì ity is defined in terms of carcass vaìue, as in this study, those
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TABLE 5.6

Alternative Carcass Measurements: Estimated Regressions -- Avg. 1980 Data

Estimate
Standard Error
Prob. >1t1

Trial 2

Estimate
Ständard Error
Prob. >ltl

Interceot

2.3614-s
o.2t63
I .0000

Trial 3

EsÈimate
Standard Error
Prob. >ltl
Trial 4

3.6065
o.2t94
I .0000

-5.3479
0.5255
0 .000 1

Estimate
Standard Error
Prob. >ltl

2.5250-s
0. 209 1

1 .0000

Trial 5

Est imate
Standard Error
Prob. >1t1

r.2g2g-s
0.2084
1.0000

Trial 6

-9 .408 I
o.97 L9
0.0001

Estimate
Standard Error
Prob. >1t1

Note* F- statistics for all six regressions lrere significant at the .0001 level.

2.1569
0.2042
1.0000

1.667L
0.2050
1 .0000

-0. 53 19
0. 04 71
0.0001

Ft'f34R7M

-0.4832
o.0479
0.0001

-o.49t7
0. 043 I
0. 000 I

-0.0699
0.358
0 .05 19

-0.0858
0.0359
0.017s

-0.4648
0.0433
0.000 1

0.0955
o,0266
0 .0004

-0.0705
0.034 I
o.0267

-0.0945
0.0335
0.0052

-0. I 102
0.0346
0 . 0017

0.0793
o.0262
o,oo27

-0. I 160
0 .033 7
0.0007 r.o



TABLE 5.6 - (Continued)

Alternative Carcass MeasuremenËs: Estimated Regressions -- Avg. I98O Data

FSUM

RLOINF

FMLRTF

FM34R7F

FMLRTM

FM34R7M

I^lCI^I

sum of loin and shoulder fat measurements (inches; ruler measurement)

loin fat thickness measurement (inches; rurer measuremenË)

last rib fat thickness measuremenE (millimeters; fat-o-meater probe)

3-4th last rib fat thickness measurement (millimeters; fat-o-meater probe)

last rib muscle thickness measurement (millimeters; fat-o-meater probe)

3-4th rib fat thíckness measurement (millimeters; faÈ-o-meater probe)

warm carcass weight (Kilograms)

\o
@
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lymeasurements which best explain variations in carcass yield general

can be expected to best expìain variations in carcass vaìue.

5.2.2

It aìready has been established that bias in the assigned value indi-
ces occured strictly as a result of the instability of the carcass vaì-
ue-carcass measurements reìationship over time. Therefore, the choice

of carcass measurements does not i ncrease or decrease grade-pr i c i ng

bias' ln examining the effect of the choice of carcass measurements on

grade-pricing performance, the hypothesis of interest thus is as foì_
I ows:

Ho: The choice of carcass measurements used in a grade-pricing system

has no significant effect on ¡) grade-pricing precision, or i i) the
practical achievement of grade-pricing efficiency in the slaughter hog

market.

To evaluate the effect of the choice of carcass measurements on

grade-pricing precision, the six combinations of carcass measurements

were used to assign value indices to the sample carcasses for each month

in 1980, using three different grade-pricing procedures. ln this way,

if the choice of grade-pricing procedure used had an effect on the rela-
tive precision scores for the aìternative trials, this would become ap_

parent' Two of the procedures aìready were described in Section

5'l'3' l. Recal I that procedure lb used a separate regression of carcass

value indices on the chosen carcass measurements for each month to as-
sign value indices for each month. Thus, procedure lb accounted for any

seasonaì ity and trend in the carcass vaìue-carcass measurements rela-

'liì:ìlaÌ:
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tionship for ì980, but did not account for any variation in the rela-

tionship over carcasses of different weight ranges. Procedure la used a

regress i on of carcass va I ue i nd i ces (average for I 980) on the chosen

carcass measurements to assign average t980 value indices to the sample

carcasses. These assigned indices then were compared to the calculated

value indices for each month. Thus procedure la did not account for

seasonal ity or trend in the carcass value-carcass measurements relation-

ship, or for variation in this relationshíp over carcass weight ranges.

Finaììy' procedure Jb accounted for alì three types of instability in

the relationship by assigning value indices for each month based on sep-

arate regressions for I ight, fiìêdium, and heavy weights of carcasses,

re-estimated for each of the twelve months.

Table 5.7 presents the simple yearly average of the l2 precision

scores obtained by each of the above procedures when appl ied to lg8o

whoìesale pork price data. ln the Table, the trials are presented, from

left to right, in order from least precision to greatest precision.

Precision scores for the trials in Tabìe 5./ were compared by an F-ra-

tio. No significant improvement in grade-pricing precision was exhibit-

ed between adjacent trials (with one exception; procedure la, trials I

vs. 3). comparing the best trial to the worst (trial ! vs. triaì z) in-

dicated statistically significant (20 percent level) differences in

grade-pricing precision. These results were consistent for all three

grade-pricing procedures. ln addition, regardless of the grade-pricing

procedure used, the last rib and 3-4th last rib sites consistently pro-

duced smalìer (superior) precision scores compared to the loin site.
For procedures la and lb, the improvement in precision was just short of
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being significant at the 20 percent level. The improvement was signifi-
cant at the 20 percent level using procedure lb. The inclusion of mus-

cle thickness measurements at either of the 3-4th last rib or last rib
sites did not produce significant (ZO percent level) improvement in

grade-pr i c i ng prec i s ion.

Heasured in practicaì terms, the probabiìity of the carcass measure-

ments in trial ! (last rib fat and muscle thickness, carcass weight) as-

signing a value index to a carcass falìing within 2 index points of its
actual vaìue was anywhere from 2 percent (procedure lb) to ! percent

(procedure Jb) higher in comparison to trial z (loin fat, carcass

we i ght) .

Given that the precision scores for the alternative trials within

each of the three procedures aìl were within a range such that the above

probability ranged from l+l to 50 percent, a ! percent increase in this
probabi ì ity does not suggest a very significant improvement in market

participantsr confidence in the ability of the grade-pricing system to

correctìy identify value indices for individual carcasses. However, as

with the conclusion regarding the practical benefits in grade-pricìng

precision discussed in Section 5.1.2.3, the validity of the above con-

clusion may be affected by the fact that a stratified carcass sample was

used in this study. Al I precision scores therefore were I ikety to be

larger than one would expect if a random sample (which would more close-

ìy represent conditions in a practicaì grading situation) were used.



Procedure la
Avg. Std. Dev. Resid.

807" C.T. ( inilex poinrs )

P(Y = Yt2 index poinrs)
F - ratio*

TABLE 5.7

Alternative Carcass Measurements: Grade-Pricing Precision -- 1980 Data

rocedure

Avg. Std. Dev.

B0Z C.I. (index

P(Y = Yt2 index

F - ratio*

Trial 2

Assigned indices not ad

3.500

ttt.48

437"

Trial I

Res id.
points)
points)

3.452

!4.42
44%

Avg. Std. Dev.

80"¿ C.l" (index

P(1 = Yt2 inciex

F - ratio*

1.0

As s isned

8

Trial 3
usted for month or carcass \^re

3.473

t4.45

44%

indíces ad

3.342

!4.28
45:l

L.067

09

*Critical F value for

Resid.

points )
points )

Trial 4

3.424

14.38

44"Á

usted for each month

3.332

!4.27
452

As s isned

1.006

3.33s

!4.27
4s"a

Trial 6

3.314

t4.24

4s7"

I .098

indices ad

1.067 I .007

3.273

.4.t9
462

ight rang

I .043

Ehe 0.20 level is 1.11

I .036

Trial 5

3.283

!4.20
467.

L.032 I.t29

usted for

3.303

!4.23

467"

e

3.261

t4.18

46i¿

I .007

r.044

1. 16

1i
3.090

!3.96

487"

3.244

14.15

467"

hr

I .043

Trial 5 vs. 2: I.152

medium and hea

3.090

t3 .96

487"

1.000 1.05

3.231

t4.14

4611

1.008 Tr

r .045

3.010

t3 .85

497"

I .0s4

È carcasses

I 5 vs. 2: 1.15

2.995

13.83

50z,

1.0r
064

for each month

Trial 5 vs. z L.24

o
tv



I t'lPL I CAT r OR THE GRADE-PRICING OF HOGS IN

t03

5.3

Chapter 5 has focused on the second objective of this thesis as stat-
ed in chapter l; that of comparing the ability of various grade-pricing

mechanisms to contribute to grade-pricing efficiency. ln this section,

the empirical results, and the interpretation of these results, wi l l be

appl ied to the third and fourth objectives of this thesis; determining

whether the pricing efficiency of the Canadian lndex 100 system can be

improved, and commenting on the practical feasibi I ity of attaining any

such improvements.

5.3.1 Cho i ce of Carcass l'leasurements

The use of carcass weight and either fat thickness at the ìast rib or

the 3-4th last rib could improve the precision scores obtained by the

single measurement of loin fat thickness and carcass weight currentìy
used in the lndex ì00 system. Results indicated the practical benefits
of the improvement may be smal I in reìation to the general ìevel of

grade-pricing precision obtained by any of the grade-pricing procedures

here tested. However, due to the nature of the carcass cutout data used

in this study, the results obtained I ikely underestimate the actual

grade-pricing precision that wouìd be obtained in a practical grading

situation.

Though the increase in grade-pricíng precision may be smaì'l, there

would appear to be I ittle practical difficulty associated with the use

of either the last rib or the 3-4th last rib fat measurements in pìace

of the loin fat measurement used currently, particularly if electronic
probes are used by graders.
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The addition of an accompanying measurement of muscle thickness at

the last rib or J-4th last rib could provide additional improvement to
grade-pricing precision, though this improvement I ikely wouìd not be of

statisticaì or practical significance. Physical ìy obtaining and record-

ing an accompanying muscle depth measurement likely brould not be a prob-

lem if an electronic probe is used. However, the lndex lO0 grade-index

tabìe currently used is designed to accomodate the use of only two car-

cass measurements. The i ntroduct i on of a th i rd carcass measurement

would require that a new format be developed for expressing the grade-

indices associated wi th varying levels of backfatr wêight, and muscle

thickness. An alternative format might be the use of the actuaì esti-
mated regressions of carcass value on these carcass measurements, with
separate regressions for different carcass weight ranges.

Because the results in this study were not based on a random sample

of pork carcasses, ân accurate assessment of the practical benefits of

improved grade-pricing precision to be gained from the use of alterna-
tive carcass measurements couìd not be claimed. However, since there
would be little difficulty in changíng from the loin fat measurement to
either a last rib or 3-4th ìast rib fat measurement, there appears to be

I ittìe reason not to change. Since the addition of muscìe thickness

measurements would require the establ ishment of a new format to repìace

the current grade-differential tabìe format, one would have to weigh the

practical benefits to be gained from the inclusion of the muscle depth

measurements against the difficuìties involved in introducing a new for-
mat for a three-measurement grade-pricing system. Based on the results
obtained in this study, the inclusion of muscle thickness measurements
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precision attributabìe to muscìe

s i nce the i mprovement

th i ckness measurements
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in grade-pricing

was minimaì.

5.3.2 Accgunting for Seasonal F luctuations

Results of tests performed in this chapter indicated that the use of

a grade-pricing system which does not account for seasonal fluctuations

in wholesale prices for pork cuts can result in statistical ly sígnifi-
cant seasonaì grade-pricing bias for individual months. lt was suggest-

ed that such seasonaì bias has no practical implications as regards pro-

ducer and packer equity. Aìso, it has no detrimentaì effect in terms of

the general promotion of the production of slaughter hogs of the physi-

caì type most desired by packers. However, it r^ras suggested that if a

seasonal ìy adjusting grade-pricing system were introduced, and if it
were to encourage the production of more heavy carcasses for the summer

months, and fewer heavy carcasses during the pre-christmas period, pack-

ers might be able to reaìize a decrease in their overall cutting, trim-

ming, and processing costs. Further research is required to determine

whether such a gain in packersr technical efficiency actual ly could be

achìeved. lf the packing industry could be shown to benefit from the

application of a seasonalìy adjusting system, the magnitude of this ben-

efit would need to be compared to the costs of developing and maintain-

ing such a system. An evaluation of these costs would include the dol-

lar costs of administering such a system. Additional ly, it would

require an analysis of whether a seasonaì ìy adjusting grade-price signaì

would be seen by industry members as a means for more cìosely communi-

cating packers'preferences to producers, or if it would simply serve to

confuse both packers and producers.
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Final ly, even if a benefit-cost analysis of the kind described above

were to produce positive results, the effect of such a system on the de-

sireability of Canadian pork carcasses in export markets also would need

to be considered. The introduction of seasonal variability in the aver-

age ureight of Canadian pork carcasses may adversely affect Canadars rep-

utation among pork importing countries for the production of slaughter

hogs of uniform physical type.

5.3.3 Accountinq for Lonq Term (Trend) Behavior

Based on the results obtained in this study, one can infer that if
the lndex 100 Table remains unchanged for a period in excess of one

year' grade-price premiums and discounts assigned by the Table will tend

(over the course of a year) to be larger than warranted by the true re-

lationship of qual ity to carcass measurements. Carcasses of above aver-

age quaì ity wi I I tend to receive price premiums in excess of what is

warranted by their actuaì value differentials, whi le below average quaì-

ity carcasses will tend to receive price discounts which are ìarger than

warranted. As a consequence, producers of above average qual ity pork

carcasses tend to benefit at the expense of packers, while packers will
tend to benefit at the expense of producers of hogs of below average

qual ity. Further research is required to determine the actual dol ìar

value impacts of trend-bias for producers. Aìso, the hog/pork industry

must consider whether the effects of such bias in fact are considered to

be undesireable. Overemphasizing the importance of producing high qual-

ity pork carcasses may produce a Canadian slaughter hog population which

is sufficientìy differentiated in terms of quality as to facilitate the
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expansion of export markets for canadian hogs and pork. lf, however,

such trend-bias is viewed as being undesireable, (because of its impli-

cations for individual producers) it can be reduced by a policy of year-

ly updating the grade index table. such updates couìd be based on ob-

served trends in the relationship of carcass value indices to carcass

measurements in previous years, and possibìy on expected trends for the

current year.



Chapter Vl

SUI'II'IARY, CONCLUS I ONS, AND RECOHI,IENDAT I ONS

6. I SU¡{I'IARY AND cONcLUs IoNs

Differences in the development of grade-pricing systems for slaughter

hogs and/or pork carcasses in Canada and the U.S. can be found in the

grade-pricing poì icies and mechanisms currently empìoyed or proposed in

the two countries. While the choice of grade-pricing poìicies is deter-

mined mostly by the objectives (e.g., the establishment of a uniform hog

popuìation for export purposes) of a hog/pork sector and/or its philoso_

phy towards government regulation, the choice of a grade-pricing mecha-

nism (whether for an entire sector, or for individuaì packers) depends

on the grade-pr i c i ng performance of the mechan i sm as ba I anced aga i nst

the practical difficulties in its appl ication.

The focus of this thesis was on mechanisms (i.e., the processes or

techniques) for the grade-pricing of pork carcasses. There is a wide

diversity in existing and proposed mechanisms in canada and the u.s.,
both in regards to the carcass measurements used to indicate carcass

qual ity' and as to the procedure by which the relationship of carcass

quality to the chosen carcass measurements is modelled. lt was felt
that by applying a number of alternative grade-pricing mechanisms to a

common data set, the ability of these mechanisms to contribute to pric-
ing efficiency (with respect to qual ity) couìd be determined. From

this, it was hoped that possibilities for improving the performance of

the canadian lndex ì00 grade-pricing system could be identified.

- t08 -
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ln Chapter 2, various studies Ì^,ere cited for their contributions in

the areas of i) determining the trbestrt choice of carcass measurements

for indicating carcass qual ity, and ¡ i) predicting carcass qual ity, as

defined by a measure of the dollar value of the carcass, using carcass

measurements. ln addition, Appendix A presented a description of the

historical development of sìaughter hog grading practices in Canada and

the u.s.

ln Chapter J' a framework for examining the relationship between car-

cass qual ity (as defined by dol lar value) and price wîthin the context

of pricing efficiency was developed. lt was shown that for any given

point in time, the qual ity-price (i.e., the premium or discount associ-

ated with the grade) for a carcass should equal the difference of its
net value from the average net value of all carcasses in that time peri-

od. lt also was shown that an appropriate measure of the quality of an

individual carcass is its I'value indexrt (i.e., the percentage dif ference

in the net vaìue/kg. of carcass rrirr from the mean net value of aìl car-

casses).

Chapter 4 described the procedure by which alternative grade-pricing

mechan i sms were compared. The pr i mary i ntent of these compar i sons was

to determine the effect of i) the choice of carcass measurements, and

ii) the_choice of the procedure for modeìling the reìationship of quali-

ty to the chosen carcass measurements, on grade-pricing performance (as

def i ned by the ¡¡prec i s i on'r and "accuracy' of pred i ct i ons, and the prac-

tical achievement of grade-pricing efficiency in the slaughter hog mar-

ket) .
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ln Chapter !, the results of tests determiníng the nature of the car-

cass quaì ity-carcass measurements relationship (i.e., its behavior over

time and over carcass types) were presented. ln Section !..l.ì.1, re-

sults indicated that (for the sample data) the above relationship does

exhibit significant (5 percent level) periodicity in terms of the re-

sponse of carcass value to incremental differences in weight between

carcasses. This periodicity appeared to resuìt from short term fìuctua-

tions in the price discounts assigned to heavy pork cuts in the whole-

sale pork market. (Specifical ly, the net value of carcasses is affected

more severely by increases in carcass weight during the pre-Christmas

season, and is affected less severeìy by carcass weight during the sum-

mer months of July, August, and September).

ln section 5..l.2.1, it was determined that if a yearly average esti-
mate of the carcass vaìue-carcass measurements relationship is used to

assign grade-prices to pork carcasses throughout that year, the grade-

price signal generated can be significantìy (ZO percent leveì) biased

for individual months. That is, the size of the premiums or discounts

associated with incremental differences in carcass measurements can be

too large for some months, and too small for others, compared to the ac-

tual effect that differences in these carcass measurements have on the

net value of carcasses.

An interpretation of the above results revealed that such seasonal

bias does not produce serious effects in the slaughter hog market. Pro-

ducers sti I I are encouraged to market hogs whose physical characteris-

tics generally are in line with what packers want. ln addition, if the

occurrences of positive bias (¡.e., the premiums and discounts are too
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ìarge) and negative bias (i.e., the premiums and discounts are too

small) ualance out over the year, then over the course of a year, nei-

ther packers nor producers are abìe to benefit at the expense of the

other. lt was suggested, however, that the use of a seasonally adjust_

ing system might faci I itate an improvement in packersr technical effi-
ciency. lf it couìd encourage the production of more heavy carcasses

during the summer, and fewer heavy carcasses prior to the Christmas sea-

son' packers may be able to real ize a reduct¡on in their overal ì cut-
ting, trimming, and processing costs. Further research is required to
evaluate the potential for a seasonal ìy adjusting grade-pricing system

to effect seasonal variations in the physical characteristics of the

canadian slaughter hog population (particularly in average carcass

weight), and the implications of such variations in regards to packers,

technicaì efficiency, as wel I as canadars reputation as an exporter of

high quality pork.

ln Section 5.ì..l.1, tests on the sample data indicated the carcass

value-carcass measurements relationship exhibits signif icant (! percent

level) trend over time in terms of the response of carcass value to in-
crementaì differences in backfat thickness between carcasses. lt was

suggested this trend may reflect a decreasing trend in the price díffer-
ence between wholesale ',lean,r cuts and beì ì ies.

Resul ts i n Section 5.1 .2.2 i ndi cated that the carcass value-carcass

measurements relationship for 1980 was positively biased in comparison

to the l98l relationship; even more so in comparison to the lgg2 rela-
tionship. That is, the premiums and discounts establ ished by the esti-
mated relationship for .l980 were larger than reguired to reflect the
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carcass value-carcass measurements relationship for l98l and 1982. The

presence of such positive yearly bias was shown to tend to make produc_

ers of above average qual ity hogs better off, and make producers of be-

low average qual ity hogs worse off, than they would be under a grade_

pricing system that was updated every year. This is likeìy the case

which has been occurring in canada, since the lndex 100 table of grade

index differentiaìs has not been updated since È1arch of 19g2, and the

last update prior to that was in January, jg7g. Further research is re-
commended to determine the dol lar value of the described impì ications
for producer hrelfare, and whether the presence of such yearìy positive
bias in Canada has produced desireable effects in terms of the rate at
which the average qual ity of canadian pork carcasses has increased.

Tests on the sample data in Section 5.'l.1.2 revealed that the carcass

vaìue-carcass measurements relationship exhibits signif icant (l percent

level) instability when compared between subsamples of light (ìess than

72 ks.) and heavy (greater than 77 kg.) carcasses. Subsequent results
in Section !..l.2.J indicated that a grade-pricing system which accounts

for this instabi ì ity in the carcass value-carcass measurements reìation-
ship wilì tend to exhibit greater grade-pricing precision (i.e., the

probabi I ity that the value index assigned to an individual carcass wi I I

be within a given range of its actuaì vaìue index wiil be higher) in

comparison to a grade-pricing system which assumes this relationship to
be stable across.carcass weight ranges. The results indicated that this
improvement þJas, from a practical viewpoint, insignificant, because a

high degree of imprecision in grade-pricing sti ì I would remain. How-

ever' al I rrprecision scores" obtained in this study were obtained using
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a stratified carcass sample. The general magnitude of the precision

scores obtained in this study therefore were probably ìarger than would

be obtained in a practical grading situation. Analysis of the kind per-

formed in this study should be performed on a random carcass sample, in
order to more closely represent a practical grading situation.

ln Chapter 4, it was indicated that animal scientists generally focus

on the prediction of carcass yield as a criterion for deciding which

carcass measurements to include in a grade-pricing system. To determine

whether this practice would tend aìso to indicate the abiìity of various

carcass measurements to reflect the net value of carcasses, six alterna-
tive sets of carcass measurements8? were ranked on the basis of their
yield prediction abí I i ty (as determined by previous research by various

animal scientists) . A simi ìar ranking was obtained using carcass net

value as the dependent variable. Essential ly, the rankings were simi-
lar, and were as fol lows (in descending order):

I and 2. There was essentially no difference between last rib fat
and muscle thickness, carcass weight; or 3-4th last rib

3 and 4.

fat and muscle thickness, carcass weight;

There h/as essential ly no difference between last

th i ckness, carcass we i ght; or J-4th l ast r i b fat

rib fat

th i ckness,

carcass we ight;

5. Sum of maximum backfat thickness at the ìoin

carcass weíght;

and shoulder,

6. A single measurement of maximum backfat thickness at the

loin, carcass weight.

8? These measurements are described in chapter 4, section 4.4. l.
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Results in Section 5.2.2 indicated that a statistical ìy significant
(20 percent level) improvement in grade-pricing precision could be ob-

tained by using either the last rib or J-4th ìast rib measurement sites

in comparison to the use of the loin site alone (as is used currently in

the lndex ì00 system). Also, it was found that the addition of muscle

thickness measurements at these si tes consistently tended to produce

small improvements to grade-pricing precision, compared to the use of

the fat measurements alone (with carcass weight). The magnitude of this
improvement was, however, not significant at the 20 percent level. Giv-

en that the current lndex 'l00 system is designed to accomodate only thro

carcass measurements, the introduction of a third measurement, muscìe

thickness, did not appear to be justified. Further research is recom-

mended, using a random carcass sampìe, to determine the practical impìi-
cations for the Canadian slaughter hog industry if either the last rib
or J-4th last rib sites were adopted in the lndex ìoo system.

6.2 REcot'ittENDAT I oNS

ln chapter l, it was stated that the pupose of this study was to sug-

gest possible means for improving the grade-pricing performance of the

Canadian lndex ì00 grading/settlement system. The results of this study

have indicated the folìowing in this regard.

l) The use of a last rib or 3-4th last rib backfat measurement in

place of the loin fat measurement currently used could improve the

grade-pricing precision of the system. Further research is recommended,

using a random carcass sample, to more clearly determine the practical

significance of this improvement in terms of market participants' confi-
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dence in the systemrs abiìity to establish grade-price differentials
which meaningful ìy refìect the net value differentials between carcass-

êc

2) The inclusion of muscle thickness measurements at either the last

rib or 3-l+th ìast rib measurement sites appears to be unjustified. This

practice wouìd require the establishment of a new format for the lndex

100 system (to replace the backfat-weight tabìe currently used), but its
potentiaì to improve grade-pricing precision appeared to be minimal.

However, â clearer indication of the effect of this practice in a prac-

tical grading situation could be obtained through further research, em-

pìoyi ng a random carcass sample.

3) ln the continuing search to determine which carcass measurements

provid'e the best indications of carcass quaìity, the relative ability of

al ternative carcass measurements to predict carcass yield general ly can

be expected to reflect the relative ability of the measurements to pre-

dict carcass value.

I+) The relationship of carcass value to carcass measurements can ex-

h¡b¡t instability within a year. The fact that the lndex ìOO sytem does

not adjust seasonaìly in response to this instability has no deleterious

effects on the ability of the system to encourage production of carcass-

es of the physicaì type general ly desired by packers, nor does it, in

itself, result in any one group of market participants achieving a net

increase in welfare over the course of a year, at the expense of another

group; that is, equity is maintained.

Ð lntroduction of seasonal adjustments to the grade-indices poten-

tially may facilitate an improvement in packers' technical efficiency.

ì:rii.

:::!:ìrri
:'1.:r
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Further research is requi red to evaluate this potential, and determine

if seasonal variations in the average weight of the Canadian slaughter

hog population would deleteriously affect Canada¡a reputation for qual i-
ty in pork export markets.

6) The rel at i onsh i p of carcass va I ue to carcass measurements exh i b-

ited a significant decreasing trend (over ì980, l98l, and l9g2) in the

impact of backfat thickness upon carcass value. 0n the basis of this
result, it was suggested that a grade-pricing system which is not updat-

ed reguìarly (i.e., at ìeast yearly) wi I I tend to significantly overes-

timate the true relationship of carcass value to carcass measurements.

Producers of high quality hogs will tend to receive grade-price premiums

larger than warranted by the net value differentials of their pork car-

casses' whiìe lower quality hogs will tend to be discounted to a greater

degree than warranted. I f the Canad i an hog/pork i ndustry wi shes to

avoid the occurrence of such bias, yearìy updates to the lndex ìOO grade

index tabìe shouìd be considered.

7) The relationship of carcass vaìue to carcass measurements exhib-

ited significant instabi I ity between subsamples of I ight and heavy car-

casses. Accounting for this instabi I i ty in determining the premiums and

discounts associated with incrementaì differences in backfat and weight

(as is done in the lndex lo0 system) improved grade-pricing precision.

Further research employing a random carcass sample would determine

whether the extent of this improvement is sufficient to influence market

participants' confidence in the system.
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Append i x A

H I STOR I CAL BACKGROUND

This Appendix describes the historical development of hog grading and

pricing practices in both the U.S. and Canada. This historical descrip-

tion ís incìuded to acquaint the reader with the initiaì reasons for of-

ficiaì grades, and the circumstances which have guided their modifica-

tion over time. Whi le a historicaì background is not essential to the

achievement of the major objective of this study, it is hoped that the

reader will gain an improved understanding of the problem addressed in

this thesis, and the motivation for this study.

A.I HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A.l.l Development of 0fficiaì Grade Standards

The development of grading standards and/or the payment of equitable

price differentials for animals of varying physical characteristics has

been a concern of the North American livestock industry since the nine-

teenth century. 8 8

ln the U.S. ' the ini tial attempts to classify ì ivestock were under-

taken by private pubì ishers of market price reports in response to the

growth of the large terminal markets. Early grade names within markets

88 This section is based largeìy on J.H. llcCoy, op. cit., pp.Z86-287, G.
Engelman, A. Dowel l, E. Ferris, and P. Anderson, f4arketinq Slauqhter
Hoqs bv Carcass Weiqht and Grade, Hinn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Tech. Buì.
187, April, 1950, pp. 3-6, and The Report of the Select Committee of
the Legislative Assembìy of llanitoba, Livestock I'tarketinq in llanito-
þ, Feb. , 196\, pp. .l90- l9l .
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were' however' typically vague, and had limited meaning between markets,

since grade terminoìogy and specifications often differed between mar-

kets. I'leaningful and useful price reporting required the use of a com-

mon grade classification system for all markets.

The usDA began work in developing grade standards in 1915, and by

lllS tentative, unpubl ished USDA grades for ì ive barrows and gi lts were

formulated for market reporting purposes. These were revised and pub-

ì ished as tentative standards in I931. Tentative USDA pork carcass

standards were initially published in lg2\. These early carcass and

I ive standards ref I ected the exi st i ng strong demand for I ard, and en-

couraged the production of heavy, ,'lard-type'r (low lean-to-fat ratio)
hogs .

Thus, by the late 1930's, the u.s. pork industry long had recognized

the need for official slaughter hog standards to facil¡tate market price

reporting' and was making use of government-developed I ive animal stan-

dards for this purpose. There was, however, very slow acceptance of

both the tentative live and carcass standards as aids in pricing sìaugh-

ter hogs because the U.S. pork industry believed these standards did not

accurately reflect the actual cut-out value of hogs. se Furthermore, the

standards were subjective in their descriptions of the physical qual i-
ties required for a given grade.

ln Canada, hog grading standards evolved in response to a need dif-
ferent to that in the U.S. Canada had developed a lucrative British
market for wiìtshire sides during worìd War l. After the war, superior

and more consistent quaìity Danish bacon began to compete for the Brit-

8e G. Engelman, et al., 1950, ibid., p. 5.
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i sh market. canada had been produc i ng ma i nl y I ard type hogs to th i s

time. These hogs were purchased on a "f ìat basist' r^rith l¡ttle regard

for physical differences between hogs. This method of purchase offered

no monetary i ncent i ve to produce the super i or qua I i ty hogs requ i red for

the British market. ln response to this situation, an officiaì ì ive

grading system, âimed at encouraging the production of long, lean hogs

for the Wiltshire side trade, \^ras established in ì!22 under the Federal

Livestock and Livestock Products Act. By 1932, it was compuìsory to buy

and sell hogs on the basis of these officiaì live grades.

A. I .2 Ra ¡ I Grad i nS l.Ji th 0b iect ive Grade Standards

Before the advent of pricing according to grade, the most common

pricing procedure used by both canadian and u.S. packers was that of

pricing according to live weight aìone. This method was found to be in-

accurate since prices generated by this method did not reflect the value

of the animaìs.e0 Figure A.l illustrates the difference in pricing accu-

racy of live weight versus carcass weight and grade pricing of a sample

of slaughter hogs. ln Figure A.ì, the calculated values of the hogs

(based on prices obtained for pork products), orì the horizontal axis,

are compared to the predictions of value produced by the two pricing

systems. Pricing on the basis of live weight and the existing USDA live
grades also had been shown to produce a considerable degree of pricing

error , re I at i ve to carcass grad i ng . , .

90 lbid., p.

lbid., pp.

3.

5-6.9l
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PRICING HOGS ACCORDING TO VALUE

PRICE
S PER,
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Figure A.l: Live l.Jeight versus carcass-Based pricing (r950)
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ln an effort to reduce the degree of pricing error, and to further
improve the quality of Canadian hogs via appropriate price incentives to
producers, canada i ntroduced carcass grad i ng on a vol untary bas i s i n

l93l+. These carcass grades were based on measurements of weight, back-

fat, and length. By .l940, it was made the sole official grading system

for hogs in Canada. ln contrast, during the l94O¡s in the U.S., even

I ive grading was being used only for market price reporting purposes;

neither the USDA I ive nor carcass standards found significant use by

packers for qual ity-pricing purposes.

ln .l940, Shepherd et aì. examined the pros and cons of carcass

weight and grade selling.,2 The prevalent method of saìe in the u.s. at

that time (by Iive weight alone) tended to price alì hogs of the same

class and weight range at about the same price per hundredweight. After

comparing cut-out values for ìots of hogs with prices paid, it was con-

cìuded thatrrprices paid for different ìots of hogs do not closely rep-

resent their actual cut-out values'res when purchases were based on I ive

weight aìone. Hogs of similar weight were found to vary considerabìy in

dressing percentage. I t was determined that differences in the dressing

percentage and "make-up" (i.e., cutability) of carcasses, \^rere responsi-

ble for the differences in value for hogs of simi lar weight range.

Whi le favoring the use of carcass grades over ì ive, the Shepherd study

aìso indicated that objective grade specifications reflecting the cut-

abil ity of hog carcasses were needed. The subjective 'rf inishrr, rrcon-

92 G. Shepherd, F. Beard, and A.
Weiqht and Grade in the U.S.?,
r 940.

lbid., p. \75.

Erikson, Could Hoqs Be Sold By Carcass

93

lowa Exp. Sta. Res. Bul . 270, Jan.,
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formation", and rrqual ity" specifications ín the u.s. standards were

inadequate in identifying cutability differences among hogs. lt was be-

I ieved that objective specifications would aid the grader in achieving

accuracy and consistency in grading, and would el iminate disagreements

over the grade designated for any particular hog. The authors stated

thatrrthe problem of determining proper price differentials for differ-
ent grades waits upon the setting up of the grade specifications'r.ea

By 1950, canada had been grading slaughter hogs on the rail (i.e., on

a carcass grade basi s) for almost twenty years. I n the U.S., packers

continued to purchase hogs primarily on the basis of live weight alone.

Engelman et al., in 1950, examined the possibiì ity of grading u.s. hogs

on the rail.es A set of carcass standards based on the relationship be-

tÌ^,een average backfat thickness and carcass weight to percentage yield

of lean was developed, and the value differentials between hogs fal ì ing

i n the d i fferent grade categor i es were determi ned. Three ma i n sources

of variations in I ive hog values v,rere identif ied; l) variations in

weight (since heavier weights of wholesale cuts from heavier carcasses

normally sold at a discount to lighter cuts), 2) variations in dressing

percentage, and 3) variations in carcass types (cutability). A compari-

son of the relative abi ì ities of ì ive versus rai I grading to expìain

carcass value showed the rai I grading method to be superior. ln spite

of these findings, only about ten percent of U.S. hogs currentìy are

purchased I'on the rai l".e6 lleyer (.l980) determined that the reasons U.S.

e4 lb¡d., p. 450.

es G. Engelman, et al., op. cit.
e6 USDA, Packers and Stockyards Resume,

trat i on, vo I . 15, Dec . , 1977 .

Packers and Stockyards Adminis-
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packers did not purchase on this basis were that they either graded no

livestock or procured most of their livestock through a non-direct chan-

neì.e? Livestock not sold directly to the packers are seldom traded on a

carcass basis. Producers, on the other hand, were found to have diffi-
culty in comparing prices quoted on a carcass grade basis. They also

lacked confidence that their livestock would be graded without bias, and

disliked the fact that their livestock must be committed to a particuìar

packing plant before the final grade and price settlement is achieved.

A variety of methods are used in evaluating hogs purchased on a live
basis. Often, the hogs are h,eighed, although estimated weight also may

be used. The expected yieìd often is estimated by a visual inspection

of the conformation and finish of the animals. Both this weight and

yield data may be based either on evaluations of individual hogs, or

lots of hogs. The ìots may be either unsorted, or sorted according to

class, weight range, or grade.

Attempts at developi ng objective carcass grade standards conti nued i n

the U.S. ' and in the early 1950's, the North Central Livestock I'tarketing

Research Committee organized a joint study including six state agricul-

tural exPeriment stations. Their proposed standards were pubì ished in

1952 . t " La ter i n the same year , " 0fficial United States Standards for

Grades of Pork carcasses" and complementary t'standards for Grades of

Sì aughter Swine'r \^rere establ ished. e e The carcass standards were based

97 A. L. l'leyer , rr0bstac les to Carcass Grade and We i ght l,larket i ng of L ive-
stockrr, (unpubl ished Ph.D. dissertation, purdue university,-1980) .

North Central Livestock Harketing Research Committee, 0biective Car-
gags Grade Standards For slauqhter Hoqs, I'tinn. Agr. Exp. sia. aul.
l+14, North Central Regionaì Pubìicatio;30, 1952,

USDA, Consumer llarketing Service, "0fficial United States Standards

98

99
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pr¡mar¡ ly on backfat thickness and either one of carcass weight or

length. Borderl ine cases could have their final grade determined by a

subjective appraisal of conformation.

Given these newly promuìgated objective USDA standards, Engelman et

al. (.1953) compared the relative accuracy of pricing hogs on foot and

by carcass weight and grade.r0o rhe authors stated that r¡one of the

principaì tests of the desirability of any method of marketing hogs is

the relative accuracy of pricing in relation to the actual value of the

hog to the packerrr.r0l ln comparing numerous I ive grade-pricing systems

wi th ra i I grade purchas i ng, i t was found that the carcass we i ght and

grade method was the most accurate.

ln spite of the efforts to develop grade standards which could im-

prove the accuracy of hog pricing, the majority of slaughter hogs in the

U.S. continued to be soìd on a live basis. Cìifton et al. (.l954) com-

pared the prices actuaì ìy paid for different grade classes of hogs in

the Chicago market to their vaìue.102 lt was shown that price differen-

tials paid did not accurately reflect the wholesale value differences

between grades. This meant that in spite of the efforts of the u.s. hog

industry, American sìaughter hog producers still were not receiving pay-

for Grades of Pork Carcassesrr, and r'0fficial United States Standards
for Grades of Slaughter Swinerr, Service and Regulatory Announcements
171 and 172, respectively, issued Sept., 1952.

100 G. Engelman, A.A. Dowel l, and R.E. 0ìson, Relative Accuracv of Pr i c-
ing Butcher Hogs on Foot and by Carcass Weiqht and Grade, 1,1 innesota
Agricuìtural Experiment Station Technical Bul letin No. 208, June,
1953. op. cit.

lot lb¡d., p. !.

r02 E.S. Clif ton, R.J. Jessen, and E.H. Jacobs, rtl'larketing Hogs on the
Chicago l,larket'r, Journaì of Farm Economics, vol . 36, No. 4, (.l954),
pp. 6l t-6t9.
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ment in relation to the value of the individual hogs they produced.

To summarize this section briefly, research efforts from l94o to .l953

had recognized the superior accuracy of a grading system based on objec-

tive carcass measurements. By the mid-1950's, canadian packers had

nearly two decades of experience in rail grade pricing of hogs. ln com-

parison, the majority of U.S. packers sti I I were conducting purchases

based on ìive weight alone. Research in ì954 subsequentìy showed that

American producers hrere not receiving prices refìective of the value of

their slaughter hogs.

4..l.3 Response to Chanqes in Consumer Preferences

Prior to world war l, both canadian and u.s. hogs primarily were of

the lard type. The hog/pork sectors in both countries found it neces-

sary, however, to shift production towards leaner animals as consumers

exhibi ted a shift in preferences away from lard. ro3

ln the u.S., wholesale prices for lard had, since lglo, progressively

decl íned relative to prices for ìean cuts. ln response to this trend,

the tentative U.S. grade standards of 1949 were revised and deemedr¡of-

ficial¡rin 1952. The revision consisted of a lowering of the backfat

specifications for each weight category in each grade. Further revi-

sions took place ín 1955, and again in 1968, with each revision reflect-
ing increased preference for lean pork through successive decreases in

mi nimum backfat requi rements.

ro3 This section is based largely
ket inq l'leat TvÞe Hoqs, USDA
April, 1958.

on G. Engelman and R.0. Gaarder, þL-
Harket i ng Research Report No . 227 ,
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As was described earlier, Canada's reìiance on the British export

market provided the initiaì stimulus towards development of a leaner

slaughter hog. As noted earì íer, I ive grade standards which encouraged

the production of leaner rrbacon type¡' hogs were establ ished in 1922.

The Canadian grades for live hogs initially consisted of only two basic

categories; ì) a "thïck smooth grade" for lard type hogs, and 2) ar¡se-

lect bacon graderrfor those hogs which were expected to produce carcass-

es suitable for the British export market. ln .l929, the lard type cat-

egory l^ras d iv ided i nto a ¡'butcher graderr wh i ch ident i f ied those hogs

with an excessive degree of finish, and a'tbacon gradel for animals with

Iess finish. These grades were replaced by letter-grade (i.e., ilAil,

rrBrr, rrC'¡) categor ies in the I IJO's.

The price differentials paid between these I ive grades over the

length of their use (unti I .l940) encouraged a significant increase in

the overall quality of Canadian hogs. Over the years l93l+ to 1940, when

both I ive and carcass pricing methods were in use, the grade distribu-

tion of Canadian hogs marketed remained relatively stable (about J0 per-

cent graded asrrAr', and about !0 percent graded "8") whiIe their average

live weight increased by nearly twenty pounds. 0verall, larger, ìeaner

hogs were being produced by Canadian farmers. The superiority of Cana-

dian hog quaìity in relation to American hogs was illustrated in a 1957

sample which showed that /l percent of Canadian barrows and gilts would

have graded u.s. No. l. ln comparison, onìy an estimated 15 to J0 per-

cent of U.S. barrows and gilts graded No. 'l in that year.ro4

ro4 lbid., pp. 2\-25.
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Engelman, et al. attributed the superior qual ity of Canadian hogs

relative to those in the u.S. to various factors. For exampìe, the can-

adian standards l^rere more discriminating than their U.S. counterparts.

ln the .l957 sample mentioned above, of the canadian hogs sampled, only

42 percent graded as canada grade I'Art. Also, the introduction of car-

cass grading in Canada encouraged continued improvement in quality. As

noted earlier, rail grading h,as compulsory by 1140. ln contrast, it was

estimated in .1957 that a maximum of only 8 to lo percent of u.s. hogs

were even sorted according to grade before being sold.los ln addition,

Canadian producers received a greater monetary incentive to produce

Grade A hogs, t^rhen compared to U.S. producers. Price differentials be-

tween grades generally were much greater for canadian hogs, due to two

reasons; a government bonus payment for grades A and Bì hogs, and the

tendency for Canadian packers to establ ish larger price differentials

than those in the U.S. Canadian hog carcasses generally were trimmed to

a greater extent than those in the U.S., making the difference in yield

of lean cuts between individual hogs of relatively greater significance

to canadian packers. Engelman et al. showed the yield (as a percentage

of carcass weight) difference between a grade'tA'andrrc,,carcass to be

!.2 percent using a'rregularr' (i.e., U.S. packer method) trim, and 8.4

percent using the deboned, cìose-trimmed method of Canadian packers.ro6

ln summary, fol ìowing World War l, Canadian slaughter hogs exhibited

a greater overall improvement in quality in comparison to their American

counterparts. This appeared to be due to the fact that: l) canadian

ros lbid., pp.

ro6 lbid., pp.

I t-ì2.

28-29.
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standards, designed to promote the production of lean animals, h,ere

promulgated in 1922, whereas the fi rst official u.s. grades were not

publ ished unti I 1952; and 2) canadian grading and pricing practices ap-

peared to provide a clearer transmission of consumer preferences for

lean pork to Canadian producers (via grade-price differentials for

slaughter hogs), in comparison to practices in the U.S.

4..l.4 Accurate Pricinq of lndividual Hoos

By the l950rs, it was recognized that objective carcass grading pro-

cedures resulted in improved pricing accuracy over ìive grading proce-

dures. Research in the late ll!0¡s and ì960¡s showed that the existing

grade standards in Canada and the U.S. were able to sort carcasses such

that the average high-grade animal was of greater value than the average

carcass of lower grade. Houlever, it also was shown that the existing

standards were unabìe to distinguish the value differentials between in-

dividual hogs.

I n the u.s., in 1951, wi ley, et aì. examined the relationship be-

tween various carcass measurements and carcass cutout value.ro? Pricing

on a carcass basis was found to result in improved pricing accuracy over

ì ive weight and grade pricing. However, the improvement resulted mainìy

from the inclusion of the carcass weight measurement due to the fact

that the existing carcass grade standards were not significant in their

contribution to pricing accuracy.

107 J.R. Wi ley, D. Paarlberg,
Related to Slauqhter Hoo

and R.C. Jones,0biective Carcass Factors

567, Dec., .l95.|. Va I ues , Purdue Un i v. Agr . Exp. Sta . Bu I .
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The continued inadequacy of pricing systems used in the u.s. was not-

ed later by Bache in l169.roa Live market grade-price differentials were

compared with wholesale carcass vaìue differentiaìs, and it was conclud-

ed that value differences associated wi th physical differences between

animals were not being passed from the wholesale to the live market. ln

an attempt to improve their usefuìness, the USDA standards for barrows

and gi lts were revised in t968. These revisions stressed the importance

of lean yield. The minimum backfat requirement for the old No.l grade

was eliminated, and a new No.l grade was established to reflect the de-

velopment of an improved quality of hog in the u.s. These usDA grades

have remained basical ìy unchanged since l968.roe The currently existing

standards for pork carcasses also were establ ished in ì968, and corre-

spond to the ì ive standards. Carcasses wi th quaì i ty def i c i enc i es such

as soft or oiìy fat, an unacceptabìe quaìity of lean, or thinness in the

belly are graded as "U.S. Utility'r. Those carcasses not delegated to

the I'Util ity'r grade receive a rrU.S. No. l, 2, 3, or 4r' grade, depending

soleìy upon the backfat and weight criteria. The carcass grading of

sows is simi lar, except that the sow carcass yield grade is determined

by backfat measure alone, and the grades are designated as I'U.S. No. l,
2, ot Jtt , 'rl'led i um¡r , or ilCu I I " .

lf a packer wishes to purchase U.S. hogs on the basis of grade stan-

dards other than those provided by the USDA, wFitten specifications of

the grades must be made available to both the buyer and seller. This is

108 H. Bache, rrAlternative l.lethods of Pricing Slaughter Hogsr', (unpub-
I ished Ph.D. dissertation, Purdue Universi ty, ,l969) 

.

r0e Pork carcass standards as presented in the l98l U.S. Federal Regis-
ter No. 7, pp. \J-j\ are identical to those published in ì168 by the
USDA Consumer I'tarketing Service.
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a common practice in the U.S. Federal grades are practically unused by

packers, as most employ their own private grading system. A factor con-

tributing to the lack of practical acceptance of the USDA grades is that

the number of grade categories stiìl is too small to facilitate accurate

pricing. Hayenga (1971) reported that, compared to pricing according to

wei ght and backfat measurements di rectl y,

"the pricing error would be greater in the I ive weight and(usDA) grade system which requires the very same measures orestimates. This is primari ly due to the fact that backfatthickness is an important factor affecting carcass value;
lumping together as much as ,3 inches of backfat (within agrade) is like discarding valuabìe information which couìd
better pinpoint the vaìue of each animal¡r.rro

ln canada, in 1963, a report by Bowland examined the range of cut-out

measures and values within Canadian A,B, and C grades.rrr He reported a

significant degree of overlapping of cut-out measurements and vaìue be-

tween grades, and noted that while the existing grading system ìed to
higher prices'¡on averagerrfor the higher grade carcasses, it did not

accurateìy reflect cut-out vaìues of individuaì hogs.

ln 1963, Fredeen et al. proposed that the existing canadian grade

structure ì^,as too limited in scope to recognize dif ferences in individu-

al carcass merit.1r2 lt was reported that more refined grading proce-

dures could not effectively be used unless l) a greater number of grade

lro l'1.L. Hayenga, "Hog Pricing and Evaluation Hethods - Their Accur acy
vol. 53,and Equity", American Journal of Agricultural Economics,(r97r), p. 508.

rrr J.P. Bowland, "Relationship of Grade to Carcass
Feeders' Dav Report, Dept. of Animaì Science, Univ.

Cut-out in P igsrr,
of Alberta, June

I , 196.3, pp . l4- I 6.

1r2 H.T. Fredeen, R.T.
diction of Yield and
Animal Science, vol.

Berg, J.P. Bowland, and H. Doornenbal, r'pre-
Value of Hog Carcassest', Canadian Journal of

44, (t964), pp. 33\-336
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predicted y¡eld itseìf was made the

basis for commercial settlement. The Federal Department of Agricul ture

in cooperation with the l'leat Packers Council of Canada (a national asso-

ciation of packers and processors) responded with a series of studies

through ì965 to 1967.rr3 Based on this research, a new,lndex ìoo" grad-

ing system, establ ished in .l168, classified carcasses according to l4

backfat categories, and nine weight categories (Figure z.z). An esti-
mated relationship of backfat thickness and carass weight to vaìue was

used as a basis for estabìishing a table of grade indices. The main ad-

vantage of this system was the creation of a much larger number of grade

categories. This alìowed a more precise means of identifying quality

differentials for individual hogs. The Canada Department of Agriculture

and the Canada Pork Council hoped the introduction of the new grading/

settlement system would have a twofold effect. First, it would faci I i-
tate price incentives to encourage the production of top qual ity hogs.

Second, the system also would provide a clear identification of the

physical tra¡ts to 'raim for¡rin the production of slaughter and feeder

hogs. Producers would be abìe to adjust their feeding, management, and

breeding practices in accordance with those index specifications provid-

ing the best monetary return.

ln Apri ì, ì978, the first revisions to the index system took place.

The number of backfat categories and weight range categories increased

to l/ and ll' respectively. The range of index values for hogs faìling
within these specified categories also increased, from a range of 24

rrs See Canadian Swine Council, i\eat Packers Councìl of Canada, and Can-
ada Dept. of Agricuìture, Çe¡ecÞrs New Hog carcass valuatíon system,
joint publication, 0ct., 1968, pp. 2-5, for a brief discussion of
these stud i es.
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Weight of Carcass
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Reguìations, Consoì idated Requlations of Canada, ì978' voì. ll, chap.
286 , p. I l+90 .
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F i gure 4.2: I ndex l0O Tab ì e as of ì 968
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po¡nts ( from 88 to l¡Z) to one of 34 points (from 80 to lì4). Accord-

ing to the l168 standards, the l60-t6$ and l70-l!! pound classes re-

ceived the highest index value, whi le rhe 180-l8l and t9o-.l99 pound

classes received the highest index under the ì978 standards (Figure

2,Ð. The revised standards encouraged the production of significantly

heavier hogs, while maintaining the emphasis on leanness. This change

proved unacceptable to the packers, as they feared a prol iferation of

heavy hogs would result in a glut of heavy primal cuts at the wholesale

level. ln January of 1979, the standards again were revised, with the

highest average index weight class becoming that of 170-l/l pounds (rig-

ure 2.4). ln Harch of 1982 a third revision took place, âltering the

backfat standardsrr* in order to accommodate the use of a single backfat

measurement (Figure 2.Ð. Fortin, et al. ¡n a comparison of various

backfat measurements as yield predictors, had found that a single meas-

urement over the lumbar region resuìted in accuracy of lean prediction

comparable to that obtained by using two fat measurement sites.rrs

ln current practice, the grade index table is used to reflect the

yield and value of barrow and gilt carcasses onìy. Sows and stags are

graded separateìy. Ridgl ings are automatical ly assigned an index grade

of 67. Also, provisions are made for the application of index demerits

due to type (i.e., thin bel ìy, or physical injury of farm origin), or

r14 Note that while the backfat standards in the lndex 100 Table are de-
scribed asr¡backfat in tenths of inchesrr, the standards actually are
in inches of backfat, with one tenth inch increments.

rrs A. Fortin, A.H. llartin, D.W. Sim, H.T. Fredeen, and G.l'1 . l.Jeiss,
'rEvaluation of Different Ruler and Ultrasonic lçleasurements as lndi-
ces of Commercial and Lean Yield of Hog Carcasses for Commercial
Grading Purposes", Canadian Journal of Animal Science, vol. 61,
Dec., (ì981), pp. 8g¡-g05.
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qual i ty (i .e., abnormal ly soft or oi I y fat) . A carcass of average

weight (155 lbs) and backfat (l.Z inches of loin plus shoulder fat, oi

1.5 inches loin fat alone) is given an index grade of 100. Superior

yieìding hogs of acceptable qual ity receive an index grade ranging from

l0l to ll4, while hogs likely to be of inferior yield receive an index

grade ranging from 8O to 99. Price negotiations between producers (or

producer sel ì ing organizations) and packers determine the price for an

rrlndex ì00'r hog. Actual prices paid for individual hogs are determined

by multiplying the assigned index grade by the negotiated lndex 100

price. ln this way, producers of superior quaìity hogs receive a price

premium for their product. lnferior hogs warrant an appropriate price

discount. All sìaughter hogs sold in Canada to the packing industry are

sold according to this system. To ensure equitable grade determination

for both producers and packers, impartiaì government graders are used.
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Figure A.l: lndex lO0 Table as of 1978
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Figure A.q: lnde{ ì00 Table as of 1979
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Figure 4.5: lndex ]00 Table as of ì982
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A.2 SUt4tlARY

ln the early .l900's, both the canadian and u.s. hog/pork sectors rec-

ogni zed a need for the development of off i c i al grade standards for

slaughter hogs, although each countryrs need arose from different cir-

cumstances. Early grade standards h,ere somewhat subjective, reìying on

factors such as the conformation and muscl ing of the ì ive animal, and

interest soon arose in the incorporation of objective measurements taken

from the dressed carcass. Since their initial development, both I ive

animaì and carcass grades have undergone numerous modifications in re-

sponse to the trend in consumer preferences away from pork fat and ìard.

Other modifications to the standards have resulted from an attempt (par-

ticularly in the Canadian grading system) to develop methods accurately

identifying the value of individual hogs. The end result of these re-

search efforts has been the development in Canada of a compulsory grad-

ing/settlement system based on a table of carcass grade indices. ln the

U.S. ' packers sti I ì use their own grade-pricing systems. The reluctance

in the U.S. to establ ish a single, official grade-pricing system is

likely due to a wish to adhere to a strictly free-enterprise philosophy,

which al lows individual packers the freedom to grade hogs according to

their own individuaì preferences. The official USDA grades presently

see very I imited use in grade-pricing but recent efforts by the Nppc

have produced a voluntary guideline table of grade indices to assist in
grade-pricing.
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Append i x B

CARCASS CUTOUT DATA

Data were obtaíned from a cutout test performed on a total sample of

2\J pork carcasses. The test was conducted at the University of Guelph

in the spring and summer of 1982, following cutout standards and speci-

f ications described by l'lartinrr6et.al. A stratif ied sample of carcasses

was chosen to achieve a uniform distribution across carcass weight and

backfat cel ls. Some extreme cel ls (i.e., cel ls containing carcasses of

low weight, but heavy fat cover, or heavy weight but thin fat cover)

contained fewer carcasses. However, aì I carcasses in al I cel ls were in-

cluded in the present analysis since the intent was to produce results

valid for the entire spectrum of carcass types in the Canadian sìaughter

hog popuìation. The characteristics of the sample carcasses were judged

to compare favorably with those of an extensive Agriculture Canada sur-

vey in l98l,rr? therefore the sample was believed to be representative

of the Canadian slaughter hog popuìation.

Summary statistics for the carcass sample are presented in Table B.l.

rr6 A.H. l'lartin, H.T. Fredeen,
of Trimmed Pork Product in
of the Carcass", Canadian
pp. 299-310.

1r? A. Fortin, S.D.l'1 . Jones,

G.1,1. l.leiss, A. Fortin, and
Relation to Weight and Ba

D. Sim,rrYield
ckfat Th i ckness
vol. 61, t981,Journaì 9f Animal Science,

and C.R. Haworth, op. cit., p.2.
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TABLE B. I

Cutout Data -- Summary Statistics

========================================================================

VAR I ABL E

l,Jcw

RLO I NF

RSHOUL F

F ¡'11R7 F

F r434R7 F

F r4LR7r,1

FH34R714

HAH

BELLY
PtcNtc
BUTT
BACK
TNLO I N

BKR I BS

SDR I BS

BAKFAT
TR ll'ls
TAILS
JOWLS

IlEAN

75.897
1 .29\
1.733

21 .709
22.825
50.792
\8.339
15.777
9.279
6.928
6.773

1\.025
o.760
0.985

19.521
7 .565
1.045
0 .51l+
1.\2

STD. DEV.

6.\92
0.240
0.235
\.706
5.056
8.zoz
8. r54
ì.61I
r.289
0.902
0.728
1 .\79
0.il7
0.ì59
r .760
2.239
0.3rì
0. I 't6
0.303

I'1I N . VALUE

57 .000
0.500
t.000

ì 3.000
I 2 .000
32.000
23. ooo
r 2 .080
5. l60
\.920
\.2\O
8.880
0 .520
o .560

ì 5. 480
2 .81+0

0.280
0.200
o .560

I'IAX. VALUE

94 .500
2.t00
2 .800

38 . ooo
4l{ .000
84. ooo
77 .oo0
2ì.000
r 3.400
15.480
8.600

r 9.640
ì. t60
ì .480

25.5o0
r 8.680
2.6\0
0.800
2.360

STD. ERROR

OF I4EAN

0.4r3
0. 153
0.0r5
0.299
0.322
o.52\
0 .521
0.102
0 .082
o.o57
0 .046
0.094
0 .007
0.010
0.112
0. I l+2

o.r98

cov.

8.55\
t8.518
13.550
21.676
22 .1 52
t 6. 148
t6.869
r 0 .209
13.892
13.0r6
10.752
10.5\3
r5.4r0
16. t7g
9.0t5

29.599
28 .7 38
22.610
2r.34ì

0 .007
0.t93

WCW = warm carcass weight
RLOINF = ruler fat measurement at loin (inches)
RSHoULF = ruler fat measurement at shoulder (inches)
F¡1LR7F = electronic (Fat-O-l'leater) fat measurement at last rib, 7cm off

the dorsaì midl ine (mi I I imeters)
Fl'11R7¡1 = electronic (Fat-O-t'leater) muscì e depth measurement at last r ib,

/cm of f the dorsal midìine (millimeters)
Fl434R7F = electronic (Fat-0-t'leater) fat measurement at ìast rib, /cm off

the dorsal midl i ne (mi I I imeters)
Fl434R7¡1 = electronic (Fat-0-l'leater) muscle depth measurement at last rib

, /cm off the dorsal midìine (miìlimeters)
HAI'{ = yield of commerciaì-trimmed ham (LS.)
BELLY = yield of commercial-trimmed bel ly (Lg.)
PICNIC = yield of commerciaì-trimmed picnic (kS.)
BUTT = yield of commercial-trimmed butt (kg.)
BACK = yieìd of external ly-defatted, boneless back (t S.)
TNLOIN = yield of tenderìoin (Lg.)
BKRIBS = yield of backribs (t S.)
SDRIBS = y¡eld of sideribs (LS.)
BAKFAT = yield of backfat, including kidney fat (t S.)
TRll,ts = yield of trimmings (t S.)
TAILS = yield of tail (kg.)
JOWLS = yield of jowì (kS.)
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WHOLESALE PORK PRICE DATA

ln calculating carcass values, weight-range-specific prices were de-

veloped for hams, bel I ies, butts, and shoulders. ldeal ly, Ioins also

would have been priced in this manner, but this was not possibìe due to

inconsistencies between the definition of a loin as it is priced in the

Ronald A. Chisolm price reports for Canadian wholesale meats (where

loins are defined as boneless backs) and in the National Provisioner

prices for U.S. wholesale meats (where prices are quoted for entire

loins). Consequently, the weight-range-specific price premiums and dis-

counts for U.S. ìoins were not appl ied to the Canadian price data,

though this was achieved for the other primal cuts.

The procedure used to deveìop weíght-range-specific prices for Cana-

dian primal cuts is described below, using the example of hams for the

time period of october, l98l (Table C.l). For this time period, monthly

average U.S. prices for four weight ranges were obtained. These prices

were converted to price ratios by dividing the price for each weight

range by the price quoted for the "optimal" weight range. ln the case

of hams, the optimaì weight range \^ras that of ll+ to l7 pounds.rr'8 The

rrB An optimaì weight range was defined as that weight range that con-
sistently receives the highest price. Weight ranges observed for
the various cuts were as follows (:t denotes the optimal weight range
for a cut) .

Hams - ¡tl4 to 17, 17 to 20,20 to 26,26 to

Bellies - l0 to 12, ì2 to 14, ¡tl4 to .l6, l6
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30

to 18, l8 to 20, 2o to
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Canadian price for ham, averaged for October, l98l then was multipl ied

by each of the computed price ratios to obtain a series of Canadian

prices for ham, adjusted for weight-range preferences. A simi lar proce-

dure was carried out for hams, bellies, butts, and picnics, for each ob-

served time period.

These prices then were appl ied in the fol lowing valuation formula,

used to calcuìate the gross value per ì00 kg. for each carcass in each

time period.

GVìr= ((PHAt4kt) (HAi,r¡) + (Rarrry*.) (eELLyi) + (pplcHtcKr) (ptcNtc¡)

+ (reurr*, ) (BUTT¡ ) + leancr¿) (encx¡ ) + (pTAtLt) (TAIL;)

+ (pBACKFATT) (anCrrAr¡ ) + (pJor,tLt) (.rowL¡) + (prRt¡4t) (TRln¡)

+ (pH0cKr) (H0cK¡) + (prE¡¡oEnr_oINr) (TENDERL0tN¡)

+ (pBACKRtBSt) (BACKRtBSi) + (pStDERtBSt) (StDERtBSì))/WcWi

where:

i refers to carcass "i",
t refers to time period "trr,

k refers to weight rangÊ "k",

P "carcass componentn refers to price (S per .l00 kg.) for the carcass

component named,

carcass component "i" refers to the yield (tg.) of the carcass

component named obtained from carcass I'i",

l.lCW ref ers to warm carcass we i ght,

GV refers to gross value (S per .l00 kg.).

25

Picnics

Butts -

- rr4

tc4 to

to 8, I and up

8, I and up
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TABLE C. ì

Developing l^leight-Range-Spec if ic Canad ian Pr ices -- Hams

vreight Ranse (tus) l4 - 17 17 - 20 20 - 26 26 - 30

u.s. Price (S/cwt) 8!.450 80.750 78.875 76.zoo

Price Ratio ì.000 0.956 0.934 0.902

canad i an Pr i ce (S/ t oo t<g . ¡ 225.972

Adjusted Canadian Price ($/tOO t<9.¡ 225.972 216.O29 21t.058 203.827
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NATURE 0F THE QUAL tTy-CARCASS tIEASURET,tENTS RE LAT I 0NSH I p

The following tests were performed for the purpose of determining the

behavior of the relationship of carcass value indices to carcass meas-

urements over time and over individuals. A ! percent significance level

was chosen as the minimum acceptable significance level for these tests,

because there was a strong desire to limit the poss¡bility of concluding

that the above relationship did exhibit a particular behavior when in

fact it did not.

D.ì BEHAVIOR OF THE RELATIONSHIP OVER TII4E

D.l.l Test for Trend

To test for trend, the relationship of carcass value to carcass back-

fat and weight bras estimated using each of the 36 sets of monthìy whole-

sale pork prices. A set of 36 estimated coefficients thus were obtained

for backfat and for weighlrrr (see Table D.l). A rank correlation coef-

ficient was calculated to indicate the degree of randomness in the se-

ries of estimated coefficients.r20 This coefficient is defined as

I = 2SlN (N-l)

where

rre Backfat thickness was a summed measure of maximum shoulder and loin
backfat, measured in inches using a ruler. þJarm carcass \^reight was
measured in kilograms.

r20 The test was appl ied as described in G.
York: John W i I ey and Sons, I nc. , 1952) ,

- 149 -

Ti ntner, Econometr i cs, (New
pp.211-215.
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S = 2P-.5 (N) (N-l)

and where N=36

P=the sum of the rrpos i t ive scoresrr of the i nd iv i dua I

observations.r2l

"T" can assume any value f rom -l to ì. A value of I indicates a

perfect positive trend, a value of 0 indicates a complete absence of

trend, and a vaìue of -l indicates a perfect negative trend.

ln addition to determining the degree of trend as indicated by T ,

the significance of the calculated value of 'rst'also is tested. For N

ìarger than 10, the distribution of S is approximately normal with mean

zero and variance N(N-l) (ztt+5¡7¡6. A two-tailed Z-test is used to de-

termine whether S is significantly different from zero.L22

Testing the estimated backfat coefficients for trend, the resul ts

were:

P=49ì 5=352 T=0.559 varS=5390.

The value obtained for indicated a fairly strong positive trend, and

the value obtained for S was significant at the ì percent level. Given

these resuìts, i t was concluded that the series of estimated backfat

coefficients did exhibit a significant positive trend.

r2r To obtain the positive score for an individual observation, the ob-
servations first are ranked. To determine the positive score for
each of the 'rtrr observat ions, count the number of observat ions trt+ì 

,
t+2....N" which have a higher rank than that of thetrt"th observa-

. tion.

r22 Because S is not a continuous variabìe, a correction for continuity
is made in appìying the Z-test, consisting of subtracting I from S

if S is positive, or adding I to S if S is negative.
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Series of Estinated

TABLE D. I

Fat and Weight Coefficients -- 1980-1982

Month

Jan., 1980

Jan. , 198 I

Jan., 1982

Dec. , 1982

Backfat
Coeff ic ient

-5.226
-5.435
-5. I85
-5.325
-4.842
-6.020
-6.080
-5.262
-5.249
-5.380
-5.217
-4.952
-5.383
-5.500
-5 .882
-5.069
-5.090
-5.424
-5.I73
-4.752
-4 .668
-4.676
-4.376
-3 .94 3

-4.339
-4.682
-4.472
-4.726
-4.656
-4.815
-4.679
-4.465
-4 .57 4

-4.557
-4.60I
-3.798

l.le igh t
Coef f ic ient

-0.062
-0. 04 I
-0. I09
-0. 14 I
-0.233
-0.055

0.048
-0.004
-0.026
-0.033
-0.049
-0. t 28

-0.063
-0.033
-0. 0i4
-0.778
-0.089
-0 . 012
-0.049
-0.036
-0.054
-0.076
-0. I 20

-0.227
-0. 0ó5
-0.009
-0.078
-0.03 I
-0.0I 7

-0.004
-0.017

0.011
-0.039
-0. I I2
-0.12i
-o.223

I
2

3
4

5
6
7

I
9

t0
l1
t2
13
l4
l5
l6
L7
l8
19
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36



Test i ng the est i mated we i ght

were:
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coefficients for trend, the resuìts

P=J I I 5=6 1=0.0 lO varS=5390.

The value obtained for T provided onìy very sl ight evidence of a posi-

tive trend, and the value obtained for S did not test significantly dif-

ferent from zero even at the l0 percent level. Given these results, it

was concluded that the series of estimated weight coefficients did not

exhibit any significant trend.

D.ì.2 Test for Periodicitv

To test for seasonal variation, a non-parametric test based upon the

observed number of turning points and phases (where a phase is a run of

I ike signs in the first differences of successive observations) in the

series was appÌ ied. "ln a series of N independent random observations

the expected number of compìeted runs of length 'd' of the signs of

first differences (A'positive'or drnegative' signs) is:

2 (d +3d+l) (N-d-2) / (a4¡ !rrrz¡

The expected frequencies of runs of length l, 2, and

ferred to as Ul, lJ2, and U, respectively) r'o were

served frequencies (ul, u2, and u) by use of the cri

Xþ= (u I -u I ) /u t+ (u2-u2) /u2+ (u-u)

t23 lbid., p. 23\.

Lz4 l)t=5 (N-3) /ì 2

greater than 2, F€-

compared to the ob-

ter i on:

/u

Testing the estimated backfat coefficients for periodicity, the re-

su I ts were:

ul=13 u2=5 u=3 Ut=t3.75 U2=5.87 U=2.05 l$=O.efO

U2=i I (N-4) /60 u=4N-2 1 /60; from Ti ntner, op.
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The value for >$rut not significant at the 5 percent level ' Also' a

comparison of the observed total number of phases (22) to the expected

number of phases for a random series of N=36 observations (21'67) re-

vealed no significant difference between the two' even at the'10 percent

leveì of significance. Given these results, it was conciuded that the

series of estimated backfat coefficients did not exhibit any significant

seasonaì movement.

Test i ng the est i mated

sults were:

ul=7 u2=3 u=6 U1=13.75 U2=5'87 Lt=Z'05 ;$=r 2'328

The calculated value of l+ was significant at the I percent level, and

the observed number of phases (.l6) was si gni f i cantly di fferent from the

expected number for a random series of observations Ql'67) at the 2'5

percentlevelofsignificance,butnotattheìpercentleveì'Given

these results, it was concluded that the series of estimated weight

coefficients did exhibit a significant periodicity.

0.2

A Chow test \^,as appì ied to subsampì es of " l ightrt and 'rheavy" carcass-

es. The value indices of these carcasses were determined using average

ì!g2 wholesale pork prices, and were regressed on the independent vari-

abìesbackfatthìcknessandwarmcarcassweight.AsTableD.2indi-

cates, the caìcuìated values for the F-statistic exceeded the critical

vaìue at the ì percent level, and so it was concìuded that the estimated

coefficients did differ significantly between these two subsamples'

weight coefficients for periodicity, the re-



egres s r-on

Al) Light subsample
< 72 Kg.

A2) Heavy subsample

A3) Subsamples pooled

Chow F-ratio*

ntercept

Bl) Lean subsample
< 2.9 inches fat

82) Fat subsample
> 3.2 ínches fat

83) Subsamples pooled

TABLE D.2

Chor¡ Test Results -- 1982 Data

-1.4t7
(1.04s)1

-t.624
(o .467 )

0. 165
(0.231)

how F-raÈio*

Coeff ic ient
Back fa c

-5. 14 L

( 1.020)

-4 .05 I
(0.s76)

-4.599
(0. sss)

Standard errors
Critical F--"'.alue

0. 123
(0.640)

-o.473
(0.70s)

0. 054
(0.2s0)

Coefficient
l,Ie igh t

-0.269
(0. r24)

0. 218
( 0. 071)

-0. 06 I
(0.033)

for the 0.05 level is 2,60; for the 0.01 1eve1 is 3.7g.

-3.958
(r.311)

-4 . t39
(1.343)

-4.445
(0.s34)

.364

.336

.360

-o . I47
(0.0s7)

0.049
(0.0ss)

-0.070
(0.041)

67

106

t76

868.529

646.330

1677 .353

.163

.ll3

.360

99

76

178

1322.378

620.771

2010.180

\ttr
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The same test v.,as appl ied

cass subsampìes (taUle 0.2).

the calculated value for the

the conclusion that no signif

ficients obtained from these
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to the subsamples of "ìean" and ¡¡fat" car-

At the ! percent level of significance,

F-statistic vras not signif icant, leading to

i cant d i fference ex i sted between the coef-

tlnro carcass subsamp I es .
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Append i x E

TESTS FOR T,lULT I COLL I NEAR ITY AND HETEROSCEDAST I C ITY I N THE

QUAL rTy-CARCASS t4EASURE|'IENTS RELAT toNSH I p

To determine whether the coefficients obtained by the ordinary least

sguares regress i on of carcass va I ue i nd i ces on carcass measurements

could be accepted as reflecting the true relationship, the relationship

was estimated for ì182 average price data, then tests for multicoì I i-

nearity and heteroscedasticity were appl ied to the estimated relation-

ship.

E . I TEST .FOR I'IULT I COLL I NEAR ITY

A high degree of I inear correlation between the independent variables

carcass weight, backfat thickness, and muscle thickness could render the

coefficient estimates highìy unstable and imprecise. The method used

here to test for multicol I inearity is one suggested by Koutsoyiannis,t"t

in which additional explanatory variables are inserted in the relation-

ship one by one. lf the new variable improves the R-square without se-

r i ous I y affect i ng the standard errors or the est imated va I ues of the

other coeffícients, it is kept as an explanatory variabìe.r26 lf the ad-

r2s A. Koutsoyiannis, Theory of Econometrics,
Press Ltd., 1977) , pp. 238-2\2.

(London: The Jtlacmi I I an

r26 The usuaì procedure is to insert explanatory variables one by one,
starting with the variable that is most strongly correlated with the
dependent variabìe. Whi ìe backfat thickness better explains carcass
value than does carcass r¡reight, the latter variable is the f irst
variable inserted in the test performed here. This is because car-
cass weight is considered necessary information in establ ishing pay-

_156_



dition of a variable seriously affects the other

warns of multicol I ineari tY'

t57

coefficients, this

TherelationshipofcarcassvalueindicestocarcasSmeasurementswas

estimatedusingaveragel!S2valueindicesasthedependentvariable'

andwarmcarcassweightastheindependentvariable.Regressionsthen

wereestimatedusingcarcassweightandeachofthefouraìternative

backfat measures included in this study' As ilìustrated in Tabìe E'l'

innoneofthefourcasesdidtheadditionofbackfataSanexplanatory

variableseriousìyaffectthestandarderroroftheest¡matedweight

coefficient' nor was the sign or magnitude of the estimated weight coef-

ficientrenderedunreasonabìe.lna]lfourcases,theadditionofback-

fatimprovedtheR-square.Further,theadditionofmusclethickness

measurementsatthelastriband3-4thlastribsitesproducedsimilar

results;animprovementinR.squarewithoutseriouslyaffectingthees-

t¡mated coeff i ci ents for backfat or wei ght'

0nthebasisoftheaboveresults'ìtwasconcludedthatnoneofthe

estimatedrelationshipsexaminedinthisstudyexhibitedaseriousde.

gree of multicol I inear¡tY'

ment for a carcass '
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TABLE E. T

EstimaÈed Regressions for Detecting Multicollinearity -- 1982 Data

2

Ïn tercep t
2.7(r7- LU

(o .232)**

3

-RI .988
(0.120)

4

_o
3.053 "

(o.202)

l.rcw*

5

-0.169
(0.036)

'6

2
(o

-0. 057
(0.033)

-(¡o48'
192)

FSUM*

-gt.7s8 '
(0.18e)

7

-0.072
(0.033)

-4 . 530
(0.486)

g.782-ro
(0.\e2)

* See Table 5.6 for definition
** Standard ;irrors

RLOINF*

-0.062
(0.031)

-u1.257 '
(0. re0)

-0.088
(0.032)

FMLRTF*

-0.078
(0.03r)

-7 .998
(0.8es)

-0. 094
(0.031)

FMLRTM'I

fl

-0.46 I
( 0.043 )

FM34R7F*

-o.422
( 0.044 )

FM34R7M*

0.075
(0.02s)

R2

.084

.325

-0.424
(0.040)

-0.404
( 0. 040)

.310

37t'

.397

0.059
(0.024 )

.37 5

.390

\tr
@
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8.2 TEST FOR HETEROSCESDASTICITY

lf the variance of the error term in an ordinary least squares re-

gression is correlated with one of the explanatory variables, the coef-

ficient estimates are not minimum-variance. Consequently, predictions

of the dependent variable wiìl have a high variance, and less confidence

can be pìaced in the estimated coefficients. The stronger the heter-

oscedasticity, the more severe its effects can be.

To test for heteroscedasticity, the Spearman rank correlation testr2?

was applied. Regressions for each of the six combinations of carcass

measurements were tested, using carcass value indices calculated using

average ll82 price data for the dependent variable. Table E.2 indicates

that none of the variables in any of the trials dispìayed a correlation

coefficient whose value tested significantly different from zero at the

! percent level (thougtr carcass weight in trial 4 came close to being

significant at the ì0 percent ìevel). Since none of the calculated cor-

relation coefficients were considered to be significantly different from

zero, heteroscedasticity was not considered to be a problem in any of

the estimated triaìs.

r27 A. Koutsiannis, op. cit.
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TABLE 8.2

Spcarman Rank Corrcl¡tion Coeff icicnts l!82 Data

Trial

-0. 024
0. 705

RLO I NF'

t ) r'e.x
Prob > r' *

-0.070
0.273

-0.062
0.331

2) rte.x
ob > rt

-0. 09 I
0. r56

3) r'e.x
Prob > rt

-0.072
0 .257

-0. r05
0. l0I

-0. 04 3
0. 503

) rte'x
Prob > rl

-0.038
0.550

5) r'e.x
Prob > rf

-0. 099
0. 120

-0.048 I -0.016
0.45r I 0.797

) r' e.x
rob > rt

-0. 08 7

0.173

¡tUnder Ho: rho = 0




